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In this thesis AC/DC load'flow problem fS formul4ted on the 
. • . I 
. I basis of the conditions established by realistic systems• The ~on-
linear.AC/DC load flow' equations; thuS formulated, are solved f!r~t 
~·~· ' 
by using the Newton-:-Raphson technique. The method is then exten~ed to 
. , I . • ' 
' I . 
· using th~ atiha-modified quasi second order Newton-Rap~son' (alpha-
\ ' ' . . ' 
M.Q.S.O~N •. R.) iterative method by including the second order terms of 
the ·Taylor series. 
The A~/DC ~oad flow equa~ions are developed 'in· rectangular form. 
Only one equation per converter s~ation :is necessary • . For. one .HVDc 
link, twp r~ws ·and two col~s (with ~ril~ ~i~· elements)· ar~ .added to 
.the AC Jacobian matrix ot the Newton-Ra~hson· ·proced~re. · su~table 
: ... 
algo~i.th~ ·a~e proposed ~o .obtain the solution.· 
The proposed algo~ithms, are ' extensively tested on four ditferent· ' 
. . ·" ' ' 
test systems: .with the Newton-Raphson ~flth~·d, cbnputatiohs . f~r. all 
test · system~ ~~erged in three i teration5. . The effect · of DC link 
. _... . . 
resistance, and:initial guesses _fOr voltages and coverter angl~s on 
the i;>erfo:hnan~e of .the Newton-Raphson techn~que is also· i~vestiqated • . 
/ 
The performance of the alpha-modified quasi seeond order Newton-Raphson 
' • • • J } • ' l 
·method is analyzed for a range of alpha ~a.lues. . The convergence rat~ : 
with the alpha-~dified . quasi second order Ne~n-Rap}lson riw!thod 
' . 
varies with the value of 'alpha chosen. In three of the four test 
' 
systems, the cover~en~ performance of. the .alpha•mc>dified quaoi secbnd 
order N;wton-Raphson . method lor .certain alpha values ·is better than -' 
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1.1 Background • . . 
' t ' ' . . Sol~!ion of t~~ .load flow ~r~ble~ is necessary for '~!fectiv~ 
, . 
. opera1;ion of electric p~er systems: · load flaw sim~lations are utilized 
for day-to-day analysis for network contingency evaluation and for 
pl~ning network expansion. 
~n .·modern power systems th~maj~rity of ~e generating stations 
are in clo.se . prorlmity to' the loa·d ~entres •. : Due to . the exPloitation of . • · 
•• • • • • • • • • #' ' • • 
thes,e local generating sites and .increased pressure· from concerned 
·. . . . . 
. , 
env~ronm~ntal groups,. i~ ·is becoming increasiRgly desirable to iocate 
. such gener~Ung stati~~s . fa.i: .fran. the population· centr~s; such ·expansion 
into· the remote areas results in the transmission. of· large ·amo~ts of 
power over very long distances. For reasoqs of economy' and sys~~m 
' . 
reliability this is often accomplished by High Voltage Direct Current. 
' . . . . . . . 
(HVI>C) trans~ssion. : In ~rder t~ acco~odate DC .iinks. the : conventi~n~l ­
_AC load flow. solution .must .be appropriately modifi~d~. This modification . 
.' ' * . . ' ' 
is-due to the dissi.Jitilarity in the behaviour of the HVDC and the HVAC 
. ' 
' transmis~ion networks • . Thus it is· increa.Sir\gly important .t~ deyeio 
' . 
. algorithms which wi,ll merge the -~ subsystems to .all'ow for integrat ~ 
sy~tem analysis. /.' 
. · 
1. 2 Scop·e of the 'l'hesis .' 
J . In· this thesis, an existing AC load flc:M program, as 
. Wellon [29), is . eXtended to account for th.e p~esence o~ 




















order Newton-.Raphson method for ·solving the load flow probleml moreover, · 
• \ ' ' • I ' I 
. . . . ' 
the applic~tion of .the alph~-modified quasi-second order N~wton-Raphs~n \ ' . . . . ' . . 
(al.'pha-M~Q!S.O.N.R.). method.for _ACM appiication:s is also 'investigated. 
I , • .. : . . . 
coordinate y~tem is ' adopted. Chapter 2 is the core of the th~sis and 
.. : -In. o.rd~~ tJ~. he co,.lat~b1e with the oi:iqinal.pr_oqram, the_ ~e~_.,!Ju).ar . ·. 
, • . ' ' , · I J'. 
p:ro~ides the necessary lo~d flow ·equations for AC sys~k having ~ · ·· 
. . .. \ , . . . . . . . . . . . . _. I :. . . . . 
links. Using these equations, the Newton-R,aphson techriique ·is then · 
! ' ,., ·-•\ "' ')> 
tested for solvin9 the integrated AC/OC. load·floW problem.· 
. . ' . \ ' 
Application . of ther alpha-mi:>diffed quasi-second o:r:;der Newton:.Raphson 
. ·. . . . . ·' . . .· . ~~ . - . : . 
method . fo~ ~olvi~g the AC/DC load fleW-problem is · investlg~ted in-Chapter . 
• ' • -~ · • < " • • • • • : • • • • : • • • • • 
. .. ~ . . ·~ . 
· 3. · The Jacoblan and th se~tind _order terms · necessary for ··the pt-~cedure 
are de€S:iled. 
' .,., 
ions for ·:the efficient calculation. of 
the· addi tiona! te_rms· required by the method are also discussed in this 




'test~ng of the: pi:OJ?OSed 
lightin~the results of ·extens~ve 
i 
i . 
• ''First, details of four well ·known 
• 81> ' ' ' . .. 
test systems are given. The performanc~· c;>'f the ~irs·t ·order Newton-:-
.Raphson method .in solving the four test systems is given next. 
. . ,v;- . .· . . • . . 
. . . . . ,. . . . . . . . -.:. . . 
Inc.luded also ·are the results· of sensitivity analysef!l related to. the 
? . ,• . 
effect of. the initial ~Conditions and. the oC link resi.starice· on . the · 
. ' . ·. ' ~ ./ . . . . . - .. . . . . . . : . 
conve~cjence of ihe method • . ';Mte ch~pter ls.,.conc'l.uded wlth results l · 
. . . . . ' 
. . . . 
: ·. ~ewton-Raphson· method • . Chapter.5 contains conc~uding remarks and 
. . .. 
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3 · ~ 
. /( .'·\. . . 
/ ./, '-./ . ' 
1.3 A Historical Re,.,.iew of AC/DC Load Flow . . . 
~e of the first ·papers reporting on ~cconmodalo: of HVDC links · 
In a ~tandard AC loa·a f~ow pi-ogram·is that~ B~rkeland ·C~rre· [6]- ' in 
. . 
1966. In their.' work a s9ccessive overrelaxation iterative method lias 
. . . •' 
been used ·to solve the AC/DC load flow equations., 
. . . 
· Subsequently~ in 1969; Sat~ and Arril'laga [24] . r 'eported on work 
. . - '. . . - ' . . '. 
. . 
.. ~n which they ~investigated th~ effect of 'HVDC ·links .. on the accuracy and 
convergence rates of .the ~tanq~d AC programs •. 'The method presented 
involved the·-sitnulation o~· the OC. link whose outc~me ~as then u~lized 
"' . .· . . . . 
. in an existing AC:load flow progr~ •.. The ·algorithms were test~d on the 
- --~ . . ~ . - . 
. AEP 14 Bus .Power :Syst'run. 'This test s:istem wa~ ' lat~r c)n U;S~~ by many · ' ' 
other authors ·as a standar~ tes~ system· for AC/OC aP..,licat~c?ns. 
. . ~· . . .. ·.. . . ·"- . . . ·. 
The work_ w :B~aunagel, Kr8/.t and Whysong [71 in 'i976 cente'red lilround 
. . 
. I . . . 
. including. the equations for_.o6" converters and transmi~si<;n1 lines dire.ctly . , 
. . . .. 
• • , ,. . , .. , .• • , I . , -' . 
· in a _Newto'ft AC po.wer flow.· · The Jacobian ·af the AC ·system was· inooified · 
.... " . 
. . . 
. '1 . . ' 
to account for · the DC equations 1 · The DC equations were arranged such 
.. . • " . 
. ' ' 
: .. _ - • .. .. .. . . - . . . · - - · . . ' .. .. -~ - - . . . -- . . ' . . . • • . .. I.-- - - - - -
- -that the reactive power co.nsumed by 'the : converter w~s .. . ass~d constant~ 
#' • • • 
With tolerances of lesl\ than . s· MW ~nd 5 Mvars mism~tch per bu,s·,. it ·is 
repo~ted , that t _he addit~on of_. th~ DC equation~ in . the AC Newton pbw~l: 
- . ' . · ~: . . . - . . . . . . . . 
flo~ did not increas·e the nuinber' of iterations rieeded for convergence 
.. . . . . . . .. . . 
of the. AC syst;~m alone:~ The method used' by _Braunagel, Kraft .and 
· . ' . . 
Whysol,lg was Newton-a.phson· in p(,lar fo~~-
. .  
,. ~ 
In l977, Re~ve, Fahmy and . $tott [21] prese~ted . a Newton-based· 
~ • ' .. > ' ' ' .' I o 0 ' ' ' • ' 
algorithm for solving tbe load flow pr?ble~ f~r mUltiterminal HVDC 
The method?lQgy ado~~ed in their~Work as to ~lternate 
, , I • 0 • 1 o 
betWeen 't;he· Ac·. and· ne system load flqw. 
' , 
. . ' 
:\ ~J 
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An . integrated approach to· the·; AC/DC .load flow problem w~s.· ' 
'I r . •• • r~ported by _. Arr.illaga ~pd ~.dger [2_] _in 1977, The · technique··p~esented 
; f 
. . .. ·,· 
· .relied · on .sqlving the AC part by~an~. of the ·fast~co'upled· metho?· ·-:-ft:t' 
\ 
' . . . . . . . . , 
It should be noted' that .the. formulation presented in that paper · 
. ~ . ( . . . . . 
accoUnted for .. the · transformer reactance .twice.: A 'clarification of 
' ' . 
. . ' ·i. 
this 
poi~t can .be · found in Arri.llaga, 'Ha;-ker and Turner. [s] in .. l9BO. 
. . 




. •. ~ystem 'was formUlated in -~.uch a way that' ahy: multit'erminal system of · any 
, " ) . .. • ,. ' l . · , o . ; - : 
configuration could be. easily accommodated: ~e dgori~ we_re -t~sted . 
. . . . ' . " ·: . . ~ 
.. . ., - ... 
on a nUII\ber of test ·systems. The DC link in each .test sY'tem is 
•• . . • ' r • .-
. deli ve.ring a . co'nstant •MW at the inverter end;/ It 'is worth noting that . 
. for · ·each of ~e . syst~ test~~ · fou~ it:er.at~~~s ~re req~_~r~d to achi~ye • 
. · .. ··rj :, . conve~ence. ·-· . .~ 
In 19e1, Ong ;~d H~zei-nejad [19] pfesented ·:a ,tho~ for·solvi ng 
AC/DC lo~d .'now ... ~r~bl~ with a ~a~iet~( ~f · conve.rte~ t~~s an~ 




capability. to handl~ discrete t~p-step and ~ap limits of th~· convert~r 
. . .. ·' ' . 
trcmsfo~er 'to set overcurr~nt 1.imft at the DC terminal. The iterations 
' ~ . . . . ' 
are p~rformed· on the DC voltage _equations us~ng a digital current ' · 
The· DC and AC -load flows · i reterenc~ ·baiance~ to updat~ the DC currents. I 4 • • • I • ... ~ ... ~ • 
. . i 
.' are pedormed sequentially. The ~~opose~ DC _ ~l.gpr~thms · are fl~~ib( a'nd 
·can be c6mbined with any existing AC load flow proqram. . · . . · -
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P:ROBLEH FO 
.. . ~ . ' ' •, 
LATIQN";.;;,·. 
""" . ~ .... ... . 
2~1- ·llntroduction .. 
, . 
· . , ~· 
t~ .. its s~nip~~st· . fo~\~t ·lo.ad flow ·pr~ble~ ~an .be ~~presented .. 
f-s a DC link interfaci~g ~wo funCttonal.AC networ:ks_-. A~ shown iq .' • 
Figure 2.1, this . link has several domponents with cha~acte~istics that I . . . . .. 
cc;mtr.ibute. ad~ tional ~oDPlexities ~~ .th~ o.v~rall load flow problem • 
. The formulation of equations o'f an integrate4 AC/DC sy_stem,is don~ 
in ·two part~. In · s~c·ti.on 2., 2 equatlon~ for these AC.· n~es (bus~s) ~hich . 
are· not direc~ly c~ru;e6te~ "to · t~~ oJ ii~ arej. ·form~lated~ In sl~·tion ·~.3 
. .. . . . . I " 
. ' 
• '1 ; 
.. 
so.me backgr6unci ~ert~~.n~~q to .. ~~ op.r~tion of converters ~-rect~f.ier, an~ · · · 
, inv~rte~~· is· gi~e~ ~J:ld the n~~~ss~ryt:uatiqns. at .the re;tifier. ;and' . 
inverter·. end of the DC ~nk are developed, A. ·brief'· review' of ·.the Newton-
·..._ . .' . . \'.·. •' . 
~phson me·t~od, i~ . ~i v.~n ~n.~s.ectiot:l 2 ·14 .· This is . ~allowed by se;ti.o~ 2. 5 
. where equations using· the Newton;Raphson .technique are formulated . and 
. ' . ! . . . . . 
the method ~or solv~~g the ~nt~rated ~c~ load fl<?W ' p.robl.e~ is outlined. 
, 2. 2 _tiuattons for· AC. ~use~ · 
I . . 
2.:2 .1 ' Types o'f .'Bus~s ana . SYstem Modelling . 
. . · : Norma~ly ~~~e are· t~~e . ·diffe~enl· ~n)es of . nodes or buses identified 
• ~' ' , • : ' I' ' \ ' ' • I ' ~· I 
in an electri~ po~r sys~eJII;. _ ·These arr . . th~ load }?us, the genera,tor or 
: 'vciltage~controlied· bu.s, the slack or swing bus. A bus. in an · AC systell\ is 
.• . ' " i 
1·· . 
said to~ comple~~iy ~efined if 'the followiqg four .parame~ers .~re· specified 
I ' 
. · .. l ' 
at that .bUSI ,total ~Ctive power (P) e~tering Or leaving the bUS, to~al 
• .. • . l • ' • ~ • • • 
reactive power (Ql enteririq or leavi~g :tlie''bus, magnltude of the b~~ . 
" . . . . .·. . . ,· . . . 
voltag~ <lvl)', arid ang.le of·the' bus vo~tage . . (6) • . For each' bUs two of 
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' these variables are known and twc;) are unknown. Thus, 
. ' 
· 6 
. ' i for a. load bus.: ,, 'p and Q are specified ., 
. . t " 
. ' 
· · IV I c:nd 6 are· unknown 
! 'for a· generator or voltage-controlled bus: 
I ., 
.  
p and lv.l a~e specified 
g and .. 6 ·are unk.nown 
,.,..., 
At a generator bus 'the voltage ~agnitude is· controlled 
by supply~ng reactiv~ power '(Q) from' the ge'nerato;r • 
for ~E!: · s~ing_ 'oi: ·slac)y.bus ;· . 
J~ I an!3 6. are specified ' I. 
· ' . P and Q ~r~ unkno~s · . .. . ·. . -
. . The sWin9 bus is •_~.~~ia11y a g~ner~_to~ !Ns ~nd, it1/._ S!-Jpplies the difference -Jtween' the specified real . . . . 
. , and the cal<"Jl;~d' reOctive pOOler. intO th~ . sYs~/ :: ' 
· .at the other genera~or. bU:Ses and the· total syst_em . ·. 
·(! . . 
output plus l~pses. . - · . . . 1 · · 
sfnce thO pUEpOSe of_ this ·t..esis is .to modi:fy an exis~ing ~+-RapbS~n 
AC load. flow· program .so ·as to acc~date avoc, links', the modelling and 
. . . 
progratitning of ' th~ AC system is ·not described i..ri great detail. The '. 
. :. ·. : . . " . . . . . : ... . . . ' . ' . \ . ' ·. ' ' . ' 
baFf._iO AC load flOw program considet:~ in this . St\lo/- is' ·deyel~ped ·in [29) • . 
., . . 
Transmission lines are ·represented by'their Pi~equivalents. If. a transformer . 
.. 
:_with oft::-n~~nal · turns ratio. is co~~ected to" a line a.s ~how in 
Figure 2.2, an equ~vale~t. Pl-mod~l wlth parameters as shown in Figure 2.3 
• 1 V r . 
iS obtained in the program~.' ·.This equival~nt ~i-~~1. 'is~ then ~ed in 
. . . . ... 
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2.2.2 Loqd Flow Eq,uations for AC Buses 
. To begin w1th, 'consider the .following well. established A.C· load flow 
. 4 ' 
equations. Nodal analys~s technique is followed in the .forrnulat1on of 
-
i ! 
. these .e~~ati~ns. 
At~ ·loa~ bus, · ~ 
p 
p 
~ •• ..,.. ..;.:-:r 
n ~~~-
E. {e--(~~ 
q7l _P ·~": 
n 
+f ' B · ) · + .f ' ·(f G -e B)} 
_q . pq p q pq q · pq . 
.~ 
-~Q ·= l: {f (e · G + f ' B ) -·e (f · .G. _.<,_..'e. B )} 
P ... q=l p q pq . q pq . p q pq q ·pg 
~ 
At ·a voltage co~trolled bus, c, 
'· 
..· 






( e G +'· f B· · ) f f . -( f G. -· e · B ' ) } ~~- ' ( 2. 3} 
q cq · q cq, . c q . cq q cq 
'· 
. '. , 
·.where 
Yp ~ vol~age at . bus p. 
e + j f hn rectan9-ulilr coordinates) 
p ·.. p . . · . . :. 
.. 
v /':, voltage at bus q q = : •' 
: 
= e ··+· j f 
<;t . q 
f v /':, volt~cje -at pus c ,. . ·. , 
I c '"' .. 
. I 
.+ j f · = e 
C'. c 
' . 0 
G , B t:.~ actiye and: reactive comportents o~ the series admitt~nce 
.IXl pq= . · , . . ·· ... 
( y ) . of the ·Hne. connecti-ng. bus .p . and bus q. 
. . pq . . . 
The active,.and reactive powers ~t the. swing. line .are determined at the 
end of the lo~d fi~~ ·a~lution sine~ lt s~pplies · the ~ys~e~_\:ra~;mis~io~ 
(line and transformer) losses ana the"difference between.the system load 
. .. . 
.and the tot~l · generation at the voltag~ cont:rolled b\iEies. Henc;:e no : 
' 4' 



































.'• , I ' -· 
. : 
· . .. 
8 
_) : 
fterat.ive solutior\ ~s required for the unknqwn paramet~rs (P and Q) of 
., 
the swing -bus . 
2 . 3 Equations for AC Buses'. Interfaoi~g DC Link 
I . 
2.3.1- Basic Definitions arid Assumptions 
With: reference to Figure. 2.1 the DC lirik is.·between. bus r and 'b1,1s i 
i - 1 
" ' . 
. of the' AC system. · Th~ ~ubscripts· r ~nd. i -~~ed f,;e r~fe~ t~ rectifier • 
•· pu~) ·the·, AC _power · .: an.d-_ inVerter 1 respectively o;. J\t, b\lS i' • (the rec1;.ifier 
. . . ' . .. ·. _: ~ . ·.. .· .~· ' . . . ~ . 
i~ -convert:ed-·to o·c through, rectification and iS thEm 
. ... . . _: . -. .. ' -· 
whe_eled over· DC ' ' · · 
,. 
' · 
transmission lin~j o~ c'ables. At bus · i (the ,inverter. bu.s). DG power is-· 
sonverted' ~a~~- ~~ A~\n~~u~h . in~-~~s~on ·-to ·bil fed in~~ · .the. -~ s~~~e·m: , . 
... . . . . . . 
The DC transmission scheme c~ld be ~mono~iar, b.ipol,ar·~ .or · homopolar 
. ;. . ' . - . 
. '
depending on the economics and the degree of reliability ·desired. 
~ • .31. . - • 
•• I o • f • 
'connecting . valve groups or bridges in various ways. In ~dern HVDC 
' -. . . . 
systems, two, or more 'bridges in S!'!ri~.s 'q_n the DC side are us~ally nee!-ied ._ 
~ . ,, . 
~for acti~eving as high a di~-ect: voltage. as _-req~lred· f?r ec~o~ic~l 
circuit ar~angem~n.t~ ~h1ch is ·most co~niy used in. · 
-... 
Three~Pha'se TwoAlay (graetz) Circuit c'ommonly. refei!red . 
. ' . ' . .. ' 
. ' ' l ,.. 
·circuit. This is due to: 
. ' 
(a-) iow peak _ inverse' volt~ge . (PIV)~ 
' 
: . u •, 





I, ... c. 
loW valve volt-~mpere rating, ~nd , ' 
\ th_e . slmpl~s~· tra~sform~r c~nne~t~on. 
. . . . ~ ' .. ,
(d) 
.. 
. ' ' ~ . 
This circuit arra~gement iS shown in .Figur'-' 2 ~ 4 .: ~·The valv!i!s are represented 
by diode symbols·. The :4irect. vo~ 1;.age .J!£.~oas t~e · bt~d>:{~ conver~er is :· · 
., 
. . . 
' • 
' , ' 
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~ferre·~ to as ' firing · or ignition .angle in ~VDC literature,· is denoted 
;by a and corresp~mds . to a time~ delay of a 7'ft seconds. In Figure , 2, 4. 
r ~ 
the nwnbers associa:ted with these 







valves indicate their firing·order. 
........ . 
dire~~ volt~~(v0) and· the fiiing . . 
·. 
where E : is the maximum value of the m . . ' . AC phase ~¢ltage .. and v00 ·. is the ~verage :di4l.tage. ~i~h 
a = 0 
t:1 ('~'f. 
~r cann~~ b,e. greater than one. hundred and I 
a = 90° 
. r 
the d'ire<;t voltage is . zero Jl'l.d. f~r . 
.. . .-· 
. 
. ' . 
• . . i .J 
the .direct voltage is hegative. · Since the current in the ~alv,es .·canno~ ·9 ~ I flow- in the ,reverse di~ection, this situati~n 
• \ • • • !I 
(V 
0 
. <:: ~ ).- denotes a reversal 
of\ow~r. f and hepce inverter. ope.ration. 
· j I . •I 
~ The fu · damental cqrnponent . of the AC. line ~urren~ -is i!'l .-Ph.ase with~ 
'the .Ac source voltage ror a = o. The converter in 
r 
". 
consume any reacti~e power. With ig~ition delay current. a 
.. · 
are no ~onger in phase ahd th,e cori~erter draws reactive pciwer from the · 
,.. 
AC sy~tern. . .' '•. ., 
:;,~· · 





from OJ'ile valve· to another in ·the' same row does not take pla«e siJnultatteously . 
. , . ' . .. . ~ 
~ 
. . ' 
'{ 
I ., ·. . 
' . ,. 
' I ' 
' ' 
,· · , 







f . ' :. 
.. I·_,' I . 
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' " 1.: ! \ ; 
i • . ~ ! ~ . 
' . t 
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: l. 




' l · I 
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t . due' to. tbe pre~ence of the leakage inductance in the AC source transformer 
. .. 
windings;. Thus there is a finite time during which two phases a~d three 
valves conduct at the same time: in ~wd qt the valv~s tne cur~ent 
•• . J . ;· 
dim~nisj'les ·and in. the third val;e the current increases. This period· of 
commutation is called . the .an~le of overlap· and ~s denote!i by llr •. 
!I' . ~ . • 




and ends at . 
•· 
wt = a 
r 





where 0 i~ . Jenown as' the extinction angle and is defined by the foll_owing' 
. ' r . . : . .· . 
. '· 
relationship, . " . ' 
.. ;· 
.· o· = a +· ll ( 2 .6~ . r r . r 
,, 
' 
' •• The symbols a and ·a for ~ay fln~le and ext~nction angl~, respectiv~ly r . r 
" • . ~ : 7 • 
sed- exclusively for rentffier opetation where they have values between 
' . 
zero and ninety degrees. These an9les hold .va~ues. ra~glng bet~een ~inety 
· .. ~ • , , .......... , ', ' ' L· 
· to one ·hundred and eighty (is~ degree~ . for 
~ . . -· 
inverter opera~ion • . How~v~r, 
. . 
in t~is case·, it is a more conunon practice to define : the ignition advance 
~ " . 
angle ai a'd ·the extinc~i.o~_.angle y i by their advance . #~'m . the i~stant 
/ . . . . ·' . . . . 
:/ (wt =· 180° for ignition of valu~ 3 and extinction o~ _val~e1 : 1, . s'ee Figures _, 
2.4 and 2.5) wh~n the c'ommunication voltage (eb ) ·,i t; z'ero and decre~~·r~g. 
a · • 
• The fol~owing fundamental assumptions are made _in the formulation .of 
oJ 
-the equations ~epresenting the AC/DC converter: 
.. . 
(i) The ic source supplies a balanced steady-state sinusoidal voltage . 
-... 
' 
~nd current of constant 'frequency. 
.. 
. .· 
. . . 
· .;. ' 
,(ii) ' ·. The -.;oltages and currents of , high~r harmonics . generated; by ~e · 
.. '
., ..... 
con_verter are fil tere. d.· out · and do not' appear on th& AC. si~ie·.: 
, I ~ 
. I 


























t 11 • • 
(iii) The converter .tra:nsformers are resistance-free; . ' I' 
(iv) The . .dir~ct voltage aJd~ ·c~rrent ar'e ' cO'nst~nt and ripple-free. · 
The. converter. valve~; are ideal ·~o .that! ' the f~iward 'r~~~sta~ce ,' 
. . ,. . · , 
(v) 
is zero and the inyerse ~esistanc·~ is infiqJ. te. s Also; one1 
r • ' ' 
(vi) :: 
assumes that the~e valyes ~a~~ np .arc voltage _drop • 
. •. 
The converter ,valves ig.nl te . at; equ~l int~r'vals ~f ~tlie AC cycl.e. 
• ' . . • ·i ~ 
.. 
I. 
' 2. 3 .• 2 . AC/DC converter Model ·. · '5 
' 
' ,. 
. . , - . t - ~- ., ' 
The' ba_s~C: ·comie;ter-' rno<'{e·l u~ed -i~:this-~thesi;s . :!:s a~own . ~n Figure 2.6: 
l'' ~I I. ' o ' ' • ' ' · , ' ft > • ' 
The ar~a ~ur;o\md~d by.'t!_"le dotted l 'ine is the repre~entation of the: 
. •. . ' 
, 
0 
f• 1 : " I , I ~ . ' 0 : J , 0 , 
converter. The. 'convertefi t;ransformer is.~ an ideal ·On-LQad-Tap-Changing 
; ' :· · ·. • • , ... . .. • l . •' ~ 'J , .. • =· : . : .. . . ~ : ·, ! J • • • ~ :- • • ,. •• : , • 
{QLTC) traJ:lsfot:m~ atlc:L~ts ·leakage rea·c~ance; ·is inc;L~ded in. th~ c;omm~t~ting 
reac~anc~·· ·of · the conSe~~:r ·· s · (re.~tlfi~r\s ' or inv~~er\:·s) Ac: sotirce. · ... ; ., 
- ~ . . . . ,· ' .. : .· ;. ,:: : . . . ; . 
consid~r "the ·single-line .'representation of -~ ·ix: line as · illustrated 
l .. I t • ' • " •' • • ~ t • ' o ~ ,"" ' 
• ' ' I "' _i ' • ' • 
. in FigqX-e 2. 7,.. . . :rtte two · ,AC ·bus~·s _.between wh;i.ch the J?C lirlk e~ists a~e ~us r 
~n~ .bus i . d~not~) ;e,ctif~'er' e~d ·'a~d .the inverter end, respectively. 
' • t I 
'· • l • ' ' 
The respect;ive .AC \o'ltage and c~r~~_nt' . l~v~ls, at: t;hese two bu~es _are 





have tap ratios' a~· and ai with taps 
': l .. 
The .well known basic con~erter•equations .that have been developed in 
• • r 
' .. --~· ·- · ·, ' 













! . \ 
' . 
. " ·.:· 
' ! 
I·.. . 





' • 4 
o· ·~ 
















"' for a sin~le-pridge converter and · are in per-unit form. The per-un~t 
system chosen is ~uch that .the· same ba·se MVA and base voltage are used 
. '
on the AC'an4 DC si!3es. Thus · 
t' 
.• (V~ ) 
. ase AC 
= (P . )' 
· base AC 
' (V . ) · . = '(V ) = V ·~ base AC . base DC base 
p . 
base 
. i: . p • . 
·: .. ·(I . ) .,;,~· 
.:,· · base DC ·· Vb ; ,. ase 
From e~~tion~ '{2 ;9) .ancf .(2 .10); 
(Iba~~) - ·. ~>?" ·.<t'~ase> . 
. · .·OC::' . · AC 














The direct. y~ltage in· -terms -of the rectifier delay angle, the ccitunutating 
reactance, and' the voltage on _th~ AC side of tpe rectifier transformer is 
"fritten as . 







. ~ .. : -~ 
· .. ' • 
K = '_! 
2 ' 'It 
,. 
v0 is tp~ ?ire~t volt~g~ at the rectifier. 
r • 
a. is the 'delay angle of· the rectifi:er. 
.r . • \ 7 















a is the tap. ratio of the rectifier transformer. 
r 





is the coJmlutating react;an.ce of the rectifier's AC source . 
The dire~t voltage at the rectifier may also be written as.a function of 
the rectifier power fac~or and the .rectifier AC bus voltage, 
where cos ~ is the power factor of the rectifier . 
:r 
(2.15) 
The direct current in · tarms of. the rectifier Parameters and the 
\ \. 
\ . . . 
rectifier AC bus voltage is ·given by ·the followin~ relationship: 
': 
is the overlap ~gle of the rectifier. 
reactive pow~r requirement of a ·rectifier is dependent predominantly 
on two factors: . the de1ay angle and the AC bus voltage accordi~g to: 
3 a; 1vr12 




Because the inverter model ' is stm~lar to that of the rectifier, equations 
., 
similar to (2.12), (2.15), (2,16), and (2~17) apply for the inverter 
operation as well. 
v .. 
.Kl ai I vii cos yi - K2 ID Xci D. 
1. 
(2 .lB) 










• : . 
--~-- - - ~ •• •¥·----







v0 .. is the direct voltage at the ·inv.erter. 
~ . . . 
Y· is the extinction angle of the inverter. 
~ . 
!Vii is the magnitude of th~ AC volt~ge at bus i. 
·ai is,. the tap r;at,io. of the •inverter transformer. 
r0 _is the direct current in ~he link. 
x is the cornmut'ating . reactanc~ · of t~e inv~rte.r;-'s AC source. 
ci 
cos ~i is the power factor of the inverter. 
The DC ~oltage drop across the· link is -given by: 
V0 - V =.!); I ' 
·r; _o1 1. o . 




2.3.4 ations for the Interfacing Buses 
(2.22) 
For the·rectifier ~c. bus. r the· following active and reactive balance : 
/ . . 
equations are written: 
n 
. - \ 
p. = 1: {er (a G + f B )\ + f (f ' G e · B .)}+P ' · r q=l q rq . ~q t"q . r . q r_q q. rq D 
' 




n · \ 
Q = ): {f (e G + f '/ B rq) - e (f · G ~ e B )} + Q ' r q=l r q . rq q ~ . r · .. q ,rq q rq Dr 
. ( 2. 24) 
where P0 is the DC power over . the link on the rectifier side, and Q0 
. ~ . r · 
is the reactive power absorbed by the rectifier ali glven .by equation 
.. r 




p · • K1 ar I vr· I 10 ·cos a - ~ r . (2.25) 
·/ 














i . \ 
I , I 





















Thus, the act1v~ power . (MW) over the .rectifier end ~f the DC ~ink and 
the. reactive absorption (MVar )· ·of the rectifier are• treated as a load 
on the rectifier AC bus ·. 
Equations (2.26) and (2.27) provide the active and reactive power 
balance for the inverter AC bus i. 
n 
P . ::: 't {e. (e G • . + f B. ) +f. (f G. - e B. ) } - p ( 2 . 26) l. q=l l. q l.q . q- l.q ·l. q l.q q l.q D. l. 
-n 
Qi = E . {f~ (e a1: + f Bi ) - e . (f Gi e a · )}+Q · (·2 .-27) q=l q _q q q l. q _ q q iq ·D. 
. . ( l. 




is the reactive ·power abs'brbed by the ,invertez: as given by equation 
. (2.2H-- -As 'in tt:te rectifier -case, PD. is given by multiplying equ~ti.on 
l. 
(2.18) b~ Id. Hence 
~ 
v ( 2. 28) . 
Thus, the representation .. of the '·oc link on the inverter side is that o_f. 
a load which draws neg~tive act~ve power and 'positive reactive power 




2.4 Review of the Newton-Ra@_son Me.thod 
. . 
The Taylor ·expansion for: ·a mul ti-va_riaJ?le f~nction ~ . is written as 
-I f(x1 _+~x1 , x2 + 
'\~(xl ·, 
n 





. ~ . ~. 
+..1:.. 
n 
(ll ) ..1!. · ~: 
l'l . k•l . '\ - ~~~ 
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As- an appr~~:tion;· . the· Newton-Raphson Met;hod _assumes- convergence after 
the first two terms ·of the above series. Thus we have 
(2_.30) . 
(2. Jl) 
a ·. there · are· a m,unber of multiva:J:::iable functions (fl; f2, f3 -, etc.) , 
,equat~on _-(2.3~) can convenieqtly be 'written·as -.• 





6.x = inc·rement vector 
I . . 
,J =* matrix of first o-rder· partial derivative· coefficients 
t - . . 
referred to as the Jacobian.-matrix' 
. ·. 
6.f .= error vector 
· During each ·iterat~o~ ·equation (2 . 32'), is ~lved for the increm-en-t 
-matrix· 6x. · -Iter a tiona are performed until the solution is reached. 
!?-' '-
2.5 Formulation of Equations Usin~ Newton-Baphson .Method 
• 
• t ' ' 
· 2. 5 .1 Fonnulation for th~ AC Load ~Buses · . 
. The active· ~d reactive powers ' entering or leaving a bus. in .a ~er 
system ar~ functions of system bus ~?ltages ~ Thus, at a~y bus p, 
. ·P 
p .. p (Vl, . V2·; . • .·.) p . . . 
. .. ' 
~ • ~ cvl, v2, ... )-
_....----
\ .• • 












I ; ! ; 
.. . 
_..,;_ _________ _ ...,...._..-. ..., . · ·· ··--~---...,..,a:o~~*'a::·""' W'ZI~AL'li!':W--:---.:.....--------,.-----. "'---...  , ... ~---.-· ..... 
f 






Applying e9Uation (2.'30) to the aboye equat.ions gives 
.. n . ClP 
,P (Vl + t,.Vl' v2 t t:.V 2' ... . ) p · (Vl' vi' · ... ) E (.!Wk) · at- (2.35) P . . p . k=l k 





The left hand sides of . equations (2:3s) i and (2.36) represent tne 
. . . 
errors or mis~atches at bus p in the active power and the reactive 
' o I • o ' ' • I • 
power, 
. -r~~~ctively~ ~t £p· .be th~ active· ~wer mi~~-atch and-AQ be the reactive 
. . . ' .. .. p . . ' . . . p ' 
: powe~ mismatch at bus p, and J,et,_ in recta.ngular . coordi~ates, 
r:~ .. equat_ions (2_. 35)., .and (2. 36) take the . fo,rm 
n . ()P n ()P 




Equations (2.38) and (2:39.) are. J.inear in nature -an<;l they express the ,. 
."changes in active and 'reactive powers it; ~~rms o.f ~~- compc)_n'ents 'of the : 
.. - (J( . ·. . 
. · systellJ bu~1ta9es :. ·For- ~ . system of n buses w~ere t,he ·:nth bus is. · the 
- . . . . 
. .,·. . 
· .. swin~ b~s, the set of equations to be solved ~e writte n in matrix form as 
-. 
()pi ()Pl .: 
ael .- ae-1 -· 
. n-P · , 
•• " ••• .,Jill •••••• 
aP 
. . n-1 , aP~ 1\-1 ' 
. ' 









n . 1 l'le 1' - n- (2.40) _- , 
·• 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
'3Qn-1 " dQ ~ . rt-1 





. • ' 
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In the above equatlon the square coeffici_ent matrix whose -elements 
are ·first order partia,l·derivatives is referred to as the Jacobian matrix. 
Equation (2.4.0) · is. also written as 
(2 .41) -
.. ~
The elements of J 1 1 . J 2 1 J 3 and · J 4. are derived in Appendix A. 
/ ... . 
-"' •/ 2.~2. Formulation for the A.C. Voltage-Controlled Buses. : 
The folloWing . e~ptions determine a •voitage-:c~ntrolled bus, c, 
. ' : 
n 
·.p I: {e · (e G + f . s·6 r+ f . (f G . - e B )} c q=l c <t cq q q . ·.c q cq q _ cq 
.(l .3) . 
: ,. 
' ~ .. \ :.,v ,~ 2 f2 ., ' .• . .. e + 
c. c c 
<i,4) 
" .. 
TOe active power mismatch (6P) relationship as g~ven by equati9n (2:38)1 
\ 
deyeloped irt tfle p:t;e:...i'oUS , SeCtipn 1 :WOUld • alS~ appi}' . tO t'h.iS CaSe • The 
vel taq~ mismatch ~qi.Jation is developed using the procedure and iS • sam~ 
given as' follows: • • 
-. 
ll j'v 12 n •.ajv i
2
· 4' alv · 12 • r · . t . a: . llekl . + r c . llfk] .(2.42) c 
.'afk k=l . k . ~ml ... 
' . ' . . Hence for a system of n buses where bus n-1 ·is the .voltage:...controlled . 
. . 
.. 
· (generato~) bus ·and bu~ n is · the swing bus, .the fol~owing .matrix equation 
• . 1' • . 
· is written: . • .r--
'· -- • 
\ 
.. 
---=...-- ........ -~l.-~- - --.. ':.._ -·-~-~-







... . ... /"" ~ .. 









. ., ...... • • • • <Ill • •••• 
llPn-1 oP ;ae n-1 n-1 
ll.Q 







ap/a·r 1 3p/~fn-l . 
. ...... . ........ 
, ap n-11CH1 · ap /df n-1 n-1 







(2 .• 43) " . 
. 














" 6 l. 
-
jvj2 : Js 
. - ... -
.. _/· 
In the above· equation Jt 1 J 2 , J 3 , . and J 4 are the same .as i~ (2. 41) • The 
• f . • 
elemepts of JS and~derived in,Appendix• A • . 
2. 5. 3 Formulatiori. for the I~facing Buses · 
~ .· .. ·. c~~nc~~h~ HVDC ' link is 'rep~esehte~ ·'irr. .. his the.~is as a 
f' I' . ' . . . ~ . •. ~~~ \ . 
J. 
load on both · 
. the rectifie~ :and inv~rter ~c buses .~· the t .reatment of these two· buses. 
for the Newton-Raphson applications is.the, s~e 'as in the f9regoing 
.. : . . 
for the load buses. The ·equations · for the conver.ter·s and for · the · 





.. ~onst~nt conve.rter power·. (P0 .' o~ P~ ) , or . 
. .. r . i . 














-t ... . 







~- ,...____ \" 
(iii) constant DC .volta·ge at -either end of the ·link, or 
constant reactive power absorbed either in the rectifier 
or in the' inverter, 'or 
a combinatioh of the above. 
. . 
In the following fo~ulation power delivered to the 
inverte'r (P0 ) is maintaihed ·while holding' fixed the i . 
over .the HVDC link, Le. ,., 
~. sp PD • •. ' . l: ' 
I~. ·= Isp 
- D .• 
. . 
·. 








'.The ~ubscript 'sp' will b13 used to signify that· a quantity. is ~e~ ·at a 
, 
. ,• , 
specified value. The condition 
..... 
' I ' 
set by e'~ations (2.45) and (2.46) · is 
. ' . . \ 
fn most el~ctric ~wer · utili~ies with the ·preferred ~de of operation 
HVDC link. Tlie OC powex: at the· inverter is given by _the .following 
simple ·relationship, 
. . . ! . . .. 
Psp . = V Isp· . 
D. D .. D 
1 . 1 
(2.47) 
. . 








•• 0 . 
. (2 .48) 
. ·' 
In light of the abov.e, equation · (2 •. 2~) which give's t~e voitage drop across 
· the link is written as 
. ~ . 
•-
, .. 
















RD Isp or ;:: --+ 
· Q Isp D r D 
ID and VD being known 
r 
the De power at the rectifier is 
I PD = Yo Isp -· D 
r r 
Thus the following parameters .pertainin3 to the DC link 
..1., . 
ori .<jinally s,peci'fied: PD. ID 
~ 
Calculated: vo VD PD 
.. 
.. L r · r 
I I ~ \ ' 




· spe_ci_fied ,- 1;10 iterative pro·cedure is ·required fo:r:: c~pu~;ing v
0
, , · v0 , 
. ·. ;J. . r . 
· and 1>0 ·• These variables are .computed as per equations (2;48) ., ( 2 . 49} , 
r 
• 
and (2.50) before the iterations··begin. 
The control of the converters is ·realiz~d ' . 
(A) 
' . 
by varying the 
' . 
delay angle (a ) 
. r 
of the recti~ier 
'\ ' 
extinction angle ( y. ) of the inverter', and 
:L ' 
tr 
(B) by·varying the 
(C) ' by adjusting the tap~ of the converter on-load-tap-qhanging 
transformers (~r' a.!) :·' ) . 
Given ·ar' IVi:l, yi' and jv1 1, the tran.sformer .tap rati<?B_,_ ar and ai ai-~ 
calculated us;ng equations . (2.12) a'nd (2.19),, respectively. 






----.~-, •.... .. 








The. ac'tive and reactive power balanc17 equa'tions. for the rectifier 
bus, r, and for the inver~r bus, i, as a funct~on of system variables 
are: 
• p Pr '{Vl' ·v2,. • · .) + Po (calculated) . (2. 5~) 
. r 
r ... 
Qr Qr (V 1 ~\ v2, ... ) + Qo . rv I ar} ( 2.. 54) r 
r 
·" 




. · . 
Q.· = Q. · (Vl' v2' ·. ·: ;.) + .Qoi (V. I . y . ) . (2.56) ]. 1 l. l. ' . 
Applying equation (2.j.o>: toye above equations 
- • ~· J 
result;s .. in 
• • • J ... ) ;; _(2 ·.57) • 
, 
' . 
{Qr(V~+ilV1 , · v2+8V2 , · ••• ) + . Q0 . (Vr+l!Vr' ar+ilar)} ~ r 
I . ' ' 4 

































. · I . 
. ~- . \.~···--· -- .. .  . 
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• 
The left-hand sides of the above equations qive·the bus mismatches for 
active and reactive powers. In rectangular coordin~tes {see (2.37)') 
r 
these equations may be writt~n - as 
• 
(2 .61) 
-; , • I 
•. ·
n..,....... aQ n cfQ . 
. 
/J.Qr = E [ .,~_ -r ae,J +. · E -[ ·_£ a'f J 
. k=l ° K "' ~=1 ,(lfk . -'lk 
'. 
. ., . ;· 
: l 











. ·/ . . 
J··. i · 
·I . ·::· _; 
) . . . . " 





aQo. aQoi . . aQo .• 
1 . . 1 
+ ~ Ae. · +~f. flf, .+-;--oe. ~ 1 a • . 1 .ayi 





. / 0 










6Q · is ·the total reac;~ive .~we:r mi~mattch at the rect1fier ,bus. 
r ... ' 
. . 
is , the . total · ac~ive pow~r mismatch .a~ , the inverter hus. · 
, .. ~ .. 
is th~ total reactive ~wer ·mismatch at ~·he. inyerte~us ~ 
. ,, .. · ._ 
.' . I • 





TWo equ~~~ons, onE! pel? corwefter, _are utilized 'to .' ~ccount for the_ . . 
. . ' . 
performance of the .rectifier and inverter in t~e Newton-Ra~son met~~d. , . 
• 
These are equati~n~ (2.25) : ~nd (2.28~ o/ ~e~.t~on .2 ~ 3 . 4 ; Now ·that r0 is 
specifi.ed, . we· have 
•• 
·. ~ -. 
' . . 
~ - - ·; ' 
t "" 
___ ..,._ __ .. -.... ------ -----
• 0 
:. ·. i 
. ~ 
. . ·.· 
• I 
. ; ; ·. 
• • .j . 
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' . 
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2 ' I" (2.65~' 
.Po = K • a · IVrl (Isp) cos ar - K· (Isp) . X 
. 1 r 0 . J. D c 
r r 
and 
" • 2 
-
~D · ·. Kl .?i I vii . (I·sp) 0 pos-y1 - K (Isp) X ·, 2 0 ci (2.66) i 
' ' I ~ 




known one~' tv~l and ar are kl\own, and a1 is known once ' jv. I and y·. are ~ I l. ' ,1-
~ • .;.,, hen~~ ~. oDly ~own~ .the '¥ove equatiOns areo lvrl• •.r in 
(2.65), and ~v1 l, __Y1 . :·i~ (2.6~)· .~ T)iu·s, ~e - have 
• . 
. p· 
··~ (2.67) ·., 
£ I 
~ ' , -· 
•.: ... ; . · ..
'o.p ,. .. ~ ~ 
Pb ·· == po·- (.e~, . fi'' yil. ·:.· , :.~ '(2.68) '. 
i i · ' . . . . ~ ,. ·.• ... .·> ••• -
I ~ ~ ·<!..-·, . ·, •• ' . . . .. ' . . ' . ·i . • . 
. Using Taylor . ~.,xpansion as a . basi_s and tecyutin~ · the }?rocedur~. outl~n.~d 



















· This c~pletes the formulation using Newton-Raphson·' method for a 
system having HVDC link. Conside~ a ·pdwer sY&teiri .of n buses · with the 
following de~cription : :· I. .'' · 
I , • ) 
l· (A) There ·are m _v9ltage-contr;olled b~s.ea,_ one ~· wh·ich ~the - ~~ bus) is 
· .. 
,. 
the swing bus. 
O · . . \ 
'· (B) .The·HVDC link is betwee~ the bus r (rectifier) . ~nd · b~s~ (in~rter) 
of· the system. .. 
The .matrix equation (2. 71~ for this s~etem is shown .on the following ·page ~· 
' ' . . 
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t.P J · J2 
I 
1 I Ae 
AQ f 
- --,---
)3 ';14 X I x7 5 
"l Afvl~ • 
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AP · D. 
l. 
xl ·x x6 I : 3 I 
...... --
--- ~- -,---
x2 .x4 I X8 
. i . 
It'is-noted that the pertion of equation (2.72) ' surrounde~ by thick lines -
. . 
correspon~s . to_· AC_·~qu~t~on (2 .44) with modified: J 3 and. J 4 • There are 
• ~ • • • 1, . • • -
eight additional ter:.mS added to the · Jacobian mat ri'x .. and -two addit ional 
.. . . ' . • . . ,. . . . 
• terms -to .the erJ,"or vector and the increment v~c:tor .• 














.xJ r ::: ar· .. 
.. r 
...ii. 
. ClP . 




. l)f . i • 
()Q '. 
D 
X .. r · 5 · aa~ · 
()pD 
x: a __ r 
. 6 aa: r · 
' ilQ ' )_ .. Di . 
. . 
x7 • -a- · · 
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aQ aQo 







.· . . . 
The new elements of the Jacobian ltlatrix as weli as ~ose which modify J~ . · 
and J~ are deriveq in Appendix B. 
~.514 outline of the Method . 
The iterative computations of the -load flow equations .utilizing· the 
. . .. 
Newton-Raphso:!, method procf!ed in the fo~}owing 'stepf;_: 
~ St~p 1. - As~enwle tl:le bus admittance matrix. [Y] ... 
. ' 
\ 
Step 2 .:. '·Cal~late_ v0 , v0 1 and F0 using eqUations (2 .• 48), (2,49) and 
,4 . i · r . r ( 2. 50) , .' respectively. 






real and ft"A9in~ry components of . the bus voltages, ep an~ · fp 
.. ,. 
reactive powers· (Q ) ·at the volta9.e controlled buses 
. c 
delay arigle (a ) .of the rectifier 1 and 
. r . 
P· using equ~tion (2.1) p 
• 
















P0 .(calculated in Step 4) 
. i 
' 
( 2. 93 ~ 
Test for . convergence~ If /lp .. 1 llp 1 ·l1P1 , . llQ .. , ''.6Q , llQ'1 ~ Ill V 12 , . 
. "'-... . .. p . . r · ·r' r - c. 
AP0 .~ a~d· llP0 ar~~ll less than the sp8cifie.d · tolerance (~), 
. r . -~ ~ . 
solution. is '«t'ained. · · If not, continue. . 
' . 
Step 7 - Calculate the elements of 'the Jacobian ' matrix I ' 
. ' 
Step 8- solve_ the ma~rix ' aquation· · (+.i72) . _for de, ; llf·, Aar and d_y1 • 'l'hus, 
compute . . l ·. 
I 
• • I ~ . 
:.\ , . 






























































I I . I ~1 J J2 ·..L- ~-
"" I 'l.l I . · I 
JJ l J 4 l xs .1: x7 
----...:...!.....;. 
I ·J I 
Js . :· J6 I : 
-.;..- -·-1 I ·· 1 
~ I X3 I . X6 1 I I I 
- -,-:-~-~-I­
X2 I X4- I I X8 






Step 9 - Updat~ the bus voltages (e and f) ·and the .converter-angles 
.,.. 
• 
( ' +1) ' (j) (j) 






'(-j+l) (j) + 6y ·(j) 
yi · . ... yi . i . (2. 98) 
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'FIGURE . 2. I 
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FIGURE 2. 3 Equivalent Pi-model of the ~ine· ·with the Tr•nsformer 
of Figure 2-2 in Terms of Adm~ttance and Off-Nominal 
Turns Ratio 
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FIGURE 2. S ' Definition of ·Angles for Converter 
Operation · 
ir ~ current. in valve. _ . 








































· · FIGURE · 2 . 6 B_ridge . Converter Model (Single. Phase . Rep:r:'eftntation) 
. ' ., -
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Single Li~e Representati~n of a DC_ L~nk 
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" ( APPLICATION OF ALPHA-MODIFIED QUASI-SECOND 
3.1 Introduction 
~The theory of 
met.Jd fo; ~~ving 
theory is extended 
systems. 
~ 
ORDER NEWTON-RAPHSON METHOD 
the alpha-modified quadi-second order Ne 
AC load.flow problems is fully developed 
in ·this chapter to the analysis. of integ 
Section 3.2 of this chapter explains ·the 
. . I . 
36 
on-tphson 
in r2r. ·This 
a·ted A~/DC 
· . ·\ 
' ., 
o~ the 
alpha-modified quasi-second ordEft: · Newton-Raphs'on method.· Th . formulation 
of . the A~/oC .load· .flow e~ations ~Sing this 'method is dealt 
. 
Section 3.3.1 and, in the last section, .a step-by..!step :outlin of the 
method is ,discussed. 
a\ · 
\ 
\ · ' 




(1be second order Newton-:Raphso!l method,' 
-
Raphson method, is obtained by utilizing the 
of the 'Taylor exp~sion. Thus 






an extension of the\ Newton:_ 
. ,/ . -~· - .,.. -














6f 1 T 
.. ,m 
I 










mth ;-ow· of the Jacobian -matrix of the first order elements 
Hessian matrix whose elements are the second order partial 
derivatives of fm 
increment vector 
.,.. 
, , ,.< 
~ . . . ' .. 
The. underlying concept of an alpha-modified second- order Newton-Raphson · 
' . . . 
·. meth~d, can ~e 4xhibited by rewr~ting equation (3.2) as follows: ·/ _ .. •. · 
. . I • , . f'.., ' , 
. . . 
~fm -a (~ 6xT ~ ~x) 1:! {!!m + (1-a) (~ 6xT :!\n)} l::.x (3. 3) . 
. . ' 
,Thu~ the 'inc;r;,elrlfmt vect~r - ~x-ls written in vector . form as < 




Comparing equation (3.4) with equation' ~(2. 3~· is noted . that in the 
G 
al?qa7modifed second order technique, the Jac~bian matrix, J, as we~l 
as the error vector, ~f, are modified. 
only tho/error vector {Af) is modified. 
In ~quation .(3.4)', for a ~ 1.0 
1 
In the literature, this . 
• • 
• I o • 
particular case is · referred· to as the ~uasi-seoond order.Newton-Raphson 
(Q.S.O.N.R.) method. A nU!IIbEir of possible metho'bs of implementin·g the :, · 
. ' , ,,, . 








' ' , ' .. based on ·equation (3.2) are described in [29]~ ·On s. uch method is 
t ' 
shown above and is considered further in this ·thesis . .,~r Ac/oc: 
\ . ' 
applications. 
.. 
~ · ...;.,---._ I . 
- : 
\ .. f 
~I 
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-'I 
. I 
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·3.3 Appli~ation of .Alpha~Modified Quasi-Second Order Newton-Raphspn 
.. 
3.3.1, Formulation 
Equ~tion (3.3~- of the previoug sehtion is theDbasis for developi~g 
.t 
the load flow equati!Jns 'to be used . in t~e a-M •. Q.S.O.N~R. method. For· · · 
compatibility the same_ notati'ons as used in [29]- are followea. First, 
we a~ply equation (3.3)_ to the AC buses (excluding those' tw? .which 
interface theHVDC li~~>· .Thus, 
(3. 5) . • 
<. 
. ('3.6)', 
+ (1-a) U 
c 
(3 ~ 7) 
, ' • r \ 
· In the above equation~ R 1 .T and u: are the s·~c~nd order active power, 
. • · P p , #C , ;. 
reactiv:e 'PC(ter ~ ,and v~ltag~ s~atM :correct~  ~actors 1 r~s~ec.tively, and .· 
~e 9iven as · ~ 
. J, \ $ 
R .• 6e (CRl) + ~f (CR2) p . p . . p p , P. 
... .. __ :-- _ J3 .8) 
- .II 
• 
T • 6f · (CRl) - lle (CR2) • 
P " P P P. P . 
t 
I " , (3,?) • 
~ 
Uc • 6e (he ) + Af (6f ) 








.. ~ .... 
. .  ' ., 







• I: ~ (Gpk' flfk· - Bpk Aek) 









































Substituting~quat~ns (j.EJ), (3.9), and (3.10) int~ equations (3.5), · (3.6), 
,and , (3. 7), we get ,_ •' < . 
: \ . 





p ~~ P . p . p 
n-t - aP .. n-1 3P 
• I. ' ( ~ l!e ) + l: af Af i) 
ka1 aek k k•1· ' i 
k~p k~p 
aP • aP .I 
+ _.:.E. l!e + .......E. l!f + (1-a) [l!~ (CRl) + tJ.f (CR2) ) . ae p af p p p · p · p · · 
p p ' . 
n~l aP aP 
.. E ( __..R.a l!ek) + ( --1?. + (1-a) (CRl) J Ae 




+ ·[ __.E. + • (1_:~) (CR2) ·) .l!fp 
. a£ P . ( 3 .13) p · . 
' ... ' 
.t:.Q . - a[l!~) ·- tJ.e (CR2) 1 
p ~ p . p .. p 
n-1 ·aQ· ao 
• E ( .::::E. t.e ) + [ _:e - (1-a) (.CR2)p1 llep· 
k 1 . aet.. . k ae i 
-. ,A . p 
kJ'p 
n-1 an aO f 




. 2 . · / . 
.t:.lv I - a[ae (l!e ) + .t:.f (.t:.f0 ) · c c c c 
n-1 · alv 12 alv 12 




' • ajv 12 
. c 
+. [ at . + (1-a) (Af
0
) J .t:.f (3.15) 
e . ·\} ' 
.. 
\ 
















' ' I 
.... 





r r k=l 
6Qr - a(T +X ) 
. r r 
3P n-l 
r a;- !J.ek) + E 
k k=l 
n-1 , aQ 
= l: ( aer ' llek) 
k=1 · k 
aQo 




+ (1-a) (T +X ) . 
r r 
--(lP r • (l•n) at llfk) + R r k 
n-1 
.aQr 
+ I: atMk) 
k=l k 
~· . . (3.17) 
In the above equations -~ 
. r and (T' +X ) .- are the second' order .active and · 
- · · . · r -r . . ·. . . ~ . 
. r~active power correcti~n factors I respectively. The factor X . is due 
, r 
to the reactive power consumption of the rectifier~ These factors are ,. 





!J.f (CRl) - 6e (CR2) 
r · r . r · r 
n-1 
(CRl) <ark .. I: llfk· + Grk 
. r 
. · )tal 
n-1· 




Ae ' ) k 
• 
XDUM9 • Afr (XDC~4) ~ t ll:r (XDCll)' 
~ 
XDUMll • Aa . (XDC36) + !.2 Jf (XOC32.) r 1 r 
'1 . 
XDUM5 • Ae (XDCJS) + - Aa (XDCl~) ~ . 2 r 
·~· -·--··~~-"':""'":"" 1 
. ' 
I . 






t ' (3 .20). 




(3 . 24) 
~ (3 .25) 




















\ I \ / 41 
The factors used in equations (3.23)·, (3.24), an~ (3.25) are defined by 
























~e second order partial .differential,coefficients as expressed by ~quations 
.(3.26) through (3.31) are derived in AfJpendix B. Equation (3.18) when 
substituted into equation (3.16) 9ives: • 
,flPr - a[fle (CRl) + 6£ (CR2) ) 
. r o r r . r 4Jr<ff'.t . 
'!':-
n-1 aP 3P i 
' .... __ ,. 
~ 
. r (a Aek) + [ ·__£, + (1-a) (CRl)r] ~e 0. .. 
k•l ek I ae r r 
kplr 
.. 
n-1 aP 3P 
& r 
, . r (1-a) (CR2)rj A(r . + 0 ( if Afk) + [if~ 













Substituting equations (3.19) and (3.20) ihto equation (3.17), we get 
- a [~e (XD0M9) + J::.f (XDUM_ll) + 6a (XDUMS)) 
r r r 
n-1 aQr n-1 3Q r 
.. E a«it ~ek) +· 1: af~k) 
k=1 k=l k 
k~r k1r 
'-
aQr aQ ClQD aQ . D r r . r f + -lle + F' l:1fr ae r + ---a;- ll e r + at"" .ll r 
r r r · r 
_aQo . 
r . # 
+ -a- ~a + (1-a) [llf (CRl) · 
ar r . . , r · r: fie (CR2) J r . r 
.. 
+ (1-:-a) (lie (XDUM9) + 6f. (XDUMll) + 6a . (XDUMS)) 
r · r . r 
...-{)Q _aQo .. 
r . r {-+---
-ae ae . 
r r 
(1-a) (CR2) +· .{1-a) (XDUM9)] 6e 
r . · r 
.. 





No~, at the inverter AC bus (i) the following equations, ~hich are similar 
to those at the rectifier AC bus~ are written for the a-M.Q.s.o.N.R. method. 
. r . . . . 





























i I . 
• 
n-1 






Ri and (T i +Xi) .are respectively the second . order active .and reactive · 
. . - . power correction factors· for the inverter AC bus· • . The following equations 
define these factors: J 
(3 .36) .- ~; 
·~· 
. _;/ ' 
-~- .~ 
~ Ti = Af.i_ (C~l)i ':" ll~i- (CR2) i 
k ~. 
(3.37) 








(CR2 > i . 
XDUMlO 
en-1 
= . l: (Gfk tlfk - Bik oek) 
kail 
•·Af' (XOC40) 1 (XDC37). · 
. i t 2 lle1 
XDUM12_.· • .t.Yi. . (XOC4~) +. f 6fi (XDC38J_ 
. 1 
·XDUM7 • ~ei ( XDC41) + 2' llyi (XDC39) 
The_ · fa.ctor~ ~sed in e~a.tiol. • _(3 _~4~) ~ . 
. 2 • . ' 
. -~ a Q 
. . . .o . 
XDC37 •.~ 
- . a8}. 
















. (3.4'1) ' 
_ (3.~2) -
\ {3 :'43) 
(3. 43) are defined below. 




( 3 .45) 
• · 
































ae . a f. 




XDC41• = i · ~ei .ayi. (3 .• 48) . 
·2 
a Qo . 
XDC42 = i ' 
·a£1 ·ay. ,l. 
' \ 
. , ' r , ' . . . ' , ,. .. 
The· deriyations of th? second ~rder partia~ differential coeffic'i.~nt~ as 
·. shown in equ~tion~·. (3.44). ·th;~ugh, (3~49) ·~re .Fo·n~ai~e·d fn Ap~~~ix ~: 
Adapt~g the same procedure as used ·~n the foregoing for· the ·rectifier 
' . . . . . . 
AC bus, the followin~r equations. for the : inverter AC . bus result. 
6P.- a[~ei· (CRl). + Af. (CR2) 11 1 . . ]. ]. • .· 
.. 
(CRl) i 1 Ael 
.n:-i 
+ I: ( 
aP1 ar Afk> + (l-ei) (CR2)i) ~fi (3.50) , . 
k=l k ,. . 
k)lili 
• . . 
. ~ a [ll.ei (XDUMlO) + 6fi (XDUMl~) + Ayi.· (XDUM7). 
' 
ao 30o . · 
[ _b+ -l:. + 




. • ' 
• I 
















aqo. \ n-1 aQ·. 3Qi l. l. 
+ r F Afk) + r ar + ar+ {1-a) (CRl) i + (1-a) (XDUM12)] 6_fi 
k=l k i i 
k;;!i .... 
ao0 . 
[ l. (1-a) (XDOM7)) 6_yi ' (3.51) + --+ ay. 
l. 
' As described in Chapter 2, the last.two equations used in the Newton- -
. Raphson .technique for the AC/DC. load fl_9w ~re .the converter performance 




equation (3.3) take the form: 
.. (~ aPo . ClPD I _aP0 . .·· ~PD r · · r . r (1-a) z az =-~e +--· t:.f + --~Q +. r ae r af r aa r .r 
E: 
• 
r r r 
) 
" 3P0 ClP0 · ClP • 
6PD. 
i f.-e. i 
Di 
+. (1-a) . ( 3. 53) '; az. 
.. _ 
+ --at t:.fi +-a- Ayi z . l. aei 1: i yi ' l. l. 
In equat~ns (3.52) and (3.53) zr .and z 1 are: the second order DC · power 
correction factors on the DC side o.f rectifi.er .. and inverter, respectively. 




Ae (XDUMl) + .Af (XDUM3) + A a (XDUM6) (3.54) 
r r r r 
....... 
zi .. Ae1 (XDUM2) + Afi (XDUM4) + A'yi (XDQMB) (3. 55) 
' where 
~ .. . 
.. ~ -
.. . 
1 .. XDUMl 
-
llf (XDCl) +- Ae (XDC4) (3.56) 
• r 2 ·r ,. 
·\ 1 ! . XDUMJ .,; llar (XDCJ) + 2Ar:' (XDCS) ; , (3.57) 
* 




XDUM2 • llfi (~DC7) 1 + 2 Aei (XDClO) ( 3. 59) 
;,, 
: . I 
-. ~ 
··' 
' . .., 
. ' 
.. 
--~ ..... _ ..,,....----















XDUM4 = !+Y .' (XDC9) + :!. l:J.f (XDCll) 
,-; -~ 2 i {3.60) ' 
X DUMB = l:J.ei (XDCS) + ~ l!y i '(XDC12)c 
-· · .:: 
('3.61) 
. ............ 
The factors .used in equations (3. 56) through (3 .61) are the second 'order 
., 
partial .differential coefficien~s ·which- are expressed by the following 
' ;,_ ' ' '· equations and are ~derive~ Appendix B~ 






___ r::- . . 
· D . \ . 
xPCl ae a£ · . 
· r r 
' . 
. J • 
. ·()2P 
D . 
. XDC2 ::: -~~r­
aer aa~ · 
a2P ·. 
D 
XDC3 r ::: af aa 
r . r 
2 
a - ~D 
r XDC4 = ' 2 ' 
ae 
r 






. ·' . 
a2P 
·.. Dr 
XDC6 .. 2 aa. j 
r,. .· 
a2P o · 
XDC7 i 





. _aAi: · a~1 
. 
' . 








































XDC9 = l. at . Clyi l. 
(3.70)' 
2 








2P .. 0 





···:- ~ ) 
' 
/"' ,, Cl2PO, 
XDC12 = l 
- -.2-
ayi· 
(3 •. 73) 
. . 
Substituting (3..S4) into (3 . 55) and- (3 .• 55) · i 'nto (3.53), the follo~inq 
equatiqns r~sult. •. 
,,. 
. ' 
tJ.P - a[t.e (XDUMl) + 6£ . (XDUM3) + ·tJ.a (XDUM6)} . or r r . r . ·,.· 
ap . 
ilPD D · 
r r ~ 
= i)er + (1-a) (XDUMl)'] ~~r + [ ilfr + (1-a) (XDUM3)) t.~r 
ClP0 * 
+ [ .........2:. + (1-a) (XDqM6) .J fla aa r 
r · 
{3.74) 
. . I 
a[Aei (XDUM2) + t..fi (XDUM4)'+ tJ.yi (XDUMB)) l 
aP0 • ilP0 i . . . . . i 
+ ( ~ + . (1-b) (XDUM2)] ~ei· ·.+ ( -a.._ + (l':"'a) (XDUM4.)] 
















~ EquationS (3.13), (3.14), (3.15), ·(3.32), (3.33), (3.50), (3.51), (3.74) , . 
... 
and (3.75) are used for AC/DC load flow analysis in a-M.Q.S.O.N.~. technique 
and are written in compact matrix form as follows: 
-




l!.Q' "'• . 'J· X' ~· J3 4 5 7 
--.- --
.. 
M:l (3. 76) 




l!.P' o. X' 1 X' 3 .X6 l!.a r 
r 





X' x• X' ' 2 4 a l!.y . l. • 
' it .is noted . that tJ:le ·. o~~-:-diagonal. terms of the Jacobiari l(la trices ·J i ~ J 2, 
'JJ,· '?f~, J_5 and Jf, are· the same ~s those for~ thii Newto~-RaplJ·s~n method 
but the .diagonal terms ¥~ modified by the second :ordel!' ·cor'rection factors. 
The eight .a_ddition~l . terms Xi~· .X.i'• : .• , .XB due· .to the HVDC link have 'the 
second orper correc~io~- factors add\: to . them. The .power_ error vector 
is also modified to account for the second order terms of the Ta~lor series. 
Dur.ing each iteration, equat_ion ( 3 .76.}. is· solved for the voltage increments 
at buses and the arlgle incr_eine~ts at converters. Just how the a-M.Q.S .• O.N.R • 
. , 
technique · ~ ~pplied in conjunction with the Newton-Raphson method is 
; 
discussed-in the next section. 
.. 
I' 
3.3.2 Outline· of the Method ~ 
The 
to solve 
step-by-step pro~ for. applying the ll-~.Q.S.O.N .R. t~chnique 
the . AC/DC load_flow equ~tions is as follows: 
' As~~le th~ bus · admittance matri~ [Y]. Step 1 
Step ' 2 -calculate v0 ; v0 ' , and. P0 using equations· (2-.48), (2.49) and i r • r . 
.· (2.50), respectively~ 
' . • .. 













Step 3 - Initialize 
(A) real and imaginary components ;,of tfi~ bus voltag.es, e p and f , p 
(B) reactive powers (Q ) at the voltage controlled buses, 
c 
(C) delay angle (a ) of the rectifier, atld 
. r 
(D) extinction angle (yi} of the inverter . 
.,...,. 
Step . 4 - Calculate . 
P using equation (2.1) p 
Q using 
P _ 
equation ( 2. 2) 
2 
_lvc I u~ing equ~tion (2.~) 
a ~sing equation (2 . 51) 
r 
a. ust'ng equation . (2.~2) . 
l. 
Q0 . using equation (2.17) 
r 
' Q using equat.ion (2 .21) 
. D . 
1 
P0 _using equation (2~25) and 
r 
PD. using .f;!quation: (2 .28) •· · 
l. . 
... 
_,. , . 
Step 5 - Calcula~e errors using the following -~quations: 
l!.P = ppS~ED- p p p 
t.P• 
"' PrSCHED Pr . PD (known from Step 2) . r 
r 
,. 
~pi _= . piSCHED - Pi + pBP. Di ' 
. 
AQ • Q - Q' - Q (Calculated in Step 4) 
r rSCHED • r D 
r 
" 
AP0 a P0 _· (known from Step 2) - ,Po (calculated in 
r r . r · Ste~ 4) 
Ap • • P8~ - P0 (c·a~culated_ in Step 4) 0 i ~i i -






































Step 6 - Test' for convergence. If llP p' t:.P , tlP1 , llQ , llQ , llQi, r - . p r 
t:.IV
0
12, t:.P0 , and llP.o. are all less than the specified -
r l. 
tolerance (E), solution ·i; attained. If ' not, continue . 
t 
. 
Step 7 - Calculate the elements of the Jacobian matrix. 
Step 8- Solve equation (2 . 72) for 6e, 6f,.6n , and 6y .• Thus, compute 





t,e Jl t · J2 I liP I L-- . 
-
- .- ----I 
-·I. " "' )4 I ' J' I xs X ' t:.Q 3 I I _ ·] u 





_,.- - .. 
' . :I I ·,· lla. xl xJ .X6· .. , t:.PD r 






--- - ---· 
___ .... 
t:.yi I I liP D. x2 x4 . xa L .. . ~ I l. 
With . the values of !J.e, 'llf, !J.a.r ,~and' "t:.y i from Ste~ · 8, calcu,late 
the s~cond order correction factqrs as follows; 
~ 
R .-:... using• equation (3 .8) 






T u~ing equation. (3.9) p .., 
T using. .equation , (3 .19.> r · 




using equation (3 .10) ~ 
X using · 
r 
_equation t3. 20) 
:xi using •-J~quati~n (3. 38) 
-~~t;~. 
zr . usin~ --.~quation · (3.54) · . ,, 




















\ { , ______ ./ 
Step lo - Test for with the (first ~rder) Newton-Raphson 
t .method. If the co~erg~nce crite~i~ is. met wi~_:'th~ first . 
.. -order voltage corrections, the- procedure would stop and there 
• -. • 4 -
would be no need to go for the 'second order voltage corrections. 
One way to do this would have been to calculate the bus power 
and voltage mismatches right .after Step 8 and ~en test for 
-. convergence. Realiz1~g that this chec~would be, carried out 
during every iterati~n· and thus it would invol:e .. a lot o~·/ 
co~~~~tion time (probably mug.P more .than performing the second 
• half o~ the last iteration), a muCh less time cons~rig approach 
is uti}ized~ In this metho(, the second. order correption 
factors are calculated based on the 'fifst order voltage 
" corrections, as done in Step 9. : If all the factors are lower 





be. the sam~ as non-updated values and hende the sign o.f convergen~e • 
. 
In this case the pregram_ is said to cojverge in' half of~ ~as~ 
( ) ~ ·. iterati.qn, Otl)an~ise, 'ge ·tc. tbe next s-t.ep. · .. __ • .-
" . , .. 
Step 11 - Update the power and voltage magnitude mismatches by subtracting 
.. ~ " . . .... 
-
" .. 
the second order correo4aion factors of ·Step 9 from the or_igind 
'( . 
• 
mismatches of Step 5\ · Thus, 
' flP' "" t:.P - aR p p p 
I flP' • flp - QR 






(_3 •. 79l ' 
' 
~Pi ... flpi'!'- ~i. 
flQ~ - fl~ 
.. 
flQ' .; ~Q . 
r r 
. '· flQ' - f~Q i i 
- aT p 
-. 
a(T .f-X ) 




(3 ~ 80) '--
.. 
(3.82) . 
, 0 • • • • I 
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r • . 
52 
.• , . 
.... 
==·· 
• ' . tl' 
. I 12 I I 12 . . ! .(AV0 1. ·•6V0 -ou0 ' . ' .(3.-83) . • 
~ AP• • : lip az . .. 
or ,,. 0 r . 
. • > r 
(3.84) 
t~p• llP0 
' azJ.. - -oi i 
(3.85)~ 
.. 
~tep 12 - Calculate the modified Jaco~ian elements _of Ji, · J2, ti?· ~4~ ' 
. .. . 
.. 
J 1 and J 1 5 ~, 6 as -well ~a the modified ad4itional terms 
i...c. •• 
Xi, .. Xl , •• ·•• XB due to the HVDC link • • 
. '" 
• 
" . Ji . (p,k) 
" . 
• . aP 
a ~ + (1:-a) (CRJ.)k , . k ' • p -· .._.,. ·~ 
aei 
... 
·' r .· 
. ... 
. • aP 
= af + (1-a) (CR2)k 
. . k 
~ . ~ , aQP 
·-- Ji (p,k) •• a~ 
· · aQP (f-a' ) ( 2) 
"' · ..,. - CR . k 
aek 
. ' • 
'.~P 
\ . 






• '•, .... Q t.. 
. ' !.::2. . . 




•' • ,...,.$ '" ·, . 
' • ... . ~- •• "1; ·· ~~ 
. t' 0 k . . • ·\ 





. (.3.87) • 













. · ·(3.9~1. ··, 
, · . . . 
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~.. . ' I f .... ·.~ . •• 
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- J - -· . 
--- -;---
. , :' 
; 
J. " 
~ l .. ' .· 
; . 
': 





~ .. . ~ 
. ; . .. 
' :' ' .f 
; .. . 
. . 
' I , .. 
I 
·-
..J I I 0 
• 
u . 












' .. ·-- / ~ .. 
j 
"' J' (r,r) 
' 4 
CIQ< aQD . 
r r · 
• -+ -+ (1-a) (If (If . 
r r 
(CR1) + (1-a) (XDUMll) _ (3 . 96) ,, 
r · 
_/ 
. __ , 
( 1-a) (XDUM12) 
, k ' yl c 
·' 
. . 2 AlVei , 
(1-a) (6e ) k = + I ""c 
f.. 3ek • c 









3fk • • 
'- ~ 
- 3P . 
' 0 -
-' ·· x• • ~ + -~ c1-a> <xoUM_lJ. ·· 




. X' ' • ·.....;....! +· (1-a) (XDUM2) · .' 
• . 2 - . ae ~ " ~ i 
3P0 . ,. 
• . X I .... ___!. + ( 1-a) (XDUMJ} ··~ J 3£ . . r 
' . 
' 
.. 3P . 
~~ • 'a~i :;{" (l-a) .(XDUM4) -
. i ' 
\ . .. . 
ao0 
. r 
X' • -# (.1-a) · (XOUMS) · 
· 5 aar . 
... 3Po . .. , 
.. r 
X' • - + (1'"0) ._(XDU~) . 6 aa . 
. r 
3QD . 
. !. X' • ......._i + (1-a) (XDUM7) 
..- 1 ~ . a~1 . 
, 
3P · · .. · ' 
x• ~ + (-1-a) \~) , 
8 vYt,• . .' 
' 'C 
k: c 













~ - ' 
.. 















' l. '.' 
J,l.107) _ 
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Step 13 - With the mismatch values calculated . in Step ll and the modified 
Jacobian matrix elements obtained in Step 12, solve the 
~ 
I< 










J' I J' 




"' I I "'t J3 I J4 I; )(I I I 5 I 
_...,.._ ----
J' 5 
I J' I I . 6 I 
--- -- ----1 
X' I X' I X' I 
_1- !_ ..: . _!. 6 I --
X' 2 
I . ; I . 









AP' . • 
· D i 




·step 14 - Witb. the voltage and angle dorrecti~ns obtained in Step 13, · 
... 





.\. .. (j+l) • e (j) ··+ . ,6Bk (j) . ek . . 
_k . 
\.' 
·f (j+l) oi: .fd> +·Af'(j) I , . \ 
: k · .. k Jc .. ' 





':r1-j+l) . ·.Y1j) + Ayt(j)' 
. .  "'. , 
Step 1-5 .. Retu~ to __ step 4 for the next iteration· • 
.•. 
steps_ 1 t1 10 · constlt~te ~ne~h~if iq.ration _o'f ·the 
·~eChniqu~. · - . . \ 
. ·, (3 ·. iii~ 
(3.113) 
• • (3.114) 
al~a-M.Q.S.O;N.R:. 
. ' • . . . ·. 




• #' ; / 
.· .. 
\ I· . 
.. ' 
. ' 
. \it .. 
~ . 
, . 
.. ~ - - . . ' 
··" ) . 
.f/t, I~ • 
' . 
. ~- .I 

























4 .1 Introduction \" 
The purpose of this · chapter is to summarize results of extensive 
I 
computational testing of the proposed alqori thms indicated 'in Chapters 2 
· and 3. 
') 
~ 
.' . .. . ,-·. 
Due ·to the unavail.ability .of standard . AC/DC test systems, the methods 
,Proposed in thi~ thesis are tried on existing AC test s9stems modified 
to include a DC link. In each AC test · system, an 
' . 
. J . . ' ' 
by a DC ine wh1ch de~iv&rs the· siune power at the 
AC line is' replaced · 
. . . . , 
inverter end as the 
• 
active-po ·r transpOrted by the repl.ac~d AC lin~. . ,Afte,r. co~pari~g-
. . 
resistances of DC :lines and AC lines, it is found ·that on the · same· base 
' . . ,MVA and kV the p.u. re:ist'ance ot a DC li~e ·'~ ~2ndu~~~r is approximately 
. . . . . . 
·' 
., 
one-sixth of that of the corresponding AC case o·f _equal ·length. ·This · 
. - ~ . 
-approach· is util'ized in arrivi.ng at 'a res'ist'a 'nce for the ~ line in all 
test systems. • Typical val~es for. al.l.. _other . parame~_ers. ar~ assumed. The 
data for all test sys~ms are c'ontained in ·Appe.ndix c. 
. . . 
... 
. '! 
4.2 Test Systems 
s 
. / . 
The d.e~aifs of four teat sy .. ~ams avaid.able in ~e literature with. 
tite ~6di~icati~ns -~r th.e~VDC linJcinc:.usion are. given here. - --
1 . 
4.~ ·~1 Teat system A. 
This test system· haa. five buses and ii!J qiv.tn in (26] ,. It ~onsista of 
(.i) 
(ii) . 
three load buaes . 
two-' voltage-contro-lled busea, _o,ie qt ~ich is t~e awirtq ,bua 
~. 
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A two terminal DC link is established by t::eplacinq4'the AC line 2-3 
as shown in Appendix C, Figure C-1. The data for this test .(stem are 
given in Tables C-1, C-2, C-3, and c-4 of Appendix c. 
4.2.2 TestSystemB • ~ ' . 
This test system ·is given in [10] and has eight buses. The partic.ulars 
of this system are · as follows: 
. ' 
(i) four load buses 
(ii) four voltage-controlled buses, pne of which acts as the swing bus . 
Ciii·) fourteen Unes f . • · 
The AC lin,' 2-3 is .replaced by a two terminal· DC ' lihk ~s illu"trated in 
. , ' . . ' . . ' 
· FiigU.:r;e c-2 of Appendix ·C. The'· syst~m data · are. given: in J'\ppen4ix c, Tables. 
C-5, ·c-6, C~7 I a~d C-:-8. 
~ -




· This is American• Electric. Power C<?rporation' s fourteen bus test system 
[171 and c;:Qnsists of: · 
(i) . ·.nine lo~d buses 




(ii). live ~ltage~eontrolled buses, one of. which is the sw~ng. bus 
. . . \ . r 
CHi) twenty · lines . 
(iv) three transformers .~i"t:h off-nanina1 turns ratios· 
(v) · · one static capacitor 
.. 
A t~- teminal· DC li~ic; is set up ._by 'replacing' the AC line 4-S as illustr'ated 
. . . - . .. 
.in..,Figure' C-3 ~f Appe,ndi'X c. _·. 'rl}e data for this '.test aya~pm are, qiVA\(l ·in 
Appendix c, .Tables .C-9, ·.c-l9, c-!1, c-12, and C-13 • 
r 
,. ,, . 
.. 
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4.2.4 Tl!st Slstem D 
This is a fifty-seven bus system arid is one~of the st~ndard IEEE 
~ 
test systems (17]} It consists of : 
(f) 
. 
. fifty load buses 
• 
{ii) seven voltage-controlled buses, one of which acts as the swing bu's 
tlttA 
$iii) eighty lines 
' (iv)' ' "' seventeen transformers wit,ff-nominal 
{v) / . three static capacitors . - . · 
The AC line 47-48is ~eplaced by a two t~~),~l 
turns ratios 
DC link as shown in Figure 
c.:..4 of Appendix C. . ' The system data are give~ .in .Appendix .c, Tables C-14 
through . c-20. 
4. 3 Computer Program · / 
The ~C ~rog~~~sed · in· this t~e~is if the oi!e. devel~ped_ .in I2;J ~ 
. 'rQis -program Utilized ' the FORTRAN IV lang\iage ·and· was run on an 'IBM 370/158 
N . . . . • ... ' ' . • • '-, .,. :. 
... . 
oo4el 'Ii with svs oper.ating system owned' by Newfoundland anCl -Labrador · 
• 
. I . 
. Ccmputer ~ex-Vices (NLCS). In order to be cpmpa.tible, the ~D~. extension -
has also been written in th~ FORTJV\N IV language and ~he . 'integrated 
. ,-: . . 
AC/DC program.has been tun on the s4me . system. 1 ~-~· . ~S~rsity subrou~ine~ . as .. de~e~ by the _ Atomic Energy Research 
9 
(U.K.) in· narweil, England (9J . are utilized in the program •. 
Ap~~d~ o co~tains the speciflcatiqn sheets.o~. these subroutints.· ~e 
listings are given .in,ndix; F.' f . 
Figur~4.1 provides· a'flow .chart ~ich ~asi~ally demonstrates the 
,proceduja .invol~~d 'in Net<tto~~:aphaon a~d a~pha-:mocU:fied qu.as~~~~cona · 
.J . . . . . . .. • . . • . 
order Newton .. Raphson techniques. It ·!8 ·'oJJvious that ~he alpha'"iQ()ditied 
• • ' ' ' ' I 
·. 
• 





































. . Read line, ' bus, ·rectifier, inverter, 
-and DC line data 
\ 





(i) DC v<:~~tages at rectifier and inverter ends 
(ii) DC power at rectifief end .. 
... 
.. 
Initialize bus voltages, rectifier's delay .. 
angle, and inverter • :S extinction angle 
. 
• 
" 1 -. 
~ 
' 
- • w 
' · . calculate 
' 
. . 
reactive -(i) ~ctive and power~ at load buses 
.. 
. , . . (ii) active powers and voltage magnitudes for 
. ·. 
v_olta_ge-controlled busies 
(iii) at reQtifier and inverter: tr~sformer 
... tap ratic;>, reactive power consumed, i 








( i) mismatch between scheduled and calculated' 
' . 
active and ~ea~1ve Powers, and voltage 
magnitudes 
- ( ii) DC power mismatch at rectifier and inverter 
.·~ ' ( 
.: 
•I . 
Yes ·Calculate 'I 
. ·reached? . , (i) • line power ·flows· ~-Pr1nt t . ' . .(ii) rectifier and 
t . ~ · 
·inverter · .pOWer · •results No ,. 
-- •' factor I 
... ~ < . 
I 
.. - ~ L ,. 
I {Stop) 
.. I . 












































Calculate elements of Jacopian"mat~ix 




voltage corrections . . .. . 
rectifier's,delay angle correction ', . 
inverter's/extinction angle correc~io~ 
' , 
-Yes-·· 
· ~ ' 
calculate second order\correctio.n fac-tors 





eqtiations tC? obtain new 
voltage ·corrections . 
rectifier's delay angle correction 
'invetter' 8 extinction angle correct-ion 
-~-------..:....; __________ ___,_ .. 
' •''"" 
Compute _ • 
(i) ·new.bus 'voltages 
(ii) bew ·rectifier's delay 











. . ' ' -~ . . . ' . . 
Flow Chart for Newton'-Raphson · ~nd Alpha-Modified ~asi. Secot\d. 
















quasi~second or~er NeWton-Raphson program c~ be obtained by applying only 
~ I ~ 
•mino; mod.tficationa to the Newton-Raphson program, Appendix F contains 
the complete liedng of the program. The c~"-tlter varia!Jle names and . 
their dimensions are given in Appendix E • 
4.4 
...._ 




In ·~is section, the 
. . ' 
results of extensive testing of•the proposed~ 
first order alvorithms will ~e discussed. ~ The systems tested are those 
described in Section 4.2 · 
•• 
1 
First ·with a flat start (i-.e. inttial "quesses for voltages.::o i.o +jO.O p.u.) 
.·· .. . 
' ' 
. ' and a ' tolerance of 0~0001 p.u. for all AC and ·DC .. var~abies,' each test s~stern .. 
' • . I ' 
required three iterations to conver~e. The "initial gUesses . for the rectifier 
. ·delay ·angle and inverter extinction anglE! are 8° a~d .J.5° ~ · ~es~~cti~ly. The 
,• ... 
.range .for ~elay ang'le· i'n th~se loa~ flow~ is from 7° to 18° an~ that for 
extinction angle is frotn 12_0 to ~0°. Fiqu~es 4.2, 4.5, .4.a·, and 4.11 sh~ 
• • • ' .. ' t • 
the· ·convergence characteristics with flat start for test systems A, B, c, 
. , ' 
~ and o, respectively. ·The actual solutions are' condined in. Appendix · G. • 
.. 
"'· . 4.4.2' Effect of Initial Conditions on the Newton-Raphson Method 
As mentioned earlier, the program requires · in:\,tial guesses for ·.system 
volta;"' hv:efn<> conve~er ~c~Hier " rmd in~e~rl angles be~~ .: · 
.!~erationa b89in. A n~r of load flow c~.ses ~re run With ·different 
cominations of ini.ttai guesses .f~r .v.oltage le,;eis and convert~r angles. 
. • , . • • •,1 
It is ro~d that ,t~!" . ini ~ial '.Vol t .age gUesses have 1Bigni_f~~ant i,mpact 
on the con~ergence pattern of the · p~gram •• Two diftarent voltage levels 
~ . . . • . . ~ 
a .; ~ • 
. ~.0 ~· arytl.p (30 .· ') . .. UI iJiitial ·guesses are tded and it is observed· ' 
tha~, in all cases, fla~ start is by far the beat. 
. ·,. 
, . 
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· It has been stated in section 4.4.1 -that with a flat start 
{i.e·. 1.0 + jO.O) on vo1tage levels and witb delay and extinction angles · 
inltialJy set at 8° and 15°, respectively, all test systems converged 
.in three iterations for .a tolerance of 0.0001 p._u. When the starting 
voltage level was changed to 1.0 /30° (~.e. 0.866 +' jO.?) w~th all o1;:her 
conditions remaining the same as before, the test systems A (5-Bus) , 
B (8-Bus) .. , and C (14-Bus) took one m·ore it~·ration to converge whereas 
• 
. , the J:est system D. (57-Bus) took. three more iterations ·to converge. 
.. . -
, I 
.. - - - - - --·· ---- ---
Figures 4.3, 4.6, 4.9, -and ·4·.12 when compared with F;i.gures 4.2, . 4.5, 4.8 . 
. ' . 
and 4 ollt respectiVely 1 . present the difference in COnVergenCe patternS Of 
. .. 
· non-flat start and flat start computations. 
'Chang:i..~-9 the _ st~rti~q ~el~y and extinctfon angles to 7° and 1~~. (f~~~ 
-: . . . . .. ,;_ . ., 
8° and ·15°., respectively) , and with flat s~art did nat change the number 
of iterations ·(thre ... e) for convergence far test system~ A, B, . and c while 
it; t 'ook four. iterations (from three) for test system D. 'lbe larges,t 
• '• • •' • ' • I • 
. . 
mismatches in t~st systems A, · B, C, a~d Dare platted against the numooer 
. . ' . . . .. . . 
of iterations in F\~res . 4. 4, 4. 7, 4.10, and 4 ~ 13, r~sp_ectively. This 
shows that for ·systems with only ~ few b!ls_e~, the initial. guess for delay 
and ' extinction angles is not · that critieal. 
, •. ~ . \f. 
Effect of DC Link Resistance on the NeWton-Raphson ·Method 
- ~ 
Due ,. to the unavailability Qf a ·suitable resistance for· the ' DC link,·. 
· .. 
... 
the following DC resistance values& each test system was -- examined with 
. ' 
(i) One-sixth of •tlfe. resistance 
. ·. . . . - . . ·.. ._.:_ .: .... .. 
.. ·-·-........... 
of replaced AC _l~ne in p.u. Th8 
(ii) 
. . 
rea$on f~r uti~izing~ this api;>roach is expfained in Section 4 .1. 
· The. sant~ resi~}ance as con~i~ered by [14] • This v~lue is 
















, '\ ,. 
(iii) Twice tlie resistance considered by [14]. Hence 0.00668 p.,u. 
' - . 
'\\ Thus the performance of the proposed me-thod >is te~ted for a · wide range 
· ~f DC link resist_a~ce values. It is interesting to note that, for all 
\ 
these DC resistances";"'oeach test system converged in three iterati_,n.S 
for a tolerance ·of 0.0001 p.u. This shows that the convergence of the, 
proposed method is not ·altered ~Y a change in the DC link resistance. 
' ' 4.5 Computational Experience with. the Alpha-Modified · 9Uat!i-second Order 
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~est;. system . a converged for all ~he alpha values considered. 
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·CONCLUSIONS AND FUTuRE WORK' .-· · 
. ·. 
f , 84. 
' 
· 5.1 -· conclusions \ 
. . An -alternative formula~ion of :the oc :system performance· modelling_ 
. , . . . 
was developed. 
. . r . . . . . .. 
The ·formulation was such ·that only two .equations per link 
. . . . . . . . . 
.; · 
·- . 
: . . ~ . . . . ' . . . . . . """ ~ . 













. ' ~ ' 
i ' 
.· ,. · .. i~sed -~Y realistic · o~eiatio~- requir~nts ~ The AC/DC load flew . 
. . . . ·. ,, ., . . \ . • . ' : . .. ·' ,-... . ' •' ,. \ . 
: . -· --- ·-· probl~m 'wa~· .C·et{ formul~~e~ in. ·.~e rect~~lar ·-form to t~e adv'antage ~£ 
·}! 
;, . . .: 
. . ·. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . 
.the quadr~tic ~ature of ·1:he· ·re~u-ltin:g : equ~~io~~. : · ·· ~ .. ::·.· ··. \ : _: 
• 
. ~ · . 
! • 
. -
... •, . 
· .. ·'-· . 
.. ~ 
· ; : .· ·. Coui>utation~l e~erience ~ith .the- ~pplicat.ion of ·New.ton.:.Raphsqn method · · · 
·. . - . . . . . . . . . . '. . .. . . . ~ 
. • • . · -,l'' • • · , • : • . • . • • • •• · ·· ~·- · · • • •• 
·. · . . aEJ· well as · alpha-modified quaSi-second .order Newton"'Rapshon·-method· is --::..: ,· · : · · 
. . . . . . . . ' . . ' . . . . . ' . ---~- . .. • • • f ill 
. · .. re~~1ed in, the .~e~is. ·. Using. _Newt~n-Rap~Sb~ ~th~ci~ . conve~ge.~cE! ~aS . . ~ :"~ -~·- <_..._,___.,:: 
.: .. ;. . '. . ' . . . . . . .· ·-4 . . . . ''·-.......,: 
attained in three iterations to. a tolerance 'of 10 . ·with ·a flat start • . ·· . • 
.':. · . 
• I . 
." ! ... 
'j 
•• 
. . . . . . ~ . . . . .. . . 
; ·: .. :·· : ·.: : . ~).he :;,•~.;,.man~e 0£ t~ al.!'hO-..O..ified .quaSi csecond: o-r NOWtDD-lta.!>bsori 
-~. roothod depends on the values . of. the alpha· c:hosen. Tl)e number ·of i terations,. 
\ . . 
• L • t '• 
. . . 
·. 
·. · · reql,lire4 . for · convergence varies f~m a . best of 2 · iterations·. to 3 ~ 5 : 
. . .. ' . . . . . . . .· . . . . . . . . . ~ . . 
.' i te ra.tloiuJ. ~l, th;-n~•conv~qence in ~~~-. cas.es ~ · . ......:.-·-·- - ---,.,:.-· _ _ · ---'. ';-------=--:.,l..-:- --:-~1 ~-~--
. . . . . . . . . . I . . '. . . · .. ·. , : ~· ·. • . • . . . J-
· ... ·. - ~, 
Suggestipns. for Futtir~ Work 
. ~ . ~' 
·A ·nUllibe·~ ot: ar~as for · future · res~ar•ch a·re .' ~~gge-~ted ,· .. . 
• • • ""t ' 
.. 
: ' · ' I 
.\ 
·,, I 
: tl.) ·. The questlon of ~e ~ptimuin valu~ of ·a · has: to· be addres~ecr~ .. This 
' ' • ' • • • ' • ' I . ' • ~ • 
a~ea:·h~s many ~x~.ttin~'· p~specta not. ~~ly ·'for lo~d 'now aoiutt ori . 
. . . ' . ' ' . 
but also in .. other· fieJ,ds~ . 
_. ·. ·. (2) Incorporation of ·realJ~atic load. models in. the formulation · should be · 
.a 
: ~ 
• ' ' ,• • • • I 
_inVe!JHgated a_s .the depend~nce of. :active· ~d reactive pOwer in the 
. ioad·. on .~1tage v~luea . cia~ be'. crucial to th_e acceptabillty of th~ 
. , ' • · 
r esults • . · . ... 
.• 
.  
: - . 
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•. J 
, . 
The. p,;oblem of·' contingency evaluation in AC/DC _systems should be 
' . . . . . /considere·~ with t~e,qr~-~~--~f . t his i!'lv~s~i;a~_ion f~ing ~~ 
. ~ ..... 
! basi s for ·resolution • 
; 
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A.l Jacobian Elements of J 1 , · J 2 , J 3 , J 4 ,· ~5 , and· J 6 
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• · ' / · ' · . ' \: • ij • · i · ~ ' • 
' : • · , -.J . ' ·• • • • • •• Tt1e partial derivat:i~es 
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.· 
2 2 1/2 
.lv l:~ .~(e +f) 
· r . r r 
• 
· c)J cos (a +IJ .) . :- cos a/ 
.. .t[ rr r 
a;- :='. sin (a +ll ) 
r r r 
·· cos .· ·(a +JJ ') - cos' a f 
----· ~~r~·~r~-· ~--~r) ___ · r__ 
· sin (a +u ) I 12 
.. . r r .a vr 
sin a . 
[ r J 1.0 .· 
-sin (a +IJ ) ; -
·. r . r :. · 
' ' ' . \ 
' . ' \ .. ' 
equation. {2,20) . is rewritten .. as · 
• • • • • 0 • • ' 
· · · In this caS:e., 
12 XC . J;0 
cos .(y +)J ): = cos ·y ' i·r. 
. i . i .. _ ·. i - . a1 IV l !' .· . 
, . 
,, 
' ·'\. ' 
"~ ., 






(A":'34J · . 
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.. ·.· '~·d... it~ .partial deri.'v~ti~es. a~e tak~ with re.spect· to .ei' fi, 'and_ Yj_. ' . 
· ( . . . . 
. . realizing·. that· 
· ... I vi i 
';rhus,·· . 
.. 
. , ' 
·. 
------.,....---
' ' ·2· . . i-1/2 ' 
= (e + f ) · · i i -
. ' 
. .. •. 
. · ' 
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s.i .. second· Order Partial Der'ivatives of Q 
- Dr 
From e_quation ·.(2 :i 7) , . we - can, ·write that 
Taylor_. expansion of. -~quation (B-1) . gives 
'• 
Q . ( e . -+ Ae I f ~ l::.f , . Ct . + 6et -) - QD· . ( e ' I. f I Ct ) 
D r r · . r . r .. r ·r .. . r r r 
r· · · . ' . · r . 
\ 
a~o . ilQo - 3QD . . . 
·r · - · r • · r 
= [~ Ae~. T·~ 6fr! ~ 6etr] 
r - r '· · .r · 
'.: .. .. 
. . ' . 
. ' 
. . a2Qn . . . a2Qn ., . a2Qn . 
-+ lAer· 6fr ae. ·ar. +·Ae~ - Aetr . ae 9~ .+ 'Mr· . A~ ~af..,..-:-a-~-
. r r - r r · r ,!-" 
·a2 ·:. -a2 ··a2 
. • I ' QD . QD . ' ,QD . 
I 2 - r '· 2- · - r - ·· 2 . r 
-+ 2 [6e --2- + 6f --2- :+ 6et --2-. ] 
. r . ae r (}f ~ ·aet 
r . · r r 
+ [6e M (XDC34) + !i.e . 6et . (xoC35) + M . fl(y 0CDCJ6)] 




-The· derivations. f<;>r the ~first ord_er : diffe.rentlal c_oeffidents 
(~-2) _ · are carried out .in_ Ap~endix A ·_while. th~se f6r·'' ' secon 
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Derivation for xoc3l 
.., 
· ~ewriting equation (A_-14), we have 
. I . 
. \ ·;l~-
. \ ___!: =' Q 
· ae ·. D 
. r .r 
__ , 
, . a~ . . . 





· · :.' .-2e 
., 
. XERl - .r ' : . . --1 12 = 
. ' v " -
r 
. • 1 _. ·. liiin{~r· :+- J.:lr) · FACTR2 = · -- + -,---,-;.....:::...-.-.::....._,.. 
tan\J · L- cos (2a ··+ ll' ) 
.. r-. ·. r . r 




' ' ~iol . • 
. . Theil, -tlsing ·equation . (B-3) 
• .. .; •', 0 , • • • ' • 





.. . ·i 
. a Qo 
- ·~· r 
a .---r-
·de _ . . 
. • r 
=Q 
. D 
. r _ 
aQ . 
I 
. . \ 
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.. •, . 
D . . 




..-..::+---..;.~ + . ~· {~AC~2) ) 
ae . - . r . 
·' 
a~ : · . 







· . . 
. . (B-6) 
The partial . de~ivatives occu'rln~ in equadon (~-6) are· cierived below. 
' • I 
: . . 
• • 0 • • • • • • 
.· 
·Using e~ati~n _(B:-"4) 
~ · . 
' . 
CJ (XERl) 
· all · 
r 
_. 2 . . ' 
-2~r · · · 1 · · 
"' (2,0) [--4 ·(~J 
.· lv. l .· · lv I · 
·. :. r · . . . r . : . 
, ... :_.. 
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\ · . .-
, ..  ' 
'. · ~ ' .. 
.· 
, 
3(FACTR2) a . [ sin(2ar + lJr) . ] ()}Jr 
. . ae = aiJ cd~ }Jr + 1 - : cos ( 2a + ').1 ) a;-
r ·r r r · · r 
. 1' . . . 1 ' a)lr 
[--2- + ·1 - cos (2a + lJ > 1 a;-. 
. sin ll · r r r 
. r · .. 
-
.· Equation (A-31) may be written as ·: 
··, 
d~ .' ~e· r "'· .(FA_CTRl.l e. (e.2 :(£2 ) -I u .r· r. r . 
r 
. . c6s(a + lJ ) .:.·cos a 
.FACTRl . · . r . r · r 
.. . sin(CX · + ·lJ ) . 
. . r .. r · . 
. ~g _  . eciu~t~9~ (B·-9)':. · ·_':_ . 




·, .. ....;.,_,;;: = (FACTRl) · ·{....:.....:.::_~ - 1- ·1 2 . . . 4 .. 2 ae · · . · lv 1,-. · lv I· 
.. · r · · r r 
i) 








/. usi~g ·equation .(B.:.lo). ,.'· 
. ·aQ 
. . . 
' D 
· re:.is g~yen ;b~ equa~iori ~8.-3}. ··. 
. . · 
. .. 
r . . 
~erivation for XDC32 ~·t • ( 
· ' . 
. , . . . 
· ·~ ReWriting eciua.tion· (A ... lB) / we 
. · ,·. 
. . 
a)i . . . ' · . 
+ a/ .. (F~~TR~)) · · 
r 
. ' 
oh ' I t • 
. .. . .. 
. · ... ' 
I , ! 
--·-·- . ... . .... ;.,.. .. ... - ,._, __ _ _ 
., . 
. , . 
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. . ' . 
(~-13) . . ' 
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XFRr.;. _!__ = 
. 12 





2 •2> -1 (e + 
r · r 
and ~CTR2 is defined by equation (B-5) ~ . 









· · · · · all . · 0 • • • • • 0 • a~-ll · 
.=OQ · .. ·[-9- owtu)o + .. .,d. ~fa . · (FAC~2) . +: ; ·
2
r _(FACTR2) ]" 
D 0 af . . · df . _o r . .. .,.f 
r ·· r • · · . · r · .. ·:. '· o . r . 
.· 
' ' 
. . . " 
.J.c...... .. \ aQ . ' . . a ' . 
. 
0 r · · · lJr · · ·. 
+ ~- [XFRl .+ ~ (FAC~2)]. 
r' · r · 





· (B-1~)" . 
. • ' 0 ' • • ' 
0 
• l ·. 
The· partial 'derivativ~s·· on· the-. r~ght-han6-side of equat~on (B-15) are 
·I derived below. .l. 
~rom .. equ.atio~ · (B-14) 
_ _ _ _ ____ .... ·--~~---· ·-· 
• • 0 !~f~ . 
. . . . ClCXFRl)' = <2 ~ 0, · r--r-. ·~ _1_·_1 (B-16) . 
.1' 
. . 
qf~ · · · · lv ·14 . lv 12 
· · · · r . r 
o' 
· ()·(FACTR2) · . 
()f. I . A 
:r: . 
r [ 2 
sin- '1.1 
r 
. . .. · 
.. , Cll-1 . 
+ 1 1 r . 1 - cos (2a + '1.1 ) 'rt . · 
. r. r .. r . 
...... 
-Equation (A-3~) may be ·wr,itten· ,as 
.• .. 
(B-:17) . · 
• 0 
. ' 
where FACTRl. is aix:eady :_ defined ·i~ eqUation (B~). . Then, from equa~ion 
(B-18) 
' . ' '0 ' 
.. : 
' ,. 
. / · .. .... 
- - ··-~--~ ... :0'0 - ~ .-- 0 0 •• - - - .-. - - ----:--
































· ~Qo . . 
· (}f r is' given by eqliation' (B'i13)·. 
r · · ... ~I 
Derivation ·for XDC33 
,; 
where 
i sin ( 2a · + u .) 
· XALRl = r .. r 
1 · - cos .< 2a + u ) 
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and F.ACTR2 . is air~ady d~fined by. equation ' .(B-5). 
. . • . ' . . l . 
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Xnc33. ~ . 
' 2 
· aa · 
. r 
. ,. 
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· ·.~~., . · : au 
1a (XALRl) . +· r . a (FACTR2-) ·+ , . · r (FAOTR2)) aa ~ .aa '72.a · . r · r .· r o · 
. r 
. . 
. an ~ · . 
. ~o . a~ · · · 
+ -a ·r (XALRl + ~ (FAcTR.2)) . 
a da. · . 
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Given ·below are the derivations for the parti41 derivatives occuring on 
the. right-hand_.side of equ:ation (B:..23) •· · Using eq\J.ation (B-22) 
a CXALRl> = c-2 .m r2 + oJJ/IhJ:rJ 
aa 1 -. cos (2cx · + l.l > 
·, r r r 
(B-24) 
From equation (B-5) 
. 1; a(FACTR2) ·=· (~1.0) 
.,. ...a.· · · 2 1 ,' · 1[1 




' ... : . 
•• 0 
I , . 
· : Frda .. e.<;{llation . (~-33) 
'I 
.. 
a2"' sin·~ - sin \l cos(a 0 '+ .lJ > 'ca~ iaa ) ~a ·--· ~~r~~- ~~-r~---~~r--~r~·--~r~·~r-
. ai . .. s'in2 (a + ll ) . 
· r · .~ . r 1· 
,. 
. aQo. . . . 3).1 • . / '· 
.---a· r and .., r are given by ,equ'at;lons (B-21) and· (A-33), re'spectively. 
~r . oar . . . 
..... 
Derivation for XDC34 · · . 
Taking the ,partia_l .derivative of equatioo (B ... lJ) ~ith· respect to 
•' 
!! , we have· 
r . 2' 3 Q· 
·D 







• Q ' [a (XFRl) 
2 a l1 
'+- . 1:'-
D · ae 
· . r · r. 
ae ' rt 








. ~e partial derivatives · ocQu,rinq in .equation ·ca-27) ~re derived fn th,. 
. • '.1 
following equatidns •• 
0 . 0 
' 0 
·' \ . .. . ' -• 0 • 
. · .... 
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e ·f · 
_!__£ + . 3(FACTR1) 
IV 14 . . 3e~ . .. r . . 




.. .r · 3 (-FACTR2) a(FACTRl}. 
.a;-,- ae , · aM ae. . ~re given _by' equati.ons ·. (B-3), (:s-8'), ·-~nd 




.. . .. 
"· .. 
"' . 
Derivation for XOCJS 
i.m·get 
a2Qo 
xPC35 ·r =· ae aa· • 
'' 
X: r 
·a .. . . . . ~2 
.' 3 ( XALRl) +. ll r -=-a .:.::(F~A=CT;;.;;R.;...2.:..) +. · . ll ~ 
•Q · [ ~-
or· · ae ... C1a · . ae . ae aa 
. ·r · . · r r . . r . r · 
(FACTR2.) J ·. 
3Qo a~ . . 
+ .ae r ·[~Rl + 'dar ~FAC'l'R2)] •. 
r r · 
(B- 30) ' 
' · 
. ' 
. ~. . . . . 
The partia1 ·derivatives · whidl" o~cur in. equa.tion .CB-30·) are cferi:v~d belo.;;. 
. t 'f, 
. ' .. 
From eq\lation .(B-22) 







. • ' -~l-1 
•[ - 2.0 . J r 
1 - ·. cos(2a. + lJ ) ae . 
·· . r r r 
(B:-Jl) ... 
. · ,• 
... .. 
,. 
. · .. 
___ .__!..,_,, ____ .. · . . ' -
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. r . 
and a<l'" are given by equ_ations (B-3) , . and · (A-33), respectively. 
r 
Using equation (A-33) 
sin a cos(a + lJ ) 






9 (.FACTR2) .· : . aur.' :~ · · 
. ae ·and a;-: .. are .g~ve~ b~ e~ations (B,-8), and (B:-9), respectiveiy. 
-r r · · 
, .. 
' I Derivation 'tor XOC3.6 ·.'. · . · 
; ·. 'r.,:inq the Jti~l·~.r~vative of equaiion (:"211 · .. ... . ·' . . · , . ' . . with. reepect. to 'f , ' 
. " ' ' :r; ' . 
lr(e obtain· · 
2 - ~ QD 
. . r 
XDC3G ·= §f' aa 
. r · · r 
· -aQ . 
D 
. . r 
+--
at. , r . 





.· ' . 
apr' . . ' ; . 




, . . 
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. ) . 
··• 
.'I'he. pa~tiai deriva:tlves o .f ~at~o.n (B-33) are.· derived in . the _~oi'iow~ng 
equations'·. 
lf · .. 
· . . 
From eqt.iation _(B.:...22) 
• . I 
' . 
'• , • 
.. 2. a · · ~ .. : j~r · 
c::os(2a · .+ · lJ ·· )~ f)f. 
. ·. · · r · r . · r . 
'· ' ' 




.. ., . ; 
. . 
.·· .· 
aQo . , · ap : · · · · · · . . · · · . . .. .. 
. - ·~ , ~nd 'aa~ are , qiven by .eqqations ' ~~-iJ), . ~nCi ''(~-33) '· resp_ect~velY.~· · .. 
r · r 
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Using ·equatiori (A~33) 
a2~r iLo) sin a cos <a ~r> 
r · r af aa = -----=2...;;.. __ ..;;__-=-.. 
r r sin (a +. lJ ) 






106 · ~ \ 
. ... 
~ . 
. \ (B-35) 
\ 
a<FAc;R2J · '· : . a~r · \ . , 
a£ , , and~ are given by equations (B-17), and (B-18t, . ~espectively. 
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. · ·• B.; . ~e~nd Order Partial Derivatives . · ~f Q~i , : : ' :: /' ~·· , -~ 
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. \· .. 
Expanding this equation usinc.i_.the . Taylor - se~~s gi,;es: 
• • • - • t • ~ • • 
.. •. · : .. . - . . - •. • l . 
·. ( 
Q0 ce1 + ~e1 '! £1 + Mi-, . ..,~ - ~ - ~r:t"> . ~.Q~_< c.~~->" ~1·,:- y~> .-._ :_ i .· ... · .~.-:· . ' ,· .. -! .. · . .-. . ··: ' . 
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. ·:. . . . 9 
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·, . ·. · (B-37) .· 
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The first;; or4~~ partial di.fferentlal coefficients· of equation (B-37) ~re 
. . ..... 
' 9 . . . 
• ... . t • 
de~ive~ :l.n AppendiX .A·; The. derivation for the second order. coeffici entS" 
.. :. . 
. ar.~ . pre~~~ted: . it} . :th~s ~action. ' . ·~ J.. ' 
.. 
.i .. .·· 
. . . 
·oetivadon for xoe37 
• ' ·' . 
.· Equation cA._-16)' ·may :be ·....ritter; as 
. . . 
<s-38) ·,· 
. . ...  
. \ ~ . · " ., 







.· . . 
. . 
·a2Q. > .. 
. . . D . 
. i 
= ae2 · 
, :- i 
·\ . , · 
. .. Q · [3(XEil) 
· D · 3e· 
. i : I i 
·• 
. ' 
. · . 
.. . 
. -.......:.. .. · .. ··.- ..... .. : '• ., . 
~ ...... ' . 
. ', . . :..: ... _,. 
( 
I 
, ~ :· .. · (8 . ,.39) 
.· ~ . • , 
~ (B.-40) 
.·.·. 
: '"' ... 
. · ' 
. • . ,. t, ~~ . . ~ .. . . .. ;, .. •, 
... aoo· .. ·.. .. ·alJ . . . .· . . .. .... ~ 
+ 3ei i :[XEI.l + ae i ~FACTI2)] · • , 
' . · 
. (B- 41) 
· : · ~ · v 
. ~e- first order elem~nts ~ equati~n .(a-4i ) are. derivf,d bel ow. 
. ' ' .· .. 
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· .... ~ 
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·, ·"· . I ' 
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• • J .. 
,,. 
i~,~~~: .... . . 
; ~ -~ ~,.. . . ... ' 
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. -r· t -.•···· 
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.. ' .! 
using _ equ~tion · (B-:..40) · 
. . , 
- 1 ., ( 1 . . + 
. •2 ... 
.sin ••.· ., 
' . '"'J.' 
Rewriting equation. {A-3'6~. · ~s ·· 
whe.1'e: ·. .. . .. 
··, 
•• 








,J. ·~ ' , 
.·· 
. ; 
.·· . • 1' .· . , ·' 
. ' ... • •• i - ; ·, ·• . 1 
col' (y 1 ·~ l;.l 1:> ·cos ::Y i __ lor , 1 _ 31-li . . , 
. '. 
·:.- cHFACTil)' 
_ : .· .. ae1 ~ .!. · = L . i 2 .<· Y + \ ~ . > " . l a_. ~i- .. ~· 




of G , .. 
' , 
. . ,. 
: : ~ . 
I ' / 
·' • . 
' 
·- .~ ··; . ;·; . . . ' . . . : 
· Derivation ~or XOC38 · ~ - · · .· . . · ·-· 
. ' . " ' : . ~ . 
·,.· . .:· 
. ( 
.., , •· I . : 
'Equatio~ (A-20) :·may.· tia' written· ~s 
;. ' . . . . . ~ :. : .. ' 
. .  , .. 
.~ ... ..,. .. ~;-· . 
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.• arid FACTI2.- is defined by ' equation (B-40). 
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: ' ~ l .. ; :. 
' . I t I 
, • .. 
'. 
. .. ': 
' ' .. . . 
. . 
•' 
.. - ~ 
... 
•" ' 
' . ·. 
· .. ·' 
I ' , I 
. , 
t 
'Using equation (B-48) , we have 
. . 2 , 
·- . .. ; a Q 
- '. . . Di XOC38.= ·---.-
. ···.': at:? -
· .·. ·' . i 
. ~Q~ ·; . . . a~ .. . - . 
., + af.~_.f.XFI·l· +a/ · (FACTI2)] . 






. (B-50) · 
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0
1. ~,_ • ' • t . . - . 
The first.G>tder .. partial 'derivatives .of equation (B-50) ' are 'given be1ow~ . 
0
! .. •' , ', 1 • ' l • • I 
• I' • 
Froin equation CB- 49) · 
a<XFn> · .. 
at. ... C2.o> . 
~ 
. . 2 · 
. -2f . . 
[~~ _!.__) . 4 I . . , 2 ' 0 lv1 1 . ' [v1 1 ,-
. ·' 
(B~Sl) 
From equati~n (B-40) 
' • .! , 
a (FACTI2) . . , [ .- 1 . . , 
.. ·• at-· "" ·- 2 ' ·-- + 1 
. .i s~n . u1 
Rew;iti~5J ~atipn '(A-37) ; as . 
.. -
: , \ . I . 1-
·(B-53) 
. . : . . 
I , ' 
. i .• ;. ~ f \ . . • . . ' . . \" . I I . . • • 
~-ere FACTI! :is 9iven by equat'ion (B-45);, we obtain . 
.. ' · . . I 
. . 
. . ·. .: (B-54) . . 
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Using equation (B-45)· 
3Q. 
Di 
-- is given oy equation (B-48). af1 
Derivation for XDC39 
... . . . . . . . ·.. .·. . . 
.EqUation (A-27) is' writte.n as" · . 
. . ~ . . 
... 
. 3Q . . . . . . ,• . . 
. · D · . · ojl ·: ·, . 
. . ·. · .__.!:"' Q · . (XGAil + __1;.. (FACTI2)] 
· . ay. . . . .o1 .. : · a.Y. 1 .~ . . . . .l. . . . 
t • ' --~ ·. • . . • whe~~ . . . .. . . 
. . :· .. ·:~· . ·. .. .. 
· · · · ----- · · . . '· ·2s_in(2y1 .+ .J.ij,) XGAil = . . . · · . 
1 .- .J;CIS ( 2y l .+. \.li ). 
: ' . . . . . . .. 
and FACTI2_. ~,:~ def~~ed by· equation ·<a-40). · 




' •· . . 
~ 0 • 
·' .. u·si~ci · e~ation- (B~56) ·, · ·. 
• . . . . . • : • ' . • . ' . 'I. . • 
. . . . · 2 .. 
. .· . a Qo .. . . · ·· . . · 
. XOC39 7' :__f.·: . . ·:. · 
. .. . : ayi . ·:·  .. :  
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. 3Q .· . . . . . . 
·· o· ·· : · : ap · · · · .· · · 
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'l'lie .first ~rde:r; parti~l i!e~ivatlve~ occurinq . in equation . (B~Stl) . are 
. . . . . . . . 
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usin~ equation (B-51) 








(B..:Go} ·, · 
T~·~ng ~he partial derivtitiye ·of equation _(A-38) with respect .to y1 , . ~ 
. . 
··obtain .. · · · 
. \ ·_ 
. : • (B~61) . . 
.. 
. . 
.. ' ~![ 
.. . 
3Q · 
. Di . . ., .· . 
-a·· . . as. us~d i~ equation· (B:-58) 
·. yi '.\ . . .·. . . 
\ . . . ' 
. . 
, .• . . 
is given . by · e·qua t:i~~ . (B ~-5.6) • . . .. 
, · r r ' • • • •' ' • •• • • • 
· · /.· . . ' . . 
. : : i 
. , ·. D¢'rivation for XDC40 
.. ) · . . •. 
/ '; Taking the partial derivative of : equation (B:-48) with :.:r:~~pect . . tb· ei'. 
. . . 
we ·· get 
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·The.· p~rti'ai d~7ivatives occ~ing· · i~ e.C!U.ati·o~ . (_B;62) ar~ defined .ii1 :~h~ 
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Using equation (B•49) 
'<a-63}· 
using equat}on (B-53) . 
eifi ; ·a(FA~,;Il) · '.l 
I 14 · Cle ·1 
12 
. v1 . i v~ . 
(B-64) . 
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· If we take . the · partial derivative 
. . . - . . 
. . · . . 
.. 
. . ·
• 0 " , , • 
. '3Q ·. . . ' D . . ~ · . 
. . . i • . ~'i ·, 
+ ·· a~i · [XGAil. + ayi .. (FACTI~)] (B-65) 
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I · I ·. 
- 'l'he/a~tlal · d~r~vat.ive~ of eC{Uat~o~ -(B-6S) a~e defined as tollol!IG: 
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' . . 
1. 
·· _aQo ·· · ali · · .. . 
. . ·i . . i a ·~ , and ~ -are given by equations (B-3 ) , 'and (A-38_) 1 respectively , 
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From equahon (A-33) 
(-1.0), sin ·y1 .. cos("(i + lJi) 
. 2 . 





and - are expressed by equations· (B-43), 1 and ·(B~44) 1 a~i 
respecti v~ly • . 
-.. 
I " 
. Derivation for ·xnc42 
. •, ~~ · 
If · we take the part:ial'· derivati v~ of eqUation (B-56) with ·respect 
... 
. ~ a2 .. 
(a (XGAil) + ~ (3(FACTI2) lli . · 
. =. 9ni . . ari . ayi ari +· ar ay . CFAcT_I2> J 
. i i . 
i}Q . . . . 
. 
0i ' · . i}lJi 
·+ i}f , '(XGA:U · +. -ay (FACTI2)) ' " · 
i . i 
. (B_-68) 
. 
. . The partial de-rivatives occuring 1n equation . (B-~8) are define.? as foUows: 
.. a()CGA:rl) . . ;;..2,0 . at.ai . 
3£ • [1 - cos (2Y • + .lJ ) J. 3f" 
i . 1 i . i . 
i}Q.D. · . oil '· 
. i . . . i 
·rr- , and ay '• are given by e_quations CB-48) 1 and (A-38) , . re'spectively. 
i . . . i . .. 
· using · equation (A-33) 
(.;.1.0)' _s~n . y1 cos(y1 ,._ . 1li> 
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al!i ~and d! are given by equations (B-52). and: (B-53), resp~ct~veiy. 
i . . . 
· B.3 Second Order Partial ·Derivat-ives of P0 
:r: 
' 
Recall~ng equatiot:~ _q _.67) 
' . . . 
P
0 
= P 'C'e ·;. f ,· a ) 
. . D · . r r r 
r r · . · 
and applying the. Taylo:r expanSion ... to it, we get 
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· Derivation for XDCl 
Using equation (A-23) 
. ~ 




· ·1v · . 
.. . r 
DeriVation' for· XDC2 · · 
Using equation· (A-26) 
. a2 Po . 
XDC2 "" { 




a e .I sina -: 
. r · r · D· · r . 
= lv I r 
.Derivation for XDC3 
Using equat~on . (A-26) 
xoc3 
= a£ aa 
· r r 
. •' 
·, 
(•1.0) K a . f . ·I sina' L r r D r · ·----.-.~~~v~l~·~--~ 
r 
Derivation for XDC4 
· Using equation (A-21) ·. 
a2~ .--. · -.·. 
D . ' 
. . , ·r . .\ 
ae2 
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Derivation for XDC5 
Using equatio~ (A-23) / 
,. 
-f2 ,· . 
CK
1
· ar I_ 
0
· cose&r) i--r-· + · -..:Lr ·.,. 
·. lv 13 lv I · 
r · r. 
' . . 
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,. 
· · Derivation for XDC6 
' ' '. ' 
. ' . 
. Usinq ·equation · (A-27). 
. . .. 
= ( -1.0) K1 a · lv I I · .c:ose& -r r .o. r ,(B.:.77) 
\ ·-~ . -- .• 
' ~-~ 
. · · B.4'' · second Order ~artial Derivatives of P0 
'" ,.. ,/"t" . . . i i \~ ~ \ .' . 
I ' ' o R~callj,ng ec!uation (2. 68) · 
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(B-78) 
' . 
The first ord~r partial derivatives of eqliation .(B-78) have been -derived 
.. . .. . . ., . 
in Appendix· A. The .deriya~ion~ for the ·second order terms or' ~his _e~ation 
. ~re performed in the following eqUations. 
·. 
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" Derivation for XDC7 
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Derivation for XDCB 





Derivation · far XDC9· 
. 2 . (). p . 
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'XDC9 ·= ; 





· oeri,vation. for l:{DClO 
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· . Usinc;r equation .· (A-24) 
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·Derivation for XDC12. 
Using e~ation (A.:.~_S) 
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. APPENDI X C 
TEST SYS~ DATA 
· ' ~ ·I 
. (1) 
. Te~~ .l;ystems t_ 
{2) Test SysU~s B 
(3) Test systel!ls c 
(4) Test sys.tems o: 
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. 4-2 . . 
· ... -"'5-2 .· 
5-4 .. 
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'9~: ·- . . .' 
0 ;' -~ . ' _._~· . . . 
I I .J 
.. . . 
.. 0.06 .·· ·-
0.08 ' : ~·· ·: 
.....  . .' . '""" 
. - .. _ 0.02 ~-
. ' ' · 1·, .. ff ' . . 
·Reactance . .· Line. Charging 
.. 
-~.u .• * 
0.24 
.0.~3 • . 
0.12: 
0.19 
.:' .. 0.18 . 
. . 0.24 
·. . . . ~ ; . 








·. • - 0.0_20 
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. . • . ... ~- - . 0.025 
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• >1iese Value~ : .. · ;;, ~: ••• ·o~~~ 100: ~~ :;.~ • . ·f1.' ~~ i L:~b~~io~ ;~' . . , • 
' .. ,· . . . . . . One~ half Of the . tqtat' Charging . Of the line o • • 0 ·'I 
.•. ·.·· - . . - ~- : . . · . ~ . . - ... 
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·.l· .. .. . 
Bus , _.· · •' . · · .Gt!neration . . · .. · 
. . . \ ... . .. 
Number · . · 
- .·. : ·, '-f· · 
. . . - . . . 
-- ~•· . 
. ' . . 
1: ·. 
'-
- MW . ·MVar. 
. .. , 
.... , 
: o .. o o.o 
t ··· 
·•. 3 : 
·4 
.. ,, 
0 . 0 · :. .. .0.0 




.. 4' · . 
' .. . '
0 
.. 
5 . . . 
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. ' . l 
· · ··4o.o ·. : ._ :._. ; -)o.o · · 
. . . . 
tinapec t.: ... <swing;'::. 
~ .... . ' 
, . 






·. . ~ 
60.0 .· . - 10 ~0 -
45'-. 0 ._.lS.O 
4o.o ·s.o 
20. 0 ' ~ ' \ 10. 0 
· ·o.o . _o.o 
. l 
, • 
:· . .. 
Voltage 
Mag Angle ~ 
_ p _; u_~ d~g. \ 
·-urispec. Urtspec. 
UnSJ;>&C· unspeo. .. 
un~r~pec. Unapeo .• 0 
1.047 Unspec • 
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• I ' 
Underexcited 












Dc ·Link 'Parameters for Test System' A . ~~, 
- ~._:~ ' \: 
~ · ' . ·~ 
= ' 2 Recti~ier~a· numb~r 
Inver~er bus -nUmber = 3 
.· ,. 
For rectifier: 
. ' · Conmutating . reac~.fce . (p .u. ) . 
'• Delay, ~gl·~ ..: init~~ess (deg.) • 
' '· 
• I' ' • ~ 
Delay _angle -:-. mi!limuin (deg.) 
.Delay an-gle ·- maximum "(deg.) .· • 
Transfofmer tap ratio -- ~nimum 
Tr·ansfo~~r tap ratio - max!Daum 
\ ' 
' \ . 
\ 
~r inver~r: · • 
. \ .. 
It 





: · f 
' CoftllutatingtaCt!U\Ce (p. U. )' lll 
_ Ext~nc_ti.on. g~- : £ni tiai ~~-s~ ·. (d~~ •• . 
!xtinct~on ~e, ,- minimum .(de.q.) - .. • 
. I ' • , , 
Extinction angle .- max~ ~(dec;,. ) . 
' . ' . . . ~ . 
.. 
Tr,ansformer ~P ra~ - m~nim_um .. 
' 18 \ 
0 .• 95 
1.;1,$ 
0 . 10 
·i s 
"•i2'" 
. 18 . 
. . ·
·' ' 
•• • • t 
a·.gs 
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. t • I "1.23 
" Jower to . be ri\aintained over DC ~.link at .the inverter 
~ end (MW) 1 ': 18.88 
Resistance2 of oc· 'line · (p. u .) 0.00167 . 
' f 
.ot current (p.u~) 
- . . .. 
= . 0 .• 15 
(1) ·This· i>ower is. equal: to the .active· power carried by· the. replaced. 
• • . ~ • Q • ' 
AC line·between bus 2 and bus 3. 
(.2) 
. . • . 1 . . 
~juste~·:oc. resif:J.tance ;:: .(G)·~ resi?tance of the: re};)~ac~d.AC ~ine 
b~tween bus 2 and bu.s '3 • · ·. · ' 
.. 
.. , ' 
Table c-s·:· o'i.ine . . Data for Test· System B . · 
. · . .. .. 
. ~~ . 
Line 
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p~u.* ' ~ ...• . 
· . . ~ine ·~argiqg 
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. ./ · ).-6 
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2~6 
' 7-:-6 '; 
7-2 
: ~·-3 .'. 
. 3-:4. 
' 4-1 · 
~-1 ·. 
' .~ ' 












. . ~ . 0. 2l . ~· 
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0:·20 
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--a: ·. The· .ValU~s - are ·. iit P.~u • 
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'1 •. 36. 
' . . 
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0.0006 . 
.0.0 
. 0.0 .. 
o .:ooo~~ . 
. 0.0 
. · 0~0. 
o.o 
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. ' .o.o .' . 
0 •. ' • ' o\ • 
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Generation Load Voltage <::: 
\ 
MW Mvar MW Mvar Mag. Angle 
' 
p.u. deg. 
0.0 ·0.0 0.0 10.0 Unspec. .Unspec. 
25.0 0.0 0.0 o.o unspec!"; . Unsp~c. 
o.o 0.0 22.0 13.0 Unspec. Unspec. 
. / 
25.0 20 . 0 0.0 0.0 . Un~pec • Unspec. 
. . 
o.b Unspec. 20.0 o·.o 1.0 . uns~c. 
ts ;o ~n·spec . 0.0 0.0 LO ' · Unspec • . 
. . 0.0 · .· Unsp'ec. 2~.3 0.0 1.,0 . . . unspec. 
, .-
Unspe,c. :(SWING) 0.0 
' 
·o.o 1.0 0.0 . .. 
0 
Generator Reactive.Capability' Data ·for .Test· System .B. 
. . . ' .. 
Under·exci ted. OVerexcited 







.:.10.0· t 10.0 ' I 
. -10.0 . 10.0 . 
--10.0 10.0 
• 1 .... • 
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Conunutating reactanc.e (p ~u.) 
. ~ 
Delay angle - initial guess · (d.eg.) 
Delay angle . ~ minimum . (deg . }. 
_D~l~y arigl; ·- ~i~~ (d~g ~) ::. 
T~an~forme7 . tap r~~~~~:.~n~m~ / · . 
.. 0.10 . 
:;; 8 
c : 7 
·. · "' 18· ·. r · 
. ... 0.!5 ' . 
. 
. .. ·. 1.15 .. Transformer -~P ratio-~ · 
Fitter sus.ceptance <P'·. u· • .l · . · · 0~0.31 . . . 
For.· inverter: 
Commutating reactance (p.u.) . = · 0.10 
. Extinction angle-initial guess (deg.) = .15 
Extinction angle - minimum (deg.} 
• 
Extinction angle :.. maximum (deg.) 
Transformer tap. ratio-minimUm 
Tr~ormer tap*ratio-maxim~ 
Filter susceptance (p. u.) 
Power to ~ ·mainta~ned over DC link · 
at the . inverter end (MW) 1 
. - ~ . . 
, • 
. > . ' ' 
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4 
·~· 
• ' (1. 
' . ·. : . 
. i 
. I 











(1) This power is mad~ equal' to th~ a~~iv~ ·power ~ardea by .~· .. repl,&oed ' ·,: 
·. ·Ac line between bus 2 ·and bua . 3. · · · · · 
(2) · •. Adj~ated DC r~~istance •(j) ~ reaistanca · of the :replace4 AC ·una·· 
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Table C-9: Line Data for Test ·System C 
~Line 
. ·oesignat19n 





. 13-5 . 
0.0194 
0.0540_ . . 
·. . o·.o470: . 
· ~- o:os8i · 
.- . 















0.0438 : . 
0'.0374 










• • • 0 ~ 
. : 
j. 
O.L7.J"9 .: .· :-:: ·. • · 13-:-4_ ::· 
'{ . ... 0 .•. 0340 . .. 
' ' ~ .. -... 
'• .. 
1 • . • 
.. ;1 . · . . :. -_ ~-2-_ 5 
: ·. ; .. ; . 
I • ,' ' ' ~ ' • 
0.0670 
: ~ . 
,, 4-5 ·0.0133 . ·. 
:·I 




. o.o . 
• - --~ 0~ 1710 ' 
0.0421 .' 
. o. 2091. 
. 0.5562 
. 0.0346 







• I • 
!· . 
0.2520• 
·1 .· .• 
_· . ·- -~~L -' 































' . ·7-1-0 
' 7-9-
• lOt • 
9-6 
' . ..-
. 9-1 : 
6-B · . ·. 
' . . 2-i 
.. 0.095.0 :' ~ -


























' 0,0 I 
. o.o .. 
'. 
. o.o . . 
. o.o 
(j .·~ 
. . . 
.... -.. 
* These valu-ei are in p.u·." o~ f1 100 :MVA. base.· · The line. charg~n9 is· the: to~l · 
~ine 'char~i~q-ofthe · iin~. - . - ·. . - ·. · . , · .. ..... 
. t' 
. . . • •, I ' ,· : 
.. , 
"· 
. '· . .· 
.. - ' ' 
' ' ' ·· .. ., ~-













':l'able c-10! Bus Data for Test System c 
" 
--... ~ 
' \ . 
' l 
• 




Generator Load voltage 
' .. 





·.s . . ~ 
6 

















o,o··. . o .. o .. . · 
0.0 ' '. 0.0 
· . o~o o:o . 
.. t • 
CJ.o ·: · ·o.cr 
;o -.o ·~ - . ·o.o 
0.0 i7.4 ' 





·. 4 •. 0 . . · 
(SWING) 
.Mw 
14 . 9 
13 . 5 
. 6.1 · 
' 7,.6 









94~2 . . 
2L7 . · 






' • . 
'oesignat·ion 








' ' .. 
' 




. ' : 
·. · Setting 
:-:·- _0 •. _978 
.'_ 0.969 
-0.932 










'16 .. 6 
0.0 · 








. ·t ,. -
U~s~c. · Unspec.· 
· "· umipec •... ' · ynS{iec. 
. . ........... 
· Uns~c. :_ Urtsp~c-• 
·: tinSP~C?.·~ .. : Unsp_~~ ~ /~ / 
'.'Unsped; . · . · 
. ..  . .. 
' 
··unspec:. : . 
. \ . 
Unspec. J . . ' .• . : 
. -- - ... .l•09 . 
. -_ .: l.Oi · · .· JU~spec. 
' _, 
. ·· . un.spec·. 
. . . . . 
. - .. 
u~;P.ec. · · ;. . : .' . 
0.0 .. ': . 
. . 1.01 
l:.o45 
. /t.o6 ; 0.0 




. : ' 
.· . \ 
. 4 J .. 
;. • 
• I 
...  ~- --
• 
" 
. ·.· . --· 
. .-· 






~ . •, ~ . 
¥ ! 
·; 























* sus~eptat'\ce in p. u. ·on a · 100 MVA bas~. 
.. .  
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. ' ~ . . • I . . • ' 
• o • o I ' • '" I ,• • I . 
Table C-13: specified DC Link Parameter-s · for Test·. System· c ~ · · 
. . . · 
Rectifier bus·. number 
o ' , I • • 
'Inverter bus' number 
For rectifier: 
commutating reactance (p.u.·) 
Delay angle ..: ·initial . quess ·(deg ~ ·) 
· · .~elay angle mininnim · ~deq.') 
Delay angle · - maximum .(deq.) .. 
! Transformer tap· ratio- minimum 
I . , ' 
Transformer .. tap ratio - maximum 
. . . · J .. 
F q ter .suscept:ance · (p. u. ) .. · 
For inverter: 
' 'J . • 
Commuta tinq reactance .. (p. u. ) . 
Extinction ang~e .- initial gtiess (deq.) 
. ' 
: ~tinction angle :- minimum . (deg.) 
Extinction angle maximum (deg. 
. •· 
Transformer tap ratio - minimum· 
~ansformer tap ratio - maximum 
















































~ .. .. 
i 
·I 






. ' · , 
' '• 
. · ·, 
___ , ... '"'.;,.. .. ":"""--~-· _...._---:--





. __ .. 
•• 




. " . 
.. . 






of DC line~p.u.) 
DC current (p.u.) 
'· 
I 129 , 
.. 
59 . 55 
= 0.00223 
= 0. 456 
(l) This p_qwer is equal to th.e ·active pqwer carri-ed by the r~plac~a' : 
AC 1 ine_ be~wee~ bus 4 ·and bu~ . 5 •' : .. .• · 
. .' . . ~ . . . . . . . . 1 
(2) ~djusted _.DC resis~ance = .(6) 
. ' . 






' . ,.£_ 





.... -.. ~, ....... -, - .. ~ · ·· · ··- -.·- ····-·; ····· - ······ ..... ~ · .. 






















· ·- _ ____ _ ! ·_._ 
I ' 1 
. \ 
·1 -
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. ! . ' 
' . I 
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·Table C-14: Line Data for Tea~ System D. 













. . .. 9-13. 
13-14 .. 
13-15 . 
:n-1s . · 














' . 19-20 
. .., .. .--·2 o.:. 2:l 
. ·. 21;..22 
. . 22~2·3 
23;.24 .. : .. . 
. . 24.;,25 . ·.· 
. 24;...25 




. 7 .. 2~ 



















· · · ·o.o4ai 









.. 0.01J9 . 
? . 





0.017~ ' .f 




0 . 0099 
. . 
0.1660 . . 
.0 ·. ' ' 
. . o· ·. . 




0 . 0366 
0.1320 
0 . 1489 
0.1020 
·. 0.1730 ' 
o.osos 
. 0.1679 
0 .• 0848 ' 
' 0 . 2950 
0.1580 
0~0434 . 
. . o'.0869 ' 
. 0~0910 
- o·.'2o6o 
.. ' 0~1080 . 
' 0.0530 
. 0.555 • 
o. 4,3 . 
0.06i1 
0~0712 . . ·' 
0.1262 
0.0732 · ' 
0~0580 
.. 0..0813·'· 
o ·.179o · 
. 0.0547 






. . 1.182 ' 
'L '23 . 
. : 0.047 j 
' . 0.25~0 ·, 
· .. · . : o·.o9s4 
0•1650 . 
0.0618 
0.041,~: . .. · . " • 0.0587 
0 ·. • . 
. . e·~ i3.50 . . ., . ' 0~0'648 0.2020 
·0\ 3260 ' ' . ·, . ' : 
: o. 5070:· ~ \ 
·0. 0.392 : 
0. . . 
·\ ' 
. ·.\ 
rf. ~970' . 




.. ·~ .. t ' ' • .. ' ~ . ' . 
' . :
. . . ~ .. 
. . · . . ,. 





. i ·"' 
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. 0.0:235 · .
0 027-4 ' ' ' 
o:o2i·o · 
·0 .• 0109 . 
0.0386 : . 
0.-0203 . 
o.oos5·.- .• 
. .' -~ 
' 0.0115 . 
0~04.94 ; .. . " 
0.0273 
' 0~0143 : 
. 0.0272 
0 . 
. 0 .. ' 
. 0.0062 . 
0 . 0097 
0.0~64 
0 ~0094 
. 0 . 0302.' 
~ o·.o1os · · 
















. ·. 0 
- 0 
. . o 
. . o ; . ' . 
. . · 
. · .·· 
.. 
,· , • ., 
' .·.:· · 
.• 











. i .. . 
I • ' 
• 






' j I . 
. . / 





' , ' ' I ' ' ' • 
. '· 
. . .. 
' ' . 
' .' . 
',, I ' • I 
• . ' 
.. .. ·-~· ·. 
, !V I, 
. . ' · .. 
'' ' • ·, I ' 
., . . ' .. 
·. · .. .. · .. . ,, 
:' . I 
•. 
. ~ ·. 
~· . . 





















~ · 22-38 
il-41 
.41-42 
· . . 4J.-43 . . 
. .. 38-44 . 
... ·. 15-4.5 
: .... < 14..:..46 . 
. 46-47 
47-47 













.. . 9~1 
·. ti\1-56 


















·. 0-.028~ . 
.0 . . . : .• .· 
·o ._,.· . 
't' 0~'0230' 
. ' . . 0.0'182 
.. 0 . 08·3·4· 
. • 1 0.0801 
o:·uaG · . 
.. 
0 
0 .· . 
·. 0.'1442 
. : ~~:~~;~ 
0.1732 
·- ,0 .· 
0~9624 . . 
. o 
· • · 0 ·.5530 
0.2125 
o·:' 
0 '174Q.._ . ·. 
o:us'o ~ol . 
·0 . 0312 














0.0585 " · 
0.1042 . ·. ·, 
6.07~~- . .. 
0.0680 
· ·. 0.02_33 I · 
0 .. 1290 












·0 . 3540 
L3.55o· . 
. 0.2600. 
. . 0'.1770 
,· . . .' 0.0482. 











. g. f. . 
\ 
Q. . 0 
0.0010 ·. 
• 
. ·0 ... . , ' 









.. 0 . 
0 
o.· 
~-- 0 . .._: 









.0·. · .. 
:. 
~--------~--~------~----------------~~--------~----~--~-· ' . . . . ~ . . . ~ . 
· .• · I~pedance · -~_d. lin~ · charging su'sc~pt.ance in_ p:u·. on: a lOOOOOkVA ba~e -:-: 
. . . '. . . . ' . . ·,. 
Line ch~q;J.ng·:. one-half of total chArging of line. \ ~ ~ . . . 
. . ·· 
• I 
.. 
. ' . 
,: ... . . 






.' ·. . 
. ... 
···TJ· · 
... ' . . 
. .' ' . . . 
. . . 
. ·. · 
.... I ' ' o o • ·~ o :! ~ , I'~ 
· · ;. 
•' ' . - •' 
'· 
.. .· . . 
----..!. . ...,...._ __ ........  
., 
. I ' 
·.i 
·:· . 


















, . . ' 
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TabLe C-15: Continued 
BUS ~nelation 
• Number* MW Mvar 
4~ 0 ·o 
49 0 o· 
so 0 0 
51. 0 ·a 
. 52 0 0 
53 0 0 
54 .0 0 
55 o· 0 ' . 
56' 0 0 







18 . 0 8.5 
21.0 10.5 
18.0 5.3 
' 4 . 9 2.2 
20.0 10'.0 . 
~· 4.1 ' -1.4 
6.8 3.4 
7-.6 2 '.2 












\ . Unspec. 
. ! unspec. 
nspec. 
nspec • . 
. ~spec. 
· Unspec·. 
. \ . 
* This is prior to· the bus J,"enumbering necessary .. ~o regulated 
buses.to have the higher numbers . .• 
"' Table C .. l6: 
,. 
Generator Reactive 
. . \ 
\ . \ 
I . I 
I • 
capability oa~~·£or. Test syrt~~ o 
) 
Bus --r> ..... :.-. 












- : 17 
.. 10 
-,. a. "\ ;.14~ ./ ·. 
3 































' ~ . 
< 
; 
t I . . 



























I , ... ' :l 
.. 
; 
I . . 
I ' , 
, .> 
. , 
' j ' 
~ ~ ' .. 
•I 
















•• Transformer Data for Test System D 
I ' 
Transformer . Tap Setting* 
d!3signation 






























· 24-26 ' 
34-32 
.-

















































. *O'ff-nominal tu~n~ :ratio, a~ · det~~ined b·:/· the .actual .trana~or¥.r~iap position~ 
,.._and ~e Vf?ltage basis. In the case of nomlnal · turns r~·tiO; this would eqUal 1. 
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* 'susceptanct:f\in p.u • . on a 100 MVA base 
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Table· C-19: · Bus Numbe.rs that ara. changed tO Allo'( ;the .. Regulated 






·I • J 
.. ~ ... . ..... ' 
135 
... 
' ,' , 
·, 
Buses 
' 2 becomes 51 
. 52 ' 
~ . ' .. . ' 
.... 
.. T ·-. 




.. / .. 
6 becomes I . 
.• . 8 becomes · 
. . 9 : .. liecomes 
: . ~ 12 . . ·i.e~C?mes· · 
. . 
.. 51 
' become' · 
52 becomes, 
. .. ~· 53 becomes 
•. 
54 . ·. .. ( J 'becomes_· : 




. •. ' 
.. .  
.· \ 
. . . ! .. ,,. 
··-· 
.. 
53 ... · . 
.. 54 .. 
:ss· 








' ~ . -.--
"· 
, " -~ . 
. . 
0 
.. . .· ...... 
.-
. ~ .. 
. .. 




. ' : 

























f , · 
' . . 
I ' 
! \ 
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Table c-20: Specified DC Link Parameters for 'llest.Systetn D 
·t ' 
~ 
Rectifier bus number .;. 
"' 
47 
Inverter bus ~ I "' 48 I • r ) .. 
For rectifier: 
Commutating_reactance (p. u.) :: 0.10. 
• .. Delay an~le - initial guess (de~.) = 8 
Delay angle 
- ~n.iJttul (deg. ·) - ~ 7 
Del~y angie - · .Maximum (deg.) .~ . :: 18 
' Transformer ~ap ratio - -miniJIIUin • ~ ::I , OrBS 
~ansformer 
• 




c;ommuta ti.ng reactance (p."u.): .... 
·Extinction· angle .:.· initial ~ess· (de~.) • 




aa~~ (de9.). . . .Extinction • Transf~~e~ tap · r · - ~ni~ . .. 
~ansfo~r tap ra o - maximum • 
; 
~P.ower to~ -maintained ove,~ DC link ·at the · . 
inverter er,d · (MW) 1 .· 
.. ,' ...., 
. Res.f:.~tancez. of· ·oc·.line (p.u_.) 
' Cl. 
-:"' · ' 
! ... 
• . :<1 
.· 
. . .. 
., 
1.15 
. . . 
·o.1o 
' 15 .· 




·.o .. as 
l:i~ 
. .. \. ' 
1:7~59 . 
. . · -
. 0.00303 
DC current ·(p.u.) .. . ·· .• . . 0.15 " 
. '• 























(l) This power · is ~quai to the .ac.tive··power ·car:d~Cl by 
. ' . . ' 
the r eplaced_ AC 
line bet ween bus 47 and·bus 49. 
' ' . 
A~justed, DC resist~ce _.;. · (f) . x ·r~ais~anc.e of 
. ' . . . . . 
between bus 47 and bus 48. 
'(2) 
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In this. ap~ndix a se·sa"rip~lon of th·e sparsity direct~d ­
programs for solving linear sets of. e"quation_~;~ is .. given •. . These 
were developed at the u. K. Atomic ." En~rgy E;stablishm~ts ' .- nar·we~"l 
' . . ' . ~ ~ . 
.. 
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To calculate equilibration· factors for the·rows and columns of a spa~se 
nxn matrix A, which, if . appl~~4 ~efore ~ussian ·el~mination with pivoting; 
wi·~l make th~ .choice 0~ ruoJ:..!.... mQretJ.ikely to ~ead to low ¥'owth o'f round-off 
errors·. · The scalinij_.,..factoJ:s are-.;._int~qra:l powers 16**Ri (f. row i) artd 
16 ~ *Cj (for colu~1~"'j) . o~ 16.. (but .this base can easily be ch~nqed to suit .a 
computer which uses a diff~rent ·rad~~ floating-point '6pe~ations) • Thus 
.pivots should .be . c:hos~n as ·if the m~tr~ elements had been-
... . . . ·. . \ . . . ~-
bij = ~.ljj *16~*(~j_ + C/, ~ (1) 
.. . ' :rhe m~trix A is stored in the condensed form used by-. .MAlBA.. Here 'the 
. .. non-zero . eiein~nts.: ~re . stor:ed ·linearly by colunms; . with row numbers in a paral,lel 
: INTEGER~2 array 'and with pointers 'to':the .start'an4 finish _of each' column in a 
. . .smaller INTEGER~2 array. . · ... .. . . . . ' • . 
2. ·:· -calling · Sequen~e: and Arg\nne~t 'Lis·~· 
cALL Mcp.A.<A, i:RN,rP ,N,NP, ~sc ,ws,rs-tNG> .. 
·;. .. 
A. is· a ~ array which contaiJl.s the · non-z~ro e~ements . ?.f the, ..£:'triv · ~o be scaled, ·· w;i.th ali elements .of a .column con.secut~ve.. ·c::._:;;-· 
~s :an. INTEGER*2 array in which. IRN (K) contains i if A·(lq . holds· a
1 
.• 
. . .· . : . ' J 




.IP(m,2) con~ainiJ' j·, ·the col~ numb"er ; of ' the column which 'is s'tored 
'mth in sequenc'e, and IP (j,l) ceintains k, where A('k) is the first 
___ ..J:_lement of column· j :: I~(IP.(m+l,2) . ,l) thus·.I>oints to the · first · · 
eleme!lt of A beyol'ld · t~ose for column· j.~ ' IP (N+l ,2) ·.qpntains 'N+l, 
·. and 1P(N+l,ll: points to the first unused element of array A. ~ ·: 
N · 
.' . 
' ' I· • . • • . • ' • 
is · the order of;A. 
. . f 
·is the first qin\enaio.~ of · IP •. 
· .. · ' 
.. ISC . is . an' INTEGER~2· array.' 0~ - ditne nsions (NP,i) . in which inti;!ge :r; . ~·caling 
~ers ~re . ret.u,::~e~, R1 · in . r .s:<j.;l) and cj in ISC(j, 2) (see §3 .be~ow) •. 
. ISING 
,.·, 
. ' . • • , l . • • • . 
' . . .. . ' . . 
• t • • • , • ~ . . ' • • • • • • • • • ' • 
· (INTEGER*4) ·is .set on re·turn to ·O normally, but if .row · t :.or· column .j 
~t 'A. is . found t() ·consist,:.'~n~y of z~ro elements; . rszim ·_is set,. to ~ : .·. 
. ·· -J ·.respectively·. : The lcalfng factors ret,urned for non-zero rows tlfld · 
. polumna ar$. Qorrect • . · For several zero iowa ·or columns, only· .the last 
.one cle~~c~ed . ~s: r'etumed .:~ri ; .tsiNG • .' · · · "'. :,'. ~ 1 
. ·. ' : . '·. .. ., II . 
. :· ... . 
·· ·. 
. . : . 
"· . ·.;· .; ·.·. 
I I ~ ~. 0 : o • 0 ' . . 
.· 

















• • I -Not~; The ouptut and workspace reuqirements for identical for single 
and double-precisi~n versions, only array· A beihg declared REAL*S in ·the 
latter. 
3. Method 
The variab.les p 1 and ~j are chosen to minimize the function 
where 
- ~ = E (f .. -p.-cj) 2 
i,j. 1J 1 





. and. th~ summation. is over pairs i, j . for which a ;A Q • . This . is . done to 
sufficient accuracy i ·n only a few matrix-by vec!ar multiplications. Then 
Ri ~d Cfar~ obtain~d by ro-~ding -p·i and -cj · to integers·. See, Curtis . 
?·-~- . _.',._ . . ·and Reid (1971) for further information~ . ·. . Use of · this method ·gives far better resuits on sparse matrices. ·than scaiing to equilibrate row ' and ~olumn -norms, and .MC12A/AD is calied'by 





Curtis, A~ R~ and ·Reid; J, · K. ·"on ·the automa.tic soaling of · matrices for 
Gaussian elimination", AERE note TP.444 (1971). 
' . . ~ . 
• 
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a . . X . = b . 1 i = 1_, 2 1 ••• 1 N 1J ·. J. 1 -
' .. 
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There are fout_ entries: ' · • . -~- . 
MAISA d~·qomP?~s A .into ~ria'n9uiar· factors uSin~ ~ ;\v(;~a .. l . - ~t.rat~gy 
designed·· to. comprailis.l'! betweeri maiptainincf 8Mrsity .and ~ . controlling 
loss of accuracy through . roundo~f. ,.. . . . . . ... . . . 
( . . . 
MAlBB uses .. the factors produced by. MAlBA .(or MA18C) to find 
A~1b., . (J\'1')-lb, ·.Ab _i:)r .A'lb. · . -. . 
'.' 
MAlBC fa~torises · a new matdx A of the. samq. pattern, using th~ . 
pivotal se~ence c;Ie-termined by an 'earlier. enfry to. MA18JI,• 
MAlBD loads· . . the elements of f new matrix A ·into a sto'rage arrat in 
the s_eqtience required by -MAl\C1 . calling a , user-supplied sUbroutine 
to obtain each c;olumn of A. and ·. using indexing informat-ion store'd 
by .MA18A. . 
. . 
. It' is envisaged that MA18C may be called many 'times for 
MAlBA, so it is much faster. Also it is ·expectep that MA18B 
with mapy dif{erent -vectors for the same matrix A. -:,;- · .. 






. - i . Argument . Lists ·. 
'CALL MAl8A '(A~IRNtil'•N~NP,G,U,IA) 
. 
CALL MA18B (A, IRN 1 IP#~ ,.NP 1 w·,a_,_fofl')!'PE) 
CALL MA18C (A,IRN,IP,N,NP 1 G) · 
. · . ' .~ . 
CALL MA18D (A,IRN,IP,N,NP,W,N~) 
. . . . . . . . . ' 
is a ·REAL-4 (or ·REAL*S for the D· version~) . array of dimension 
IA holdirig the non-ze·ro elemt!nts of the matrix A 'on entry-to 
. MA18A or. MAi!JC and the elements · of th'e trianc,J';llar f&c'tora. on . · 
·exit. Elements ax'e stored. by co~wrins! For entry .to MAlBAi · 
. they must be ,ih ' nat~ral row order within -each column and tho .. 












. ~ · 
.. I 






·, ...; . 
' I 




if j < l or if j = ~ and i < k. Thus a typical brder might 
be all' a31• a12• a23• a53• aS,4• a45• ass· Before entry · 
to MA18C, the elements of A should J:>e set by_ calling MA18D. 
A is altered by MA18A, by MA18C and by MA180. 
is an INTEGER*2 of dimension 1A*2, whose first IA elements 
are used to hold row numbers and whose remaining elements are 
used· fo~ workspace by MA18}1. only·._ It .aij is held. in AClh ·then 
IRN(K) must contain i; f9r.the above example .. IRN would contain 
1;3,5,1,4·, -2,5,5,4,5, IRN is· alt~red by MA18A. 
. . . . . . . II. . . . . 
is an INTEGE~*2 array of dimensi_ons (NP,13) where , NP > 1. .Befor~ · 
entry.to M,Ai8A .. th~ valu.esof' IP(J,l)· ,. J-1, : .. , N .should _be · a~t to 
-i:he ' subscript in array A of · the first-: element <if' co-lumn j of. the 
·_ matrix ·and IPtN+l ,.1): should be ~et to the subscript of the· first 
unused locatl.on in A; thiis . in the above example IP -woUld contain · 
1,4,&(8,9,11.· ·.roe cofitents o~ .IP are. altered by MAlSA. : ((lP · 
(I,J) '· I:ol,N+l), J=l,S) should be .left .undisturbed between .a 
MA18A entry and a subsequent'· ent:i:-y· to MA18B/C/D, · .Qr (foz: .J=3,4) 
to MA18A if . the' previous· scaling ·factors ~re tt> b.e u~-ed; (see · ·§4)'. 
The . rest of IP .is available as workspace • . , An equivalence i?hould 
be· used to ·en~ure that IP ·starts on ·a 4.:.byte · boundary. MAl~C · 
)Jses ·the whole of- IP ·as woxkspace if it obt~ins · n~w - _scaling 
factors (see §4). · 
. . ' .. 
(~NTEGER*4) is ~he order· of the matrlx A. 
(INTEGER*4) is the first dimension. of the· array IJi> and .shoul_d be 
at .ieast N+l. 
'(REAL*4 or_ REAL*8. for . the 0 yersi~n) ·is an .output par~eter. used 
to indicate the 'Possible gro~h of errors during the !'!linlination·. 
Normally MA18A and ·MA~$C· scale the ~ows and columns of the matrix 
(s'ee §4) so ' that the ccmparisong .used ~n choosing ,eadh pivot will 
l;>e ·reas9ri~l'e: , The·muimwu difference ·between the floating-point ·. 
exp6nent of any element :a_t any 'stage ·of the elimination and the -
floatin~-wint ~p'on~nt 'of t,ht.-)nitial 'largest element ih its . 
coiumn.is evaluatedi ·G .is· set to the computer rounding error 
times· 16 .. to the poo.ie'r o.f this/ inte'ge_r. It is thu_s an e~t~ate of 
· the ielati'Ve perturbation on ,the' elements of A. It' is set to . -1 
. in the eveht of an: error, su6h as singularity of· the matrix or . • 
. . • . • I . • , , 
lack of• space, preventing. successful executi~n. . 
. . I . "'· 
(REAL*4. or UAL*B. for ~~ l version) is ·a nu:rabn set -bY ·the, usel:' · · 
in the';- rahc:J«:!. 0 <. u_.!. 1 to 
1
control the choice of pivots r if U > 1 
·j,t is res~"'t;,. to 1 ail,d H ~ ~ 0 it is reset to the rel_ative floating 
.point. ·aocu~ Wh~n searching a ro~/colUJ!U1 for a pivot any · . · 
'elenient less than· U timei the .l,arcjest element in . the row/column 
·is : ~xcluded. · Thu._s · dec~easing u. b1ases the algorithm towards : · 
main_taitiinq spar~ity at . tpe :expense of G ·.and vio~:--verea. . Th~ 
value 0. 25 ~as been .fo~nd satisfactory in test exm.uples. ·· 
- ~ 


























(INTEGER*4) indicates the size o£ arrays A and IRN. The number 
of elements in the decomposed form of A is limited to lA w}lich 
may not exceed .(32767-N) because of the use of INTEGER*2 indices • 
. . 
is a REAL•4 .(or REAL*B f,pr .t)1e D version) working ar~ay of dimenston 
at lea~t N. W(l) may be e~lvalenced with an element on IP 
beyond IP(N+l,S) to save space. 
'is a REAL*4 (or ~ft8 for the D version) ,;lrray of dimension N 
used to hold bon ·entry and .A-lb, (AT)-1b, Ab or A~ on exit. 
is an INTE(;tR-*4 variable controlling the action of MA18B. It 
sl;lould have thl'! value 1,2~ _3, or 4 according to· whether ~-lb, 
(AT)-lb, Ab or .ATb is required. •,If MA18B is called _erroneously, 
it set;s •MTYPE=O before return. 




must•.be declared EXTERNAL ·by' the -calling -program. It is called by '.· : 




CALL NAME -(N,W~J) 
. . ' . . 
, . 
· · ·_·.and'. sh~~id ~et~~~ all .the non-zero· elements 'arJ . of :c~lumn J · 'at . 
· the ' next ·matrix in W(Ih.,'without altering 9ther elements· of w.· · 
MAlBD-.will call NAME N times (wit}\ ·j values not -.' i~ seque~ce), ~rid 
· ioad 'the- ~ew matrix '·into ~t:rai#A· · · · -- · 
use of the Entries 
. . ' " 
Between .. a call -of MA113A _and a sub~equ£mt· .call·. of MA18B, MA18C or. MAlBD, 
· the . _cobtents 'of; .(I), I=l,- IA), ( ~IP(_I,J), -~ .. l,N+l), J.~l iS..l. •.• lhNP should 
not be altered. ~(N+l,2) is set to 'N+l on .successful qompletion~f.MA18A; 
or to zero if an error has be~ det~cted. IP(N+l,3) ~s set to zero ·norm~lly 
but· to 1 if MAlBC detects' a zero pivot. · · · · · -- · · 
. . . 
• • . ' • · • . • - ·. ' • • . -. 11 
. By examining . 'IP(N+l',2) and ' for MAlBB~ ' IP(N=L~J). supsequen~ntry poitlts 
can co~clude that MAlBA has not been previously ent~red, o.r . tha~ if or MAlBC 
diagnosed an err~r • . This causes 'an' .error· diagnosti'c . from the new entry .. 
. G is · set "·to -1 by ~lSA or .MA18C: i'f an 'error is found, so·that· the calU,ng 
· progr~ ca,n ·t~st for success ~y examining the Sign of G· on return. ·HAi_~.B . 
. detects .two types of error: those" due t;o invalid entry as. 4eseribed' 'above, . 
which ·it si~als to _the calling :pr~ram by set~ing .iiP!'xPEaOJ or . if it finqs 
MTYPE'out of range, when it leaves it unalt~red; . 
' • : Exe~utio~ of MAlBC is much . faster than MAlBA, but it - is important to 
check the value_. of. G- Qh:<successful return fr0111 -MAlBC, in -case the old pi-votal 
se(iuence is ·poor, for;~ new mat;dx, _from the. roundoff point of· vi,ew. U . 
G is too large to be~cceptable as a relative perturbatio~ on A, the arrays . 
A, · IRN, IP s-houid be reset· and MA18A re-enter8d. If thj!re is ample ·_space 
in arrays . A and IRN, it lllAY be worthw~ile to ·increase ~e vaiu~ of u .-. 'oibe · . 
·number of locations used in A or IRN -is (Il'(N+l,l)-1) ~- G should in any· c ·aae· 
. . ... . . . ' . 



























4. routines Called and Common Block 
• 
MAlAA (an in some eire. stabces .-MA18C) calls subroutine MC12A to obtain 
. ... 
row and columh ·scaYing factors ·fot the matrix. The application of this 
scaling is controlled by a paramete~ in a named common block, which also 
contains the output stream number for diagnostic me~sages. The common 
statement is 1 
COMMON/~BE/JP,JSCALE 
and the def~ult values are1 JP-6, JSCALE•l. 
By. inc~~di_ng . ~is state(:.:t--i~ ~is program, the user ca;,: lf h~ / wi~ 
charge the stream mmiber JP or the scaling parameter JSCALE •. 
- . . . . , 
. NB: This shoula be done by Fortran _.instructions,· not by BLOCK DATA. 
· ~e osignificance of ·JP is obvious 1 'that .of JSCALE ·is as follows: · 
. . . . . . ' \ ( 
JSCALE 
< 0 ' . 





_Scaling ·action ' · 
.. 
Scaling factors determined du~fu~. ~- 'e~~:il~i' c'aii· ~~ 
MAlBA (or MAlBC) . are ·applied :to the · cutZ".ent. mat~_ik~. ·. 
. •• . ' . • .• ' • • " , . .. ' .- :' • • • · ·. ,: ... : ' • . .:·,.· .. -:_- .I.., 
No ·scaling is done ('i.'e.' .. aU· scalfng .factors are ·.sh . 
- . . - . ·- . . .. 
to 1.0). i-) ·. · ' 
.' 
, 
' , . 
.. 
= 1 
. . . - - .. 
MC12A is called-by MAI8A to obhain .scalinq factors,· but .. 











. ·; '.· I 
i ' ' 
·! 
' .. . 





. • • ' . . ' ~:1 - ••• : . , 
, r •· 
. .  - ~· 
. - _.r;- : 
If JSCALE > 1, MA18C will chang& ..all 13. ·.c.olumns of array · IP-, ot:he~ise it· · ~ .. 
· . will use only the first 5· cC;>lumils. ·' ) ·' · · - ·- ·· . 
. ' 
The tim~ overhead fo~ ca~ling' MC~2A '·t 's sigp.i-~ieant~.o~ MAlBC, :but ·.~o~ . .' 
_ usualJ.y on MA1,8A. Moreover, use of scaling facto:r:s with MA18C affects · only · 
the value. of G, . not the pivo~al sequence as with MAlBA •. · . . 
4 L" 
5. Srror Dia~ostics 
.A number of er:r:or conditions .are diagnosed which .prevent· succesaful 
completlon. Most are. detected by MAIBA, · sirice the other ~ntry J8ints are ~ 
used only after _this _orie has either .succeeded with, on~ 'set of matrix _e~em~t~'· . 
in the prescribed.sparsity pattern,· or has.~ecordea it• ·failute forth~. 
~e folloWing messages may be .printed on·· stream ~ by MA18 :. · 
1 
· • · · · 
' . . . ~ . '. 
EMoR·RE'rtJM FllOM'MAlElA BECAbs~ ~ E.LEMENT HELD. m. A(k~ '·IS . . ·. (i) 
-~ .. 
' OUT .OF ORDER · 6 • , r • . · , _ , •. • , 
This mes·aage covers sequel\ce err~rs 'in the indexing infotlnation. 
. •.'.. 
.. 























__ .;,..._, ________ ,_ ______ _ 
... 


























·~ - -· 
Li • 149 
• t 
. 'ERROR RETURN FROM MA18A BECAUSE THE MATRIX IS SINGULAR~ COLUMN 
:'te_r ROW) j .. xs· DEPENDENT ·ON THE REST. 
Th~ message •>covers two cases, (a) where the indexing information 
specifies no non-zero elements in column (or row)j, (b) where 
after elimination on the columri or row all the elements eli~ible 
.,. 
as pivots are zero. 
', 
ERROR RETURN FROM MA18A BECAUSE IA IS TOO SMALL. SPACE RAN OUT~ 
WHEN ELIMINATING. ON . PIVOT L"l ~is message ~ppears whpn there is insufficient _room to ~tore a . 
_r.w nc),-zero 'eleme~t generated in el!minat,ion operat-ions using .• 
· ~the ith piv~ Thus if.i << N much more space will pr~ly be 
/ needed, but ~f i is nearly 'equal toN just a little more may 
~~ffice. · · 
ERROR RETURN ·FRQM ~188 BEC~ MTYPE = m WHICH IS OUT OF ~GE • 
~is message ne~ds no ~ent: ' ·. . 
ERRO~ RETURN F;OM MAlB~ _(~ MA18C or MA18D) ~ECAUSE ~ReyiOU,..ENTRY 
TO MAlBA (or MA18C) GAVE ERROR RE~~ 
. . . ,. 
This message is giv~n with MAlBC in the second position only if 
MA18B occurs in the first position. In that case, the error 
detected by.MA18C was a zero ·p~, which'may not occur on su~sequent 




~~R RE'l'URN .FROM ~~ (or• MAl~' MAlBD). BECAUSE NO PREVIOUS 
ENTRY TO MA18A. - . 
., 
This· message .is _given if IP.CN+l .,2) is found to have a value which 
-is neither N+l (after a successful exit from MA18A)•nor ~· (after 
an .. rror return fran MA18A) . 
ERROR M:TURN FR~ MA18C BECAUSE ZERO PIVOT (i 
~s message signifies that · a~ ." was 'found to be 
due to be used as a pivot by ~lBC. _ 
j) • 
zero when it was 
. . . .. 
ERROR' RETURN FROM MA18C BECAUSE MA12A HAS 'GIVEN ERROR RE7.; WITH . 
IS = j. This . me~sage s~g~ifies , that all the el~ents of th•~eW triX ln 
'row i (if"i ·> 0) or in column (-i) (if i < ·0) have been fo d to 




The subroutine is described in detail in AERE-' Report tR.6844, which 
. . ' should be consulted !o~ certain details if it is planned. to transfer -the 
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1'4;' ' . 
SUBROUTINE VSRTPM (A.,LA,IR) . VS.R'l'()OlO 
c I VSRTOO:ZO 
C-VSRTPM ----.-~-:-5/D--:---:-LISR;ARY .~----..; __ .;.;._: __ ': ____ ~--;..--.-.-:---~.:.---~VS~0030 
• I • ... ,. • ~ , . • • 









. C · .PARAMETERS · 
c 
. " ... . . 
c 




.. VSRTPM - ~ORT ARftAys BY . ABsUL~ VAWE 
. . . ' ~ r 
PERMUTtTibNs RETURNED . -' . 
· ~ vsomi? ·- so~ ARJY~ ·:~ Ar.G~RAIC VALuE 
' ' It\ 
A 
::.' . . 
. . PERMUTATIONS. RETURNi:D · 
-.CALL VSR~M (A.LA:IR) . 
. .. 
~ . . . 
CALL VSORTP (A.LA.IR). 
. . 
. t . 
ON INPUT, CONTAINS ~THE ARRAX TO BE 
SOR'l'tO ON OuTPUT ; . A CONTAINS ~E . 
' . 
· 'SORTED ARRAY 

















.OF ELEMENTS I.N THE· A~Y TO bE SORTED VSRT0160 : 












. . . . ' . . 
IR(LA) - . ON INPUT~ IR CONTAINS THE .INTEGBR . -VSRTO'l-70 




-. oo· OUTPUT; IR CONTAINS A RECORD OF THE VSRT0200 








. · ~ VSRT0240 
. . . . 




• t 1i • • • • • . 
- ~ ~ . . . 
. . ' . . . . . - . 
. ' ' . 
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,• ' 
. . , . 
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. Purpose . • 
... 
VSRTPM sorts any LA consecu~ive el~ents of a .vecto~ into ascending .) . 
sequence by absolute value, keeping a record in IR of the permutat~ns 
to the vector A. That is, the elements of IR are moved in the same .manne_. 
as are t}\Ef elements· in A. as A . is being sorted. . . 
~ ,· . ' ' . . 
. ·vsORTP sorts· any,LA consecutive elements of a vector into ascending 
sequence by algebraic value, ke~ping a record in IR of the permutations 
. to th~ ·vector A. That 'is, the elements of. IR are moyed .in , the same : . 
manner ·as are the elements in A as A : is being sorted. I 
. . . ' 
• . ' . 
Algorithm 
.. ~ ' ' . ' . . . ~ ., . . ' . 
VSRTPM/VSORTP us~s th~ algorithm declared in IMSL routine ·vsoRTM/VSORTA • 
.,. . ' . ·. . ' ' . . . . . . . 
. . ':' 
· ... 
·Progranning Not~s . 
, . 
1. II~: an·d A . m~st' --~~"~ dbn~~sion · a~ l_e~s~. LA\ _ ,.·. . . ' .  
' . ~. . . .· . 
2·t The ve.ctor IR must\be.· initialized' b.efore entering .VSRTPMtVsORTP. 
· ordinariiy, IR(l) 0: ·1, IR(2) • 2, ···\ •r Ili(t.A) a.LA~· Forwider . 
_., . appli'ccibility, any integer- that .is to ·be as~ociiated .with A(I) Rlr 
l .• i, · 2_, · ••• ·, LA may be · enterea. -:intO IR(I) • ~ · ' ' 
3.· If· entry VSRTPM ·is use.d; A is. r eplaced by the sor ted absolute · vaf~es .. 
of its elem,_nts, -. on output~ ~ ' ' . .· .. · . .. . . 
f 
Example r<. . ' ' 
# . 
... ~ . . 
: I ~ 
. Inpu~t 9utput: 



















' •.. :· l 
- ! . 
. i' I·. I .. 
! ' . . 
•. I 
• ~ i 
.. 
I ' , 
,• . ·' '. . .•. 
. . .. . .. ... 
A .• (10.,9 .• ,8.,7 .• ,6.,5. ~4.,3.;2·.,1•) .. · A ,• (l.- , 2.,3.,4.,.s.,~ ~ ,1.,S ~ ·,g.,lO.) . . · 
• ' ~ . 
+ 10 LA .• 
' 
' • 
0\.IR • ' ~1, 2·, 
.. t ' • 
'' 
" . 
. __ ;.. _ _____ ,_._:._.w.. ... .... '¥•..,. 
.. ' 
" .. · .. · .· • IR · ·<fo~!\, · B~ :7·,· 6, ·s ·, 4~ 
... " . . . 
3, 4, I 5, ~I 7, 
... • io, .·.' 
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/DEF.I~ITIONS OF . COMPUTER . VARIABLE 
J . .. NAMES ·'ANQ THEIR: i>x'MENSIONS ' ~ 
,. ,. · .. 
: . 
.'• ) .. . · ·, j -
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E..l Definitions of Computer Variable Names 
Definitions of the following ten variables are ~iv~m in ·A~ndix D • 
.. 
A, (I~+IE_XTRA), G, · IP; IRN, MTYPE, N, NP, u, ·andW .. 
• ' -NAME DESCRIPTION 
. ' 
.. 
Inputed flag which tells if. toial ·line shunt admittances 
. . . . 
to ground is inputed (M:oO·) . _or only .one.-half ·ol total 
value is inputed .{Mal) , .. , .... 
Al · 
' · ~ . A vector which holds the row· numbers of the ·non•zero 
' . ' 1.- ' ' ' . • ' • 
·;J elements _o~~pper_ (or lower). triangl~ ·of the b~s 
' · . / ' 
· . . 
a~ittanc_e matrix •. 
A~ ·· ~ .vector which t(!lls us how -many.'non-zero upper triangle 
. bus admittance· ~trix. el~inents that have been at the . 










. . . . 
commencement. of a _ given column. 
The value deteJ;m!ne.s the portion of tl\.e second order · ~ 
. ' .. ' ' . •' ' 
. correction ~actor which is ·used to update the bus ~ismatches · 
: and .~he · portion· used to update the diagonai . element s ot'.the 
l 
: . - ~c Jacobi~ subDiatrices and also the · - ~dt!itional. ~acobian 
. elements due to.· the HVDC link. 
. .. 
· DelaY: angle of the rectifie~ ).n' degrees (inpu't the starting · 
- valu~! ~ 
Initial V,alue of the. rectifier'•.~ delay a~gle i n _ d~gr_ees. 
Upper . iim~t · of: ·the re~tifier's ·de~ay an9le in degre_es .• \ . 




f . • .. . 
In!>Ufe.d fl.ag _"hich : i.ndiaate~ whether the wansforme r i nputed :.· '· · BB 
information 'is the' tap settiQg (BB•l) .or the turne ratio '-
' 
\ .. I 
·' 
• I . 












I , · 
j. 
i 














. , 01; D2~ 
6 .· 
· , 

































·Ignition a~vande anqle of the inverter. l ~ . ' • l 
Inputed flag which determin~~ whether a ~ewton-Raphson. loac;t . ·. . .~ ~ !· 
. • 'l fLw· is to be- solved (CCaQ) or ·one using the alpha .M~Q,S.·O.N.R; j·. 
method · ( CC•l) • I 
• i . 
· Cosine of t~e re~tifier's delay ~ngle. 
-!'-
Cosine of the. iriverteris extinction-angle. 
Diagonal elements I _the bu~ - a~ittance matr:ix •. 
•'. 




. . of the Jacobian s~matr ices within the vector of. the n~m-zero 
) ' 
· elements of the Jacobian, JACOB·. 
contail)s ·the ite~ation number f~r which the corres~nding 
maximum misma·tch values are stored. · 
. · !11l_e.l~ecified tolerance X:j~ired _in order for 'convergence 
to occur. , ~ . .... 
Maximum active power ~ism~tch. 
Maximum reactive pOwer. mismat~h. 
Maximum voltage squared mismatch. 
,, 
. , . ... 
·:variable wh\ch stores ·the value whiCh .DELMXP has at the . 
end ~f an_ itera~i.on) 




. DC ~er mia~tch . at )be . recti,fier. 
. ,.._ ..... . 
Variable. which stox:es the va'lue which DELMXQ . c~tains at · :· 
. . ~ . . ' - . . " 
.the eiJlof at\ iterat~on. 
TempOrary ··storage. for uj:.dated .bus mismatch~~, needed 'when 
• 
. ' 
there is an uneucceaaj:ul. convergence check at the one-hal~ 
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' EB . 
.EBl 
ERRoR! .. . 








}\ctive .P?wer bus mismatch •. . 
' . . , . 
~active FOW~r bu~ !1\ismatcJt.· 
y~·ctor wh1ch c~mtain_s ~il the-bus mismatches'. 
. ' ~. ' . . . 
volta~e squared b~s. ~isft~h. . . . 
stores .the value .which .DELMxv ~~ntains !lfter an . i~e~atiol)~ ·;· 
. . . . . 
Tempc)rary storage . for line data when ·the line nU1nQers ar'e 
I . . • 
. being re~rr_anged: ' ' 
Real component .of b.us voltage. 
. -Bus nUmber . at the 'recei vlnq e~d of a . line. 
·~ .. . . . . . . . . . ~ . ' . . . . . . 
· ~empc;~ra.~. a~~~~ : fo~ EB 'f when· l.i~-~~-~r_s- ~re b~~-ng · 
re·arrcing~d. · · · · · · 
'I • • • ! 
Voltage and converter ~gle ' correctiqns afte~ t~e · first . 
. . . ,. . 
. . . . •, .. 
~alf' of an. i t~ration·~ . 
;.:Imagi~ey c'omP.onent ~f · the . b~s. vol~ge~ 
. . 
. .. . 
' . 
. .. · .. 
,, . 
\ 
• ' .. 
·-
' .. .. . 
.GAMINI 
. . . . .,._ •. ·. 





· .·· ExUnctic:m a~:e ~( . the: in~~rte·~ in . deg~ees (·~n.~t '-~·- . ..:' -~. "< 
• • t • . • · • 
•••  
·! 




l · - · 
· IA • . 
·' Up~r li~it of th~ inverter 's . esctinetion angle in degrees; 
. . . . .. . . . .. . . ' . 
·~e~ l~tt ~f tha-. ~n,;~rter~st e~t~n_c.tion a~gle_:in .d~g~_ee~. 
u . . ' . . ~ · . . . . The' nllrllb8r of no~z.e~o elements in the Jacobia~ . matrix. 
. ; 












Gives tJ:le location of . ~ ' ' . . 
. . . 
(i) 
: ERRORl and .· . 
. ... 
. .' . .. .. 
.· ... 
tbe rect~fier'•• del~)' ~gle mismatch : in the vec tor 
·.; ~ t I ' ' 
PELTAS. 
. ~ .•' 
·· .. ' . 
. •' 
·.' . 
: . ' ; .. 
. . . ·. ,• 
. ' • 
' ' 
" · ·' . '. . . 
·, 
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'._, - ·. .. . 
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' .__ .. 
' JACA2 
. '\. JACOB 
• ' . 
:. . , K .· 
' • •' 
. .. • 
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. . . 
• 
O:Lvea the location ·of 
· (i) the DC ·power mismatch: at ·the inver~r in the· vector 
ERR9Rl, and 
... . .. . ··. 
,. (ii) ,the i:rw~rtez;' s delay angle misma~ch i n the vectdr . 
DELTAS~ ·• 
. . :· 
Workspace required for .the spar~it;.y subroutine, 'MA18A • . 
'.· . 
. . Vect9r which contains the ·row numbers of · all the non•zero 
' . . . . 
elements of . the Jacobian matrix.~f · . :· , ~ : 
,· . 
' i . 
. f 
.- I . 




Vecto:r;: ..fuich t~lls .. how many non.-ze~q J~c:obia~ ma~rix ~lemj!nts · : 




No~.:_.zerq elements of. th~ ·Jacob.iAn· matrix.' . . . . . . . ~ . .. ,· . ' . .. i 
. . . ........,·-." ~ 
.. .. ' ~ . f 
. Iteration · counter~ - . . \ _ · 1 
· , _ 
t . 
r 
. .. ·!·.:· ·· ~- : The ·~~; of· v~ltag~. requlated .bus~s, ··. n~t· i~·cilu4i~9'·· th~ ; _· : : .. · :·: -:: : . !_ 
1 \ ~ • I " • ' .:· , • • ' ' • , ,' : : .. • • •,',: , • I D l • • • • , v ' , . • ' • ·. ~ ·, · , • ' • ' • \ 
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' -!'-
, . . 
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·.' 
' . 1 
., ' 
. . I . 
• : ~ • f i . 
1 
... 
· ·' · · __ ·- .· -~lick. bus. - ' · · . .. ~ 
.:· ·' •• , .. ·I 
The . number of load buses. 
• ' • .. r ~f. • ,' 
.- K2 : · The number. of .:buses ,fnot in~luding the· sl~'ck _bus~ .r. · · · 
KDEL - · · , <~e~~~~ t~e ~ n~er·· Jf' ~-~~e~·- -~~t -·~ · ~o~vergence check is : .. .. 
. . · ( \ '. . • . · .. 
.·· ~- -· :. ·. ·, · . -'. ~~formed.. , ' 






··. ~ufl: mUH2,-, . · contain·h he . lc:ic~tions ~f · x1, x2·, 
· · .. KDU~-,- KDUM4~ ' · · "· '- - · · ' 
· . .- KDUMS, KDUM6 ~ respectively (see . equati~ · 2. 7l) 
~3~ .x~, _ x5 ~ ,- x6 , . x7, .~4 .'x8 ; 
. . ' . 




-. · KDmr7, Ki:luMa · ·· ··· · · · iil· the Jacobian matxix. . · ·,· 
\. ·. 
·k · If 1~ne.-ha.l~ a.n itera.~ion. is-'suc~ea~ful in· ·.convergin~, ~e 
I 
. ' . 
value is _set ·to . s .' Othe~:l.se 'ita ''!alue' is o •. _ . . 
' 
. ! 
· KKsAVE . · · Indicator as to whether· tl,le lo~c1 flow: solution ends in ~ I ' .._ • . : j 
·. '· 
, . ~ bait- . i"terationl . . . \ 
· ~i~ n~ex: . o~ 1 te~~t:icJt'alloWed. ·. · ! 't · 
. ·-
' .·. 
'• ~ . . ' ·. ' 
. . ' 
· KMAX . .. 
. KNEC'l' 
. . ..... . . . . . . ' " . 
Recorda the n\lltlbet of· lines connected to the slack, bus • 
• ~ . 1> . 4 • • .. 
i 
I ,• .. ... I' 
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' '\; . . ·. 
Number of. i~eratfon~. to convergence for a particul~r 
. ' 
• alpha value. : : ·-~ ·· 
The number of· non-zero elements .in the bus· admittance l . 
- . 
matrix, e~~}qding the row and .column · corresponding . to the 
·swing b.us ·~~(~). · .·. .1 I 
'I Cont'ains line n\'JJN)ers. 
·, 
T~pora:ry sto:rag'e for line n~ers during line ren\.un4ering 




. .. . . ' : ~ . . . . .. ' : . ' .. - ~ 
.Total ·.number of - non-z~r~t- ·a~epaents . ~n. the upper (or lower) : 
MB . 
. ttiafigi~the b~s ·a&utkm~e matrix .. · 
It' -'1 . . . . . : ; ' . ' ,• 
. . : . .· . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 
"nle· number of -'I.!Olt~ge cio!ltrolled buses. . · ·.·. 
< • • : . • •• .. - ' ~ • • • 
... 
.· : · · 
.. . 
. MUlNV · . :·, ·_' .. · , oyerj~p .angle of t~e it:\ver-ter: · 
....  ·: ... MU~ci' ·. ·· .:_..· · .. ·. ·Overlap an~ie ·. ~t.~e ·r.ecti:f:i'er~ · · ·: 
. ·. f ! ·.. . ' . 




VectOr c~ntaining r~ing t€tals~ . cal~· b~ co~~ • of the 
. . . . •' . . . . ··, . . ' 
·. · .. 1\Umb~r ot Mn-~ero. e1~ents .:tri· .~~- bus ·~dmittanc~ matrix.· · 
. . 
.' Vector. containtiig alL the non~zer9 : f\!ieile~ts. of the bua . ' ·. 
· NINV · 
a~i~t~rice. matrix', f. : · U.~. inV~rtor bll• n-..r. ·, 
' . . . 
. · NL .. ·.The _total ~umber of lines • 
:. NRECT. . The .rectifier. bus number. :· . .. . 
· P~· .. . . 




. . . t calc~iate_d ·active t~ua · ~.er • . . ·7 ·: -. , ~ . . · .· 
·oc ~~~ ~~ the in~ert~r' .(inputA!liti~~l~th~ ·DC . ~~r tO 
. . . • . I . . · ' . .-
o . ' ' . . 
. be mainta-ined · at the inverter end) • 
. . . 
. ·. 
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Specified DC power at the inverter.: 
-~ · 
DC power at the recti.fier. ··. 
ca~culated DC power at the 'rectifier. 
Power factor of the inverter~ 
Power factor of the rectifier. 
Scheduled active bus- power. 
\ 
• · Calculated ·reactive bus power. ' . 
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.. 
___ _ ' _ ... ~~------,----C=a::.lc:::.;u::.:l::.:a=-t=-=ed re.activ~er requirecLlly· the .inved:e·r~ 
·QoR CalC}ll~ted reactive· poWer required by the re'ctifier> _ 
QSCHED 
. 
___:.. -Scheduled.' reactive_ bus .Power· •. ' · 
· Seco~d .order·p orrection ~aC!for tor'· ~ctive powtll::·:\ 
N , -~-- · . , 
RJ)C . Resistance of the DC l.ink. · . . ... \. 
' > 
RECORD · 
. . . 
Reco_;rds the nUmber of Hries ~onnected to th,e .sendi:rig' b1uses. 
• 
. · · I ; .' 
$ 
·' 
c~plex conjugate , bus . power~ ·. 
.SAVEP · . .· . ·vector which .store~ -· the uxi.mum ~ctiv~ .POWer :mi&match. · . 
., 
SAVEPI 
. . for · every,. iteration. 
· vko~· -:.mich ··stores the ·oc powe·r misui,atch 
. . . : .• . ~ ' . . 
' ' . 
at inverter 




.. . \ t' .~ . 
. Veetor which stores the· DC ·power Jbiamatch C$ rectifier 
• t • • • • • • --- ~ · • 
for eve~y ite~ation• 
. . t . ·.. . . · . . ~ -. . . . 
Vector which stores the maximum reactive· power mismatch 
• "'< • . · • . - • • . ' : 
' ·· . 
. \ 
~or : e~ESrf iteration. -. 
. . . "' .• " . . . . .. . 
.vector which stores ~e maximum-voltage squared mismatch 
• . . . .;> • • 




. ~ . . 
.Bua .nwDbGr _at·. th~ a_~.i:ng· ~nd of a line; 
. ·, -•. ' . ~.. .. ~ .. ~ -- . : ·, 
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• ••• '• . 
is9· 
Static ca:Pacitor or shunt reactor connected to the 
sending bus of a . line • 
.. 
Line series admittance.-
Line __ s9r'5-e s . impe'dance • 
Line charging sua9eptance. 
Line charging re~resente'd· by admittance. shun~ed to ground 
-------------~ 
at the .te.ce~ving end of· a line. 
Sine of the. rectifier Is delay angle. 


















. TMINI · 
Sine of the· inverter's extinction angle:· 
. Second order oC · power cor.J;'~c1;,ion :t:erm at. the inverter bus. 
' ~econd ~rder 'nc::. power . corre~ti.on :term . at . the rectifier bi.as ·• 
. . . . . . . . . . .• ; : . . . ·=" 
summation p6rtions, of t:h~ first order ·mismatch .correction. 
• ' . .. •. > .. : . : .. . ,; ' . . . ,· .- ' . . '. 
~actors. · · -1 · • ,f 
SU1l1111at.ion po~ti~ns of the· s~qo~d>order "r.nj,smatcn corr~ction 
factors. · 
· second o~der ·cor~ection · ·f~~~ors .· fqr r;acti~~. po~er . 
_ T~p ·~~tio · ?f: ~~- . ing· : . _ ter.•-s' tran~fo~er • . 
' ,._ . ' . .. 
'Tap ratio of the rect fi.et's trans~ormer. 
. . 
InpU,ted off-norminal tap setting. of a transformer • 
•, 
., ... 
· M?tilllum ·tap ratio of the . iitverter,iji tra.nsformer, 
. .,.,. · ~ . . ' ' . 





. · . ··~ecoflq ·or4e~ eop-ectio~ factors for · the s~re of_ the bus ·. 
v 
. . . " -\.., . 
f ,•' • ' ' 
.. 
t ·- .... 
Co~pi~x :bu1: ·:val ta.9e •.. · 
.-
. ,· ,. 
·. ··.-
• · I ' , 
-.: .. / .... ·/_··. :_:' 
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. ~~I . 
. . _.....,_ , ...... .. ..... -· ~ - - . . --
/}' 
DC voltage .at ~e inverter end of the link~ 
DC vo~tage at the :recUfier end of the link. 
l6Q 
· Magn~tude of the voltage on the .AC side of the inverter.' s 
transformer. ,~~ ~· 
\ 
Magnitude. of the vohage on the .AC side of .the rectifier • s 
. ' . . . .. 
transformer . .. .. : 
~cheduled bus .. voltage ~agn_i tude. 
'- · ~ 
Magnitude of· the yoltag~ on: the DC side of the . inverter 1.s 
transformer. 
Magnitude' '0~ the voltage on .the DC side of the rectifie'r •.s 
. :.~omplex conjugate _. of th~ bus vol:tag~ • 
,', 
~ommutating reactance of the inverteri8. AC. soUrce.· •. 
----=- . 
· Commut~ti~g r _eactance of ·the· .rectifier'.s AC sQUrS!e-~ 
- . . ' . ' 
* S~cortd order. re~~tive ·· ·powex:- .':=orrection'.term;due. to· inve~ter • 
.. XR 
- - - - . . · .. ·' : . ~. . ... . ~ . . · ., ' . ;' 
sec~nd orddr ~active P6wer· correction tem ·due·to recti~ler ~ 
..... . · . . ·. jj ·'- , : . . ' . . · ~ ' : : . :_ . ' ·.. . . 
. · : · . 
y .· 
. ..: : Non-diagonal elements o_f the up~ (or lower} . triangle of · 
·.· 
. . .. 
.the bus -admittance matri~ • 
• 




E. 2.1 . First Order. Differential Coeffici'ents 
D~D~ ..... oll ·'-ee . . DMUDFR .· .. · a~- Jat · -
. r r . ·, .· · · . . ·._r . · r 
·• . DMUDAL • ' 011 /oa · .· 
. .. r r 
o. 
o~~- - . · a111ta_~i · . · .: .. 
· ~rum~ - ~%- /a_ a : ·. 
:· . : . . ·.r · ... J; 
~RDAL·_~ · · ag0 '.fa~~: 





_DMUDGA_ • a~i/ar 1 
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. ~ .. . 
DQIDEI r::: 3Q0 /<lei i 
DPDDER ~ 3P0 ;aer r . 
DPDDFR = ·ap0 /()fr 
... . r 
DPDDAL ~ 3P0 /aar 
r 
\,.DQIDFI = i}Q0 /()fi . 
. . . · i 
DPDDEi: = . aP0 ;aei · 
' . i ... . . 
D~DDFI ·...; j}P0 /()fi· i 
•oPDDGA"" ~P0 _1CJYi, 
- l. 
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The expressions for these first order di'fferential eqUations are 
i .. . .. 




• . . . ' . . .. ·. : ·, . .'· .• J • .. :- •• 
XDUMS, XDUM9, XDUMlO, XDUMll, and XDQM12 :are used · in -tl'j.e · calculation .· 
·_of. the second or~Jr ·c·~;~~~i6n ·~a~to;s :and~·.·~:r~· · :~e~~IJ~~· in Ouipter: .. ~·~.· :. ~· 
,. ·: . ·.· . . ·( > ' y, -.:> : .. j : · ·":-·. ·~ • • >: ' : : .. 
. · 
:·: .. E~-2~3 :~'~')ot~.'o~in.9:il~r.i~'le. ~-~S:.~~;~~:e~t: :t'ii~·. ·~~·cb~q ~rd~r di'f.feren~i~i 
~ ... . •' ·,,. . . .. .. .·. , 
. ~.-: ..... .. : : ·-.· ~ - --~. · ... ··.····· .. :; .. ',.~ 
. ., ccief.5ici~ntrs .. . and are; ·d~'fined .!n Chapter:' .· 3_.. ·: .. ~ ·:· · ·· ~ , 
. .. 
.. :· 
· · xxx;(:· ·; :-._.: ~~ .- :·:·:;:·;.: .,· ~c3.:.:·· )·-:···~ -~·..-:··. -:~.,;·.~~·- ;; ..  ·_·_, .: ·.' · ... ·· -.~ .. -.' ·. _,. 
. >. · ;.,;,, ; ; : :·~:~~·: ':. ~ :·~·;··· ~8 ~ ·'.:. ·~ :, ; .· '' .. 
· .. 
.•. 
.. _. ·. 
• t 
I 
: "' ' 
4- XDClO. ' . , · : XDC1.1 : ·:,-. :;; ·xnc12 · ' · . XDC31' XDC32 
. ·.: _· · :.·· . .: .'·.· ~ -,· - ,' • : ····.:: ~ .. ·· .:. ·.·. : ··. ·,·. •. · ~ 
· XDC33 .. ,- • 'jctic34 ~- ·;-': · ·. ·xz)c35 · · ;· .. ,. ··Xoc36: : .. · · XOC-37- , · 
. · .. . · .'" \ .• .: : . . \ . . ' ... ' · ' . . ~·- '·' . . . 
. ,• ... . . --
'· ·xi>C3_a·_: ·;_:· :;.x.QC~g ·/ . ~4o 
. , . ~ . ',. . . 
.•.' 
·-XDC42 • 
. . ':. 
.• ·. • 
I ,'· . 
. ; 
I . 
~ ·; ... 
. . 
E.J .4 .- The varial:!le names gi~~n 'bel~ · are .used' to siinp~ify t~e:· ~oin~~i;~g :. 
alqodth,. ~f ·th~:pro~~am a~d ar~ d~s~a :A~~;ixt. ::·. ·: :' , , 
'' XE~, XFRl , · XE.:t~, ·KFil ~ XAL~-, . . ~ ·. . ; .. 
. . \ . . . ' --. ~ - ~. . ' : . . 
.. .. . XGAil,. .FACTRl:, ·;FACTRi,. ~ 'rAC:t'il.~ :FACTJ;2 .; · ' . 
··:: :· , .'.• ' .. , .. ~ : ~ · -. f.'·;_ ; · · . (' 
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E.3 • • • Duuuny Vari~les 
.  
ANG~u ANGR, FACT~ FACTMo 1 ~ 4 - - • • t . l • 
·' FAC'INO, FACTRE . : . . . .-
.. fi . 
'I 
. . 
I ' ~~ 




FACT23, FACT24, FACT25, FACT2G; . FAc:f27, 
... 
' • . 
.~. 
' . 
FACT28, FACT29~ E'ACT30 ,"· FACT31, FAc:f32, 
• .. . 't . 
FACT33 1 PACT34, FACT35, FACT36, FACT37., ,. 
" . . . ·, ~ 
FACT38, FACT39 1 FACT40 1 · FAC'l'41, FAc:f42, 










·' . .. 
• I 
. . 
FACT48,· F~49, .FA~~O., FAGT51, _ · 
rAc~2 , ·rACT~3-~ FACT54r FAqi'SS, :_: 
i 
. -· . 
~{- . 
. . ' 




FACT56, . FACT? 7 ~ . FACTSB, . FAC'_l'59, 
FAC'l'60 ~ ~ FACT6f FACl'62 . · . ·> . 
. , .. . ' .· . ' . ... ~ 
... . xociJ, ;Xbdt4·~~-~s;·x~~/ -Xotl7~>- -- ~· 
......... ' . • _ . .. . -- - . l. 
XDCJ.,S, . xoci9, ·XDC20, · XDC21, · xoe2 2 I • .' : . 
. • • • " I" -..., • • • 
· xociJ; :XDC24~· xnc;s.·,· x~ .. · xQC~,-~- .. 
.. 
. :o- ~ 
· ·x0c2a xoC29 · x~3o·, . ~4s·. 
' .,! , I , -, ·~, t o .. .' I :, .. ~ • " ' 
•. r. 
XSAMl , _. XSAM2, )~, XSAM4: ~. 
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, For running ~ s~ries of· load flows with different values, we .also have _, 
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C This p~am was .originally written (April 1979) by O. _K._. l!f8U0ri· for ·A. · C. 
. c - ~ app1ications and- lAter -on moatfied (OctOber ~983) to iilclude iJVDC iinks 
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CO)lPlEX· Y.V.S.SS · SJI' 'IBUS.SUMS,VV D,NFWY · . • -~· . · . 
COMPl-EX StrrY;. DSHi l, fSEA .SEAY.~,DSF.t\Y, SH'l'YB • DSH'IYB1•. ,SE~Z 
INTIFGER,("DUMMY ,DUIIIII-,DU.M2 .RECDt<D .EIU • LINF .~,I.JN£1 · ·. . · ·. 
IN!f"Cf.R SB.EB.Al.A2.,01,D2.D3.-D •• AA,BB,C\:' L • • • 
REAl. .• A .. ALPHA .. · • : . . . · · 
RFAI · JD,MURECT,MUINV ,ttAft,I<AY2 . 
R£AJ, ,.JACOB, MAGN · . · 
INtFGER*2 JACAJ.JACA2.1Pl115,t3l,IRNC3664l - -· : · · · · , . 
DJMFNSTON Dl(56l D2C56l.,03C56l.D4C56l,CR1(56l.CA2C56) · . . 
DIMFNStON ECS7l.f C 57 l .1 '4 C 571. PC 571 ;o C57) .D (51 l. A2 (57) ,RECORD (·57) · · 
DIMENSfON PSCH£DC57l,uSCHEDC51l JBUSC57l - · . . · 
- DIMFNSJON SHtYC79) SHt'YP..(79l,S£~YC79l,DSitTYC79l.C'StftY8.(79l · . ·' 
OJMFNSTON DSERYC79{.LINEt79l,LINE1C19l,F.BIC79l,YC79),A1(79)· · 
DIMFNSTON ·'l'fllilC79} OTF .. R( 9l,SBCAP 79); · · . . · 
DIMFNSTON. 58(19), E' (79). w· 11<4 l ,OEJ~~AS C U4) ,ERROR lC 11-4), A ( 1832) . 
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WHITEC.6.102l -: i. . . . . . . · 
-102 · FOR~ItC/// · SOX.10C1H•l, 1 . L I · N ~ - D'A T A 1 .• 10(tH•l.I.I.21X. 1 LlNE 1 
·1. 21ft 1 SB' • lX • 1 E8 1 • 2X .r. 'TfMR RATIO 1 • 2X • 'SHUNT AOMITT AN c.[!_._. 6X • 1.SEJUt:S . 





DO 108 J:l NL . · .. . · · · 
AEAnCS.tOOJJLSB(I •• E!CilL~ERZ,SHTY(J),T~MRCil.SBCAP_Cll · 
FORMITC3I5,5~10.4•~1.0,F~.4l . · ~ . · . 
JfCll.FQ~01 lGO 10 15 . · , SHTY(Jl=~•~HTY(l) ·. · ·. 
--·rr ... - ~ . f. .· 
. . \ ' 
. r~~~~~t 1 1 ~!~li~6~~~~ ~~~it1 lx~·~:~ ~l !'4~~~:,_!l':i~~~l~r~:~-! ll 
IFC1'FMR(ll.EQ •• )GL.._10 06 C' .. . . . : _ ~ 
. JF(PI!.£01 0. lGO tO 8u · 4 . • 8:'fF.,.R (J J · · · . • 
GO Tr · 95 • . . ,.,.... . 
' 
. . ,t~ 
.· 
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. 80 . s:t.-+Tf.MRUl/100. · · · • 
85 
. ~~~;~I~)! l { ~s~~~~~ J. (1 ~ o- Cl. 0/B ll.+SH'I y (I 112 •· 
SH,YCil:SH!YCil/Bt•2•S!AYCll+SEAYCll/B . 
. 'SH'f U Tl =~. $SHTY (J) • · . . 
. GO TO 108 . 
· 106 SE~Ylll:t~/SE~Z . 
_;. ..elf.l.YPU):SKTY(Jl/2. · 
SOB . C~NUE . . · . 
c -~------.------------ ·---··-.. ---····-----~--.. .;.---··· .... :. ••••••••• -'· . . . . 
C : SPARSE ' STORAGE Of JDMJtTlNCE MATRIX . . 
C ( JNC.LUD£':5 REAARANGIHC . L-INE' NUMI\fRS . IF .NECESSAR-Y ) · c . . ,. . . . . . .. 
Cc ' - . . - . . I . C A5SEM8LE1 DIACONJL ELEMENTS • 
C . ""~2CJ Ial,NL .· . . . 
~1~~0.0 . • 
· L:SPCJJ ·. . 4 
M:EPCil -
DC~l:OCLJ+SERYCI)+SH!Y(J)/2~~SBCJPCll 
· . O(Ml:D(M)+SERYCil+SHTYSCil . · -· -





· DO 2~0 · I:t ·,NL 
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·NUMBER IS LARGER 'lltAN 'IHE E.B. NUIIIB.f.R ,.. 
• • • \ • • • 41\-
~F(S!(Jl.L!.EBfll)GO · T0-30 . 
IF(!FfiiR(I).ME.O.O}tFfiiR(I)•t./TFMRCJ1 
DUJU11:S8( Il · - · . · 








· RfCORD 'IHE. NUMI!ER Of · LINES - C~NNEC'I~D - '1',0 -EACH -S~ND,JNG BUS 
. -
R_ECOROCSBU l ls:RECDRD(SB.Cll )+1 
. Jf(f!CI).£C.N8)~NEC'I•~N£C'I+1 
LINf(Tl:I • . 
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. c · RJ.APRANGE .!HE LJNFS IN ·AM ORDl'R ACCFP'l'ABLE FOR ,HE -FORMATION 












- ~ .. 
. . . · ; - . . . -~ 
CALL VSRTPfSB.NL.LlN£1 · · t . 
. -00 11 .12::1 NL ..• 
. ESUT·l=E~(LINEfl).) .. . 
.DUJUcO\_ . . · 
DUM'2aO· ,.. . 
~0 l! J:J ,NB . · . · 
IfCRfCORDCil.~O.O)GO TO 35 
· DUMM1aRECORD ( ll 
-DO 32 .Jz;t.OUMMY 
DUMt•DlJMl"+t . t , . 
f.BI CJh:E'&l (0UM1 J . · : 
.. 
. . , 
LI~E I (,1)aLJNECDUM1l · 
. . CALl. VSR'IPCEB1.DlTDY ,LJN£11 · 
DO l4 K:t.DUMMY . 
DU~2cDUM2+1 . · . •. 
. £BC~VM2)E£81CKl . 
1!LJNF CDU~ ):Llti,EUIC) .. . 
. . 
~ o •• I 
. j : . 
. ' . 
. -
. . ,,: ;: 
. . . 
. 
.- . 
)~DN't1NU9. . . · ' ;_ 
·.._ . . . . . . . 
PiARRANGE THE tlNI DATA •TO BE CO~PATJBLE WlT~ - TH£ ; 
Nf~ LINE NUMBERS 
DO 36·· I=lfNL < · ; · . 
DTFM~Cll= FM~(l) 
DSHt}Ctl•SHTYCil ~ 
• .. . 
·z···. 
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" ' Of 
·-· , .. 
.. .. 
. . .. -·~·-· · . ~ 
. 36 
... 
~ . . 
·ositTYRCll=SH'r·YaCl ·l . . 
·, DSER1 Cl )aSERY U )" · • . .. ,.. 
. DO 37 I•l,ML . • 
TFMRCJl•DTFMRCLIN!Cill 
. SH'IY (J l:DSHTY (Llll£(1 )l · 
SH~YPCt):DSHTY8(LJ.£(J)) 
SERYUl:OflERYCLINECl.)) · . . 
J .. ' 
.. ·37 c . ttRITfl6,l8l - :-,, · .' . · · .· · ·. · .· · 
FOR .. J'U/// 40X 10C1H•l, I R E 0 . R¥t£ R ' E D L I N E D A T A' 1 l 38 lOCIH~l.// {ax INEtl 5X, 1 0LD•."I.I · •LINE' 4X.'LIN&.L.sX;•ss•.l·x.•EP 
2 1 .'2X.. 1 TFt4a\ RAiiO' r'2i, 'SHUN~ AD.Ml1 AMC£' ,.f. 1 SERIES l.._,PED~NCE~ ;-t;·X,' 
3SB StATIC CAP.•.IJ . · , . · , DO" '40 I: I NL . . · ~o_. . ' • · · . 
SER2:1 .. /SERYCil .· . . .' · ·. 
WRitE' C6, 39)1. f,JNJ! (J l, SB (i:), EBC H • TfMR CJ) oSHTY U) ,SER% ,SBCAP CLINE (I 




. FORIIIJTC I '.-12X,lJ&,2X,J3,f9.3,3X,2F9-.f,4X,·2F9.4,·7X,F.3.t ,F8.4l 




. A2(1 ):t . 
00 . 128 I:t,NL 
t:SAfll . Jt:;EB( Jl· . .· 
IF HI • E'O-f,O) GO 'tO 122 · · . · 
lf(l.ED. L)GO TO 124 . · · · 
JFn·.Ea.~,LL+llGO -TO 122· · . · 
DUJU =1••4' · . · . 
DO .120 II=LL~DU-1. . 
120 . A2CJI+tl:Jt • 
-2 . A2(1 l:Jl 
CO TO 126 · 






128 · cONTtNUE 
IIAXJz,Jl•1 
lf(L.ED.NB•ll CO tc · 1~4 
OUIUilNR•l 
"' ·· 
· DO 1]2 I!:.L.DU.Mt 
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. jU. ~~~ii~3:~~r 
A2 (NB l:Jl . · _:t 
1 
- NAt:MAXY .. · 
· WRI'If C6 1665lMAXY.A2(NB.J ·· t_ • • • • • • • • • 
1665 FDRJUTC f '&II/ .5X-~ 'MAXY•' • 14. 5X. 'A2C .. Bl• ' '•1·4.1111 
. "' WRITEC6 13.tllCI o· Il Ial NB·l · -~ . 
1331'. FOAMJ'lCI t,40C3i4 • -' ocl,t3~t· )at _,2F12.4);//'1l. 
. · -KB::O · · - · . · 
K,:NP•l . ·. . • . 
.
4 
-<> . ~~z1Jl1.1)!l~l~ l . I,-<' 
.....,. ~- : . IFUC.J _-FO.O)GO 'f(l . t ·334 
- -, _., 00 . 1333 J:t.KA · 
· · · · · KB:Jt~•t .. 
_ -~ ~ IFC.2Cll.NE.KBlGO tO 1332 ·. . 







. . ~1335 . FORMJ'T(. t~,_/S. 65X.r.;fJ2f'.-Ia.• -lc 1 'SI4l . · 
13.32 IIIRI,EC6 13.t0 KB .IUBl.ICB,A1CK.B · . . 
1330 FORMJT(I •.sx.•ict·,Il,'l:::',2F12.4,4X,•• ·A·t(i -,I3 ... 1 )c•-,r~ ·~//) ; _ .. 
1333 CONTINUE • · ·. · ·· 
., 
·• · t33.f' CON'lJNUE ~ 
c - - · I . 
• ,. C RES'I'ORACF OF SPARSE AtMITTANC£ · ELEMENTS JN· A. MANNER MORE EAS_ILY 
.• ~ · C USED WHEN THE JACOBIAN JS ~ FORMED. c . 
.. 
:. "' ., . . 
-· 
' 4" · ... 
' . - -. 
' 
'J;. 
· . ~NEtiYU l:aDCll 
- 'NEIIA1Ct>•t .. 
. __ NEII12 ft let -- - -....- -
· IA:A2(2)•A2(1l .. • • 
-... 
:.... ~ ' 
; •. . . : 13~-
DO I 3 6 1 t: 1 • I A . ··---...,_ 
KA&l1+1 
NE .. YfKA):YUll 
N£ .. 11 CI<A):Al Cit) · . 
N£11A2(2):.KA+f · 
. -~. DO 152 I•2,NB_ .• DUMI:t .. l I ·, , ,. .. ,- , '--~--· . . ~ . .,.. - =.: 
.r • 
. ~ 
··: ... _-... , - ..... 
. 
. ; . · . DO t•4 t3:'1 .• DUtn·. - .·· ·-l -
. -~ . · ... IF(A2C.T3)fEO.A2Cil+1)) GQ' TO 
· • .-. · . ICB:rJ2CI3+ )•t : . ' · 
- . _ · ._- •OUM,:A2(·13) · . ·· . 
·¥~,Ifl~~J~~~~lsllgc to s1a 
~ . KA:KJ•t - . 
•. . ~ NEiiY(KI)i:YU2l . . 
. 'NI! .. Il lKA)all ... ,. ., ... . - ~ . -~ ~ ._ t. .. ~- - . , . .. . 
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GO 10 144 · · ~ 
l la · IFl.lf12).Gf.l) GC~D ·t44 42 ~ CONTTNUE . 
•144 CON1 l NUE · 
. KAsltA'+1 . -: 
~ NEWYfKU-=DCll ~ · 
~ NEWAICKA):l . . . 
· . IF(l.EQ.NB)CO TO 148 · · 
lF(J2fl)iEQfA2CI+1)) ·GO TO 148, 
KC:A2 CJ+ )• ·. · . 
DUM2:A2(l). . · . 
DO t46· ~4=DUM2,KC 
- KA:KA+t · . 
•• 
. HEWY Ul ):YU4 l 
46---. 11E'-lHKl):AUI4l ' 
48 HEW.l2CI+1 ):KA+I ·. 
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MDUM=2*NRL+t4B . , . . · . - ~-
. "RJTf(6 1442Hl NEkY(J) NEtiAlCJl,I•l.MDUM) ... · · · 
1442 FDfHUT( f '-. 3X, .'f: '·, 14 ,.3X, 'NENY•t, 2FI4. 4 ,BX, 'NENAJal· .• J 3 •I )' 
llilNB:NB+l · · • . . · · 
' VR11fC6 l44l)Cl,NE\l2(I),Iai.NN8l . · . · 
· 1443 ~ FORMlTCt ',40C6(//,2X,•• NEW12C,,I3.~>=•~I4l1) • -
. , 
c. . .. . .. . 
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REAn TN . SPECIFIED sus .lata,· REAL ·PowER. ,REACTIvE:·. po.,rR. · REFERENCE . 
VOL'I'JCE' YCS8l. VOL-'lACiE CONtROL BUS .CAGNITUDES AND Rf:JC'tiVE · 
POWER LIMITS . · . . ·. · · - · · - · . . . . - . . 
. ~ . 
KO:MP.•1 
Kl: .. P.•MB 
. K2:NP•L · · -· 
- REA]} CS,lSO) CPSCH£DU).I•l,K2l . . . 
- READ CS..tSO) CQSCH£DCJ).Iat.K1l · . · . , 
• REAC C5~50) ECNB}, f(HB), CVSCHEDCil,I•l.KOl . . . · 
150 FORMlTC8F10.ll . · . .. · . · · ·· . .- . . , · 
WRnEC6.160HPSCHECUl,Ic1 K2l · - •. ' - . . . . · · ... 
160 · FOR.PtlTCUU{//.1..' PlSCHEDUU:Cni> ;:t.,UF10.3 -,IJ.SQC18X.11F10.3.//)) · 
WRI'If(fi 16- )(u5CH£tU),J:1 Kt) . · . - · · .. . 
161 ' FORHaTdHO.t/1.' OUiCHEDULEihctl ct,UFt003,//._SOC!J8X .. tlF.l0.3,//)) 
' . -.16~ ~~j~~~ f ;}66{~~ ~'s~·(,~~8~ .t ~~J~~~~ ~-~} ilx! f ICV~CHED C i l : t .·11Fl0 .• 3 .1·1. 50 ltl8J..l1f1 .3 .. 1/)) . . . . . . .. . 
. c~--------···-·-·-------~-·-·····-•············-········•··---~---·-·-~· ;c READ , D C -I N P U T I .N F 0 R l .T I 0 H . ·· . 
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c R£An SPECIFIED PARA .. ETFRS FOR RECTIF1£R . . - .. 
HEJDC5.22)NRECT~XCR~ALPHAR.ALPMIN,AtPMAX,TMINR,TMAX~ . . 
- C READ SPECIFIED t'ARAIIIETERS FOR INVERTER · .,, · - · • . 
READC5.22)NINV,XCI GAMMAl.GAMMIN,GAMMAX.TMI~I.TMAXI' __ - · 
. C REAr. DC LlNE- RESISfANCE-,Dc CURRE'N.T · SET'IING,CONSTAN'l' fOWER".'IO BE. 
C· ,., . MAJN'J-AlN£0 ON THE INVERTER. END • , - . · . 




klY1•3.*SORT(2.0)/FI . · KAY2:3.;.0/PI ·. . .. · 
R00t2:SORTC2.0) . 
.. Rl1£C6.28). . . . . .. - ;. . . 
.WRJ1fC6,51)NRECTfNINV - · · . . . . . _ .. : -
51 fORMATU///,31X,5PfCJ ' Fil!:D . PlR.AME ' 'IERS . - FOH 
1 C ~ L ·t H ~·~11 31X,67C1~•l.I~31X.•RECTIFIER BUS · Nu~eER 
· · . 2 : 1 ,14,/,31X,tiNvF~'fER eus NUMBEtc , - ::t·,I4l . · · ·. · · 
•RitEC6,4l)XCR,ALPHAR,ALPMIN,ALPMAX,tMINR,TMAX~ - . · · 
41 · f0RMJTC///,31X.•FO~ RfCTJflER'~I~ltX,13CtH•l,/,31X. 1 COMM. REACiANC 
~~5~5~iYl!•oELAY=~~~l~:~i,; 3 l~tc?iLA~ AN~~~;I~!~~9~~~~~JE~fi~~~~~l~ 
3•MAX. (OE'G.l _- • 1 ~FI0.:~ 1 /,31X, 1 TPANSFORMER TAP RA'IIO•MJN. - •'- • 4F.10.5,1.31X,'TRAN.Sf0HMER 'II'P RA'UO•MAX. ' :I,F10.5) · 
WRI1£C6,5?lXCI.GAMMAI,GAMMIN G~MMAX.~MJNI,'IMAXI,POJ . · 
52 FORMATC///,31X.'f0~ JNVERTERft/,31X,12(1H•);/~31X.•CC~M. ~FAC~ANCE . · 
J . CP.U.) :lffi0.5,/,Jl~. EXt. ANGLE•INI. GUESS lDEG.l : 1 ,F10. · 
- 2S,/,31X,'EXTINC'I 0111 ANCLE•MIN. CDEC.) :zl ,F10.5,/,31X,· tEXT1NCTI.QM...I · 
lNCL£•MAXf (DEC.) ·=•~flO.S,/~llX.'TRANSFORMER TAP RATlO•MINt ~F 
410.5.1.3 X 'TRANSfCHMFR TAP RATIO•IUX. :l,flO.S,//1,3tX, PClwER 'I 50 BE MAINTliNED OVER',I,llX,'DC LI~ e INVERTER ENDCP.D.):t,FlO.Sl 
. WRITFf6,53)RDC,IC · 
53 FORMITC///~l~X. 1 RESIST. OF DC LINE (P~U~)' :t,FtO.S,///,31X, 1 DC 
1CURRENT (t'.U.) , :t,ft0.5l ·..,· 
:
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\#DO 1019 1•1.25 
j. ; I(SJV~(T):O · 
· 1019 ;;. CONTINUE 
. 101 \ CON 'I J HUE 
- · ALPHAR•ALPINI ~ 
GA,.MJ I:GAM·INI 
DO 2!0 Ia1;,K2. 
. 'E(J·)aJ...O 
. .. FCJ):ao.-o 
250 CON'IJNtiE 
· :· ·-K5=tt t +-I • • 
. . ... 
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-. CON 'II HUE. -
CON'IJNUE · 
··caLCULATE '!HE' 
. . . ·~· 
Di'MtXP•O. 0~ 
DELNXQsO~-o . · 
· DELMl V~Q·. 0. 
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.. . . ... 
) J, 
.. . 
I . . . . . . . 
: ~=i~~Rz:O. 0 0 .... 
D£LPCI:O.O . . :· ' .. · . .. ·. . · c---· .. ······--· .. ···-·········•··--········---·----~---•·-···----··'!1··-·•·· -· .-. C CALCULATE A £ A C· T 1 V .E · P. {) W . E 'R S· · AT CONVER1ERS . . 
c--··-··-··-···········-·· ... ·~·····•····~·-···-··-~·-···-•·-~·-·-·······--~ 
··· COSlLP::COSULPHAR) :. ·. ·.· ' . ' . · · ' · . · . . · ·· 
. . SINUP:SINCAloPHARl . . . . . . :. I ' . . • 
. COSGJM::COSCGAM.Mll} . ' . 
SJNGJM:SINCGAMMAfl· .' - · · ., · . 
vgEr1:::aSORTCCECHREC1>~•2l+(YCNR£CTl**2ll . . . 
TAPA:: CYDA+ICAY2*ID.*llCR) /.OAY l*VRECT*COSALP". . . ~ .;.< 
IFC1JPA.Gg.TMJNArAND~TIPR.LE.TMllA)GO TO A2 · . 
IF ('UPR .GT • TMAXR J1JPtc:::aTMlXR· . . . • 
If(1JPR.LT~TMINRl1APRctMINA · . . ~ 
·. : J2 · VTRf:CT:TlPtc*VREC! · · · . . · . 
MUREC't::ARCOS CCOStLF•<ROOT·2*XCR*ID) IVTREC'l') oo~LPHAR '. . . · 
.: IIIRI'JE (6~9001 lMUREC'I. VTRECT • VRECT ,TAPA .• . . . · . 
lNCR::2 .•ALPHAR+fo1UREC'I · ·. . · . · · . ·. -
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... ~- ....... ·· . ~~~:c~~=~~~~~+=¥~t=~l~~:~~J?~~==¥l~R ,~ . TAPJ•CVDI+IClY2fiC*XCJl/CKAYl~COSGAM*VINV) 
I 
• 
-... - .. 
~ . . Jf(1APt.GE.TMINI.AND.TAPl.L£.TMAXllGO TO 4~ . . . IFC11P.T .GT. TMAXI )'UPia'tMAXI . . · . ; · . . 
. 
..... -- ·-·---: --
43 . ~~l~C~~~~J·~~~~I?'IAPI=TMJNI · . ,. . . · · : ·.;. . · · 
. . . . 
... . 
MUIN»:::a.RCOSCCOSCAM•(ROOT2tXCI*IDl/VTIN~)•GAkMAI · ~ · 
BE'UJ:GAMMAI+MUINV . ... . . . ·, ... - . . , 
ANC 1=2. fGAMMAl+.MUIH V.- . · · .. :, . 
mm!inmo~mtm~i!~::;:::;l .. · ·. .· ... <. ~8A:~lii~;JA~~;:¥~.~·attl;!,l~2=~lo~~~l.xcR· . . 
· POI=~AY1*VTIHVtiD*C05CAM•KAY2tfiD**2l*XCI ~ . - · · 
--· . "RITf C 6 • 9001 )POR • t<.A 'H • IU, VTREC'l,COSAL~ .I< A Y2. XCR . · · .. 
· IIIRITrt6.900I)PDI.I<AY1,ID,YTINV~CV6GAM,IClY2,XCl .· . · 
9001 FOAMaTC7Cf9.5,SX)) · : · · · ·: . · 
.FACTP I= (COS C ALPHAA+MUREC'l') •COSALP l /SIN (·lLPHAR+MUREC'I:) 
nMUDER:FACTR1t£CNR£CT)/{VRECTtt2) . . 
DMUnF R::FAC'I'RtfFCNRECT) I CVRECT·*f2 l . · 
DMUnJL:CSINCALPHAR)/SJH(ALFHlR+MURECT) ~~t.r : · 
F·ACTil:a(COSC.GAMMAltMUJNV l•COSGA.,_) /SlN1-GA~MAJ+MUIN'V) 
DMUn(J~fACTIIfECNINVl/(VINY**2l . . . 
DMUDFI:FACTI1ff(NINV)/(VINY**2l -~ . 
: \' -· ' ,. 
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·.; ·. ...- ~~ri~Aal5INC~AMMAil/SJ~~GA .. MAI+MU~N~l;•1(- o . . o -t " F AC!R2:·t liO/TAN C .. U~£CT) )+(SIN( ANCRl I C t.o£coSCANGR l)) J DORnER:ODM*CC2.•E<NR£CTl/CVRECT**2l)+D~~DER*FACTR2) 
I • -~~-- .. OQROfR=ODR•( (2.VCNRECT)/(VRECT*•2) )+DMUDFR*FAC'l'R2-) 
J . ;~ . I • DOROJL:QDR$((2.~~INCANGR)/(1.-COSCANCR)))+DMUDAL*FAC1R2) -'' - · . · - fAC'l'12:z(lfO/tANCMUJNVl)+(SJNCANGJ)/>C1.0•COSCANGil1·l 
_. _,'= .. ~ , . • DOJnfJ=OD *H2.*1CNlNV)/CVINV**2l"l+D .. UDEI*FACTI2') · 
-· ~ ~ · jDOJDfi=ODI*CC2.*f(N1NV~(VlNV**2)1+0MUDFI*FACTI2) 
/ - DOltGA:ODI*CC2.*SINCANGll/C1.•COSCANCJ)))+DMUDGA*FAC1J2) 
:· •-"-. . : --- · DO 2EI J:t.l<2 . - . . .. :. . 
. 
. 
~ I 1A:NfWA2(l~ll•NE~A2CJ) 
· · • IFCJl.EQ.O) CO 'rO 261 ·• 
SUJII:O.O 
SUM2:0.0 .. 
DO 2E2 J:t.IA -----· ·· " · 





·.J IC=N-UIA1( 18) . . ' '\, • . . I . . 
SUMtaSUM1+E(JC).REALCNEWYCIBll~FC1~1*AIMlG(NEWYCIB)l . 
SUti2:SUM2iF CICJ *.REAL CHEWY UB l ·l +~CICr) •AIMAGj:MEWY{lB)) • .. ,. . CONTINUE · · . · . · .. · 
P(Jl:ECil*SUM1+f(J)$5UM2 . . . . 
. Q(J):F(l)fSUM1•E(l)fSUM2 
~ · ~ ··. ~~trti..~TE JU~lMUM pjt, AND REACTilE POWER EARri~s --, 
e· ·. DEL'IAP:zPSCHEDUl•Mil · • . · @_ • ~ · 
lFC~.FC.NlNVlDELTAF~DELTlP+PDISP ~ · . 
- A~l~i~2i~~~~l~~~L1AP:D~LTAf-PDR_SP : · . : u 
- JFCAeSCDELTAPliG1~CELMXP)DELMXP~ABS(DELTAP) 
· tFCI.G't.KllGO :rO .·~EJ . ,. . · , • 
. DEL'I.Qz...OSCHEDCI)•.Q(l) . . · lf(J.EQ.NINV~DEL'IAQ•D~LTAQ•QDJ - · . : · 
If(l.£O.NRECT)DEL1AO•DELTAO•QDA I . . . 
DEL'IlS{I+K2l:OEL'IlQ · . ~ . · 
·If ( AP.S( DELTAO )-.G'r .tEtMXQ JDELMX(l:A85 (D£LTAQ) 
-261 M. . COtf'IT,.UE . . . 
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151 :..>- FOR,.A'Id.f-IOJ.lSX.SU.~t)t 1 POWER ' ERROR1 ·MATRIX t .5UHf) .II.-15X.-.· 1 DELTA 
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DELPR fKD[LlaDELPDA · . . . . ( .. . 
DELPI (JCDEL):OELPDI · · · . · • · 
I -
WRJ1EC"6 '303) DEL~Xf DELMXQ.Df.LMXV . / . ,' . ·. ·. / .-FOR~_A't(f tJ./i/,SX~!D!'LTAP MAX. _:t. ,F15.8,/,5X,,·_t·DEl'tAQ MAX. :;t'•~lS.l!· · 
1,/f5X, 1 DELJ:AV fii"'AX. ·: -'.-Fl5.8,/)- , -·- · . . -. . - I i . 
IF OfLMXP.LE.DEL~AX 6AND.DELMXQ.LE~DELMAX.AND.DELMXV.L~.DE~"AXr AN~- -1~-~~~~~=~~=-g~LaaxiaN2~~ELPDI.LE.DELMAXlGO .T,~ -: - ~50 __ · _ · · 'r 
KDEL::t<OEL•l , f:: 
· KK~:O . K=K+ 1 I. I . ...,.. .... 
GO 'IC . 1066 
oildCON'I JNUE . ' 
TiFCK.GE.KMAXlGO 1C 1000 
, _ 
... 
c - --- - - - ·- · . - - -~-- .. -· ... ·~ - -- - ---·- ·-- .. . -· - - -. -· c . c · CALCULATE BUS CU~~JNTS 
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C-AI.CULATE ELEMEN'lS -~f ~HE ~lA~_iianN' MATRIX 
Kl=K,t2 1 
K=K+ j . . . . .., ! . · 
' ~~~~~~' i~191 }~4~~~ 11t:R~'II.ON .NO . • • .:~ _· .. ~2, '• ', I:J, __ '~-1• 9_: X.~._c_o~. JUGA.T£ ', ~·~ .9X, 
.1 10F POWER . ,24X,tCURR£NT') . . 
g~c~~f~l~lt~~-a~I>> · 
-I~u~~f~~A,~3l.·f(J)) · , 
WRil£(6L281)5,IBUS(J) 
p CONTI NUt: - . . / 
FORfiU'I(I •,/,2Ft:2.5,7X.2F12.5) I , 
I KB:O • . . / / · KTO'I:NEWA2~NB+1)•(2t(~EWA2CNB+.ll•NE~A2CNB))•tl•1 
soo1 .. PSA~~~f~~~ .}}5~~!tox, •ttTot=• /~s ·,~,,. :~ i 




. c . . 
~KA:NEWAZC1+1l•NE~A2(1) 




. FORMULA~£ Jl ' ~ND J4 
DUM~Y=NEWA2(1) · . , IFCNEWAJCDUH~Y+KA•1l.~.NB) KA=KA•1 
DUMJ~DUMMY+KA•l· 1 . 
DO 182 It:DUMMY,D~~1 A1• J \ KB=KI!-+1 . . I ' 
KG=2ti<TOT+KB+KA+2 i · · • • · . "" JACO~C~Bl=ECNEWAtCI~ll*R£ALCNEWYC11ll~F(NEWAlC11 .))$Al~AGlNi~YCilll 
JACOf(ICG):•JACOB(l<~) - · . - : · ...- . . · . , 
If(NEhA1(1tl;CT.~1l JACOB{l<Gl=O.O ~ • • • 
· JACAJCKB):::NEWAI(l 'l) · · . ·- ~ 
JACAt(ltG):NEWA1 ~1l)+K2 \ · . 
3~~~~~:~I~3lc~~c~~ > ~REl~c}33s(~Ewlt.c 11 J > l -
JACO~Cl<G):::JACDB(l<Gl.REAL(IeUS(NEWAlClt))) 
IF (Nf WA 1 ( J 1) .GT .1< 1) flACOB CI<G):_2 .'~'FCNEWA1 (It) l 
01 (- H ,;:J< 8 · -. . . -
D4(J'l::KC . . · . , • " · -
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. · I • . 
IFCJ.EO.NINV.AND.JACA1C~Gl.~O.C~2+NINV)lGO TO 66 






JACOBCKG):JACOB(~G)+DOlDFl I •. 
CONTINUE · · 
.. .. 
FORMULATE J2 ANC J3 












DO 184 Il=DUMMY.DUfllt /'- I 
~~=~=:foT•KB•KA+2 . · :r.. . . . /1 
JAC(ll! ( KH) =-·E ( ~Et!IA 1 (11)) *A IMAG (NEWt CI•l)) +F (NEWAl CI 1) HREA L CHEWY Cit) ' 
13ACOBCI<8):JACOBCI<Hl · . . . . . . : . . I . . I 
IFCN£WA1(11l.GT.K1) JAC08(1<8lzO~O · · . 
. JACA1CKHl:NEWA1tl1l 
JACA1CKB):NEWA1CJ1l+~2 \ 




D2(1):KH · · · . · 
D3Ul:I<B ; . 
IFCl.EO.NRECT.AND.JACAI(KBJ.EO-CK2+NRECTllGO .TO 67 
lf(J.£0.NlNV.AND.JACA1CKB).EO.CK2+NINVJ)GO TO 68 
· GO 'IC 184 , · ... . 
. b1 
• . 68. 
184 
JACD~CKB):JACOB(KB)+DORDER 
GO '10 ·t84 . 
JACOECKB)zJACOB(KB)+DOIDEI 
CON'IJNUE · 
·tFCI.EO.NRECT)GO 'IC 170 · 
IF(l.EO.NINVlGO 10 17t 
GO TO 172 ·. 
170 KDUJill:t<B+1 
KB:KI!+ l · 
KDU~3=1<G+1 
KG:ICC+t 




KG:kG+l . . 
. 172 . JACA2(l+K2+1)::::KG+l 
. 186 CON~JNUE ' 
• 





























-- · - :- . 
. . . ' .. 
· JJ'CA2 (NB) :s2*KTOT+3 . · · · · • . 4i c-~--~·-·····---·-············-········~--~----·······-···-·------~-----·····-·- · C . CALCULATION OF JACC~IAh ELEM£NTS DUE TO DC . LIN~ . START F~OM H£~E . · . , · 








. DPDDEI=FACTNO•ECNINV) · 
JACO~CKDUM2l=DPDCEI . 










JACA2C1DCtl=KDU~5 .. ·/:·.· KOUflfi:I<OUM5+1 . · : . · · OPOCAJ,:(-l.Ol*KAY1*TAPR*VMAGR$ID*SINC.AL.PHARl . · . 
JACrfCKDUM6l~DPDDAL . : . . · 
JACAI(KDUM6):I~C1 · . . . . . 
~DUtA'J:t<DUM6+1 ' . . 
· JACOB CKDUM7 ):OQJCjjA . 
JACAICI<DUM7):K2+~JNV JACA2(IDC2):kDUM1 · . . . . 

















IIIIRI1'EC6{403) · · · . ·· · : • . , 
FORMJTC Hltii.SX, ' · THE JACOBIAN .SPARSitY VECTOR ANC ROW>· loOCATION V 1EC10~. JACA1'.11 1 2C4X 1 1 I 1 {5X.•JAC08(I)'.5X,t.JACA1~I)'J,/l ~ · NJACCB=8*(NRL~KNtC~+\NB• 1*4+8 . H 2:NJAC08/2 .. -" -~ .: _._ 
DO 4()4 I:t,N2 · · . -~----
N3:I .. N2 .. . . · · - .. - · 
_.:_---- - · I 
... 
. .. 



















































-- - ---- . .. - - -- . - . . . . '\. 
kRIH 16t40m ~JActe II ),LA L(J) ,Nl ,JACOB!Nll ,JACAt !Nll 
CON'J'JNU"r . . ~ • · .· ' · 
FORtUT( ',/,1X,J4,F.t4.6,Jt·o..f '*'·,I6,P'14.6 -,II0l 
MNB=2*NB•1+2 . ' WRJ1fC6 1444)(1 ~ACA2(J),Jal MNBl 
FORMAT«' • 1//,6llx,• JACA2(1·,Il,'l= 1 ,J4l) . ' , 1 •• 
"AI'U (6 1448) · .. · ·· :. . · . , fOR~AT(f t,////,4X,IJ1,4X,'DICil 1 ,3X,t02(I)t,lXftD](J) 1 ,3X, 1 D4(~) ~ ~ 1'.1) . . . . .. 




• -- o" I~ ---
CON1·tNUt. . . · · · 
~F~R~A!C! !·~·~X!I!:•~I!l. • _ • .. · ........ _ .. . ,.,. ... _ •. ":p . . ..... - ... .. -;~--
JAzJACA2C2•K2+l)•l i . . · ~s~~~~'llf:'l'~~~~~ ,3:coe~t~IS,SX.'lA~~;is,///l ~ ~ 
lf(C~+~1<1t/~l.Lt..2J GO _!0 1'770 ·~ - ·. · . · .- , ___ , 
- II~E MAI80 TO ~OAD THE JACOBIAN .NONZERii . ELEMEN.TS IIIITO THEIR 
. PROPER PLACES IN THE ORIGINAL ·tAt MATRIX. !HEN MAlBC FACTORS 
'f." 15 M A 'I R l X or • f . 
DO -1549 J:l,IA · .-
A(J)a,JlCOB~J) · · .·· . CALL MAfBD A.IRN,JF,N,NP,W 1 RELOADl CALL MA 8C A1 1RNilP,N,NP,GJ · . ~RJ1f(6l15 41G - . · . 




.DO J 551 J;~l fiA AU ):rJACOB( J 







DO 1552 Iz:l NP 
IPU .l~=J A2Ul .· 
SET PARAMETER, ~CALL M.18~ '10 f~t~OR JACOB AND.CHECK FO~ ERROR ~. 




... .... ..... 
G 
~ i . 
·-













.. .. ____.--!..-~-~ 









/ : . ... 
. , 
I . . . __. ....... 
1·55_4 ----•-'oR MAT {I ()VALUE Of G ( HELATJ VE PERTURBATION OF . A ) ·I t ,/ • 41<·1 * t) ,// • E 
__.--...--- . 11 5 • 1 • Ill ) · · · · . . . . · , . ' . 
. __.------;.:- IFCCG.EO.•l.Ol.OR ·~UPCN+1,2l~£'Q.O)): GO TO 1553 
. _ _:_____-.-------~ - . ~ SCLVE FOR TH~ - VCL'IAGE CORRE.C'IIO~S : cfiRS~ ORDE~) .. • w 
- c 






1559 . MTYPE:l . · " · · ' 










IF(M'IYPE.EO.u1 Gu 'lu 556 . · 
. CO T0.1558 . . 









- . . . ""' . ,l. . . . . 
.. . , ~ . 
. . ; __ .. ··- -~· ... _. ___ ~ --~ .. _-· ..... -- ... - --:-
. . . 
•. 
~ • • .,. I ' 
... ·~ -
-· . . 
• 
• 





. . .. ; 
-· 


























. - . 
- , 














. . ' 
/ · ' ' 
·-. 
- I .. lDU~6=E~R0R1CNRECt *XDC2+0.5*ERROR1CIDCll*XDC6 . . . . 
XOC7:(•1.0l*KAYlf1 PI*ECNINVlfFfNINV)*IDfCOSGAM/CVM~Gl**ll 
.,XDC8:(•1.0l*KAY1*1 PlfE'(N.lNVlfiD*SINGAM/VMAGI . . 
· XDC9:C•1.0)fKAY1*1 PlfFCNINVlflDfSINGAM/VM~GI 
F~CTtO:((-t.Ol*CE·C INV)ff2l/CVMAG1**3))+(1.0/VMAGI) . 
XOCtO:KAYl*TAPI*lD COSGAM*fACT10 • - . 
FACT11;((•J.Ol*CFC 1NV)ff2l/CV~AG1**3l)~(l.O/VMAGI) 
XDClt:KAY1*TAPI*ID ~OSGAMfFACTlt . • 
XDC12=C~1 Ol*KAYt• API*VMAGI*ID*COSGAM . XOUM2~FRROR1CK2+NI V)fXDC7+0.5*ERRORt(N1NV)*XDC10 
XOU~4:ERROR1(1DC2) XDC9~0.5fERRO~lCK2tNINV)fXDC11 
XDUJ!I8:EHROR 1 ( NIN'V l XDCBtO. SfERROR I ( IDC·2·>*XDC1'2 
JACOI!CKDUMl)~JACOB KDU~1)+C1.•ALPHAl*XD0~1 ' 









~ACOPCKDUM8)=JACOe KDUM8)+(1.•ALPHAl*XDUM8 SPOR:ERROR1CNRECt) XDUM1+ERRORlf~2+NRECTl*XOUM3+ERRCR1ClDC1l*XCUM6 
SPOT :F.RROR1 ( N INV) :t~DWol2+F.RROR 1 C K-2+N I NY) *XDUM4+ERROR 1 UDC2} *X'DUfl' 8 · • 
DELPDR:OELPDR•SPDR ALPHA .· . ' 
. DEL 1 AS C I D c.t ) :DEL PC • . · · . ' . • · . · 
OELPCI=DELPDI•SPOI ALPHA · · . · - . 
D F 1.'1 A S ( I DC 2 l : D 1!: l. P r. l · , . · - · · . 
SECOND ORDER DERI'V.A'liVE OF. apR "·R.'I. ALPHAR - • . _ 
.XALR2=2.0fSINtANGR)'!/(1.0•C.OSCANGRl) . - · . · . ·. , 
XOC13=C~2.0l*C2.0+CMUOAL)/(I.O•COS(ANGR)) . . - ; 
~ XDCi4:C(l.O/SIN(~UR~CT))4*2l*OMUDAL+C£2.0+DMUDAL}/£l.O-C05(ANG~lll 
Xu c I 4: ( -1 • 0) *X DC 1 4 'I . . . 
XDC15:(SINCMUHECT)•SlNALP*COSCALPHAR+MURECTl*DMUDAL11rcsiN(ALPHARi 
UUJR£CTU**2l · - . · FAC121:XOC13+DMUDAlfXDC14+XDC15*FA~TR2 . · '• 
FAC1~2=X~LR1+DMUCAL*FACTR2 · · ~--· XDC33:QDH*fACT2l+CGRDAL*FACT22 
S~COND ORDEH OERIVJTIVE Of QDI ~.R.T. GlMMAI 
X G A 11 : 2 • 0 f SIN C AN C I ) I ( 1 • 0 • C.O 5 C AN G I l ) 
XDCt6:C•2.0l*C2.0+CMUDGA)I(-l.O•COS(ANGll) . 
XDC17=CCl.O/SINCMUINV)l**~>*DMUO~A+Cf2.0+DMUDGA1/(l.O•COS(ANGll)) 
. XDCL7:r-t.Ol*XDC17 . - · · · • - ~ , · ' . · 
. XDC 1 A; ( SJ N ( MUI NV) ··s INGAM*COS (GAMMA I + .. UINV l*DMUDGA) I ( ( SJ N (G-AMMA I +MU 1INV)lf*2l ~ . . . . . 
' FACT23=XDC16+0MUDGA*XDCl7+XDC18*fACTI2 -
r•C'I24=XGAI1+0MUCGA*FAC:TT2 · . ~ · -, --
XnC39:QOI*FACT23+DGJOGAfFACT24 . 
SFCO~D ORDER DERIVATIVE OF ODR . W.R.T. £(NRECTl 
. XfRtz2.0'1::( 'NHEC'Il/CVMAGR•*2> . -· 
. , 
• ( ,:' 
_. -. 

























. FAC'I~ 5:i ( •2, 0* ( E ( N~EC'I) **2) I CVMAGR**4) l t U. 0/ C VMAG.£(*42.)) 
XDC19::2.0$rACT25 - - - . . . . · 
FAC'I26: M • 01 C C SIN (tiURF.CTl H•2l) + Ct.-01 Ct. 0-CDSCANGR )J) 
XDC20:(•1.0)*FAC!26*D~UDER . . • - • FAC'I61:(C0~ALPHAR•MURECTl4COSALP•l.O)/((SINCALPHAR+WllRECTll**2l 
· XDC4 3:FACT61:tOMUDEfi ·. - . . 
XDC21::FlCTRl*FAt125+CXDC43tECNRECT)/(V~AGR~*2ll 
... FAC'I27:XDC19+DMUDER*'X•DC20+XDC21*FACTR2 · . 
FAC~2B=~~R1+DNUDER•FACTR2 · ·-
XDClt:GDR*FACT27•00ROER*FACT78 
- ~~~~~~-g=]~:R~~~J~t~~x~R~t2~o~ V.R,T. FCNRECT) _• 
· FACt29~(·~0*CFCNR£CTl**2l/CVMAGR**4))+(1.0/CVMAGR~*2lJ 
XDC22:2 .O*• ACT29 · · . XDC2.3=C•l.Ol•FAC'l26•DNUDFR •- -: _..;.· .. ~ 







SEC~ND ORDER DERIVJ'IIVE OF 001 W.R.T. ECNINV) 
XElt::2.0*ECNINVl/CVMAGI**2l FACTl2:(•2~0*CECNINVl**2l/CVNAGI**4l)+(l.O/CVMAGlt*2ll ~~ 
XDC2!5:2. o•r ACT32 , ·- -
FAC133:Ct.O/CCSINC~UJNVll*f2l)~C1.0/(1.0•C05(~NGill) 
XOC2fi:(•l.Ol*FAC'I33-'DMUDEI ' . . 
F'AC1~2a(COS(GAMMAI•MUINVl*COSGAM•l.Ol/CCSINCGAMMAI+~UINVll**2l 




XDC31=0DI *f ACT34tDC IDEI*FACTJ5 . · 
· SECCND O'RDER DE.RlVATlVE OF .001 W.R.T •. F(NINV) 
XFI1=2.0*FCNINV.)/(VMAGl**2l . . ...., - · ~ • FAC1J6:(•2aO*CFCNINVl*'2l/CVMAG1**4l)+(1~0/CVMAGI**2lf · 
XDC28c2.0*r ACT36 ll _ . · 





XDC38=0DI$FACT37ttCIDFl*FACTl8 . . · 
SECrND O~DER · D~AlVATlV~ OF ODR ~-R~t. E(NRECTl.FCNHECT) ' 
FAC139=(•4.0l•ECNREC1)*F(NRECT)/CVMAGR**4) · · 
' FAC140:DMUOFR*XDC20 - . . 
XS_AM l:: ( -~ :·0) *FA~.'I R l*E ( NREC, l $F C N~EC'f.J./ f~MAGR_*-*4) _ 















. . . ... 
.. 
- "" . · 




XDC4?~XSAM1+XSAM2 FACT41:XDC47:fFAC'I~2· . 
, · 
_I 
, f'ACT42:XFR1-+D"MUDF~•F~·CTR2 . 
, - _ _ - - XDC34:QD~* CFACT39+f ACT40+F JCT41) +DORD£R*FACT42 · 
---;---~ · - - C SECOND ORDEH DERIVATIVE Of' QoR·. ".R.T. ECNRECT) ,ALPHAR. 
! - ------,.--.,__ FAC'U3:(•2.0l•DMUDER/U.O•COS(ANGRll 1-· · · · · ·. _· · 
., 
• 
·; •· -----.____ F·AC'I44:0MUOAL:f9CDC20 . ,- - . ._ . · _ · . . 
1 
-----:..xoc4s= <•1. o > •siNALF•cos c ALfHAR+MUREC'r 1 •oMUDER/ c CSIN c'ALPHAR+MUREC'I > 1) •• 2l- -- - - - - . ' . . . - -
il - -
r -
t - ' . 
- -. 
- -,~ -_ -
..,. - . FACT45:XOC48*FAC'IR2 - - ~ . . . - -
c 
: FACT46:XALR1+DMUDAL*FACTR2 · . 
XDC3!i=ODR:f CFAC'l'43-tf ACT44+FACT.45.l+D'ORD£Rl$FA'CT46 
SECOND O~DER-D£RIVATIVE OF QDR W~R.T. ·FCNRECT),ALPHAR 
FACT41~C•2,0l*DHUDfR/Cf.O•COSUN\JR)l - .· - . . ~ , -. 
\' 
f ACT4 8-DMUuAL:fXDC23 . - - . . . . -
XDC49=C·l.O).SINALf*COSCALPHAR+MURECT):fOMUDFR/C(SINCALPHAR~MURECT) -l):f.2) . t' -_ . - · " · • • • - . --------·_ . . -











Xo_ur.~ 9:£HR-OR 1 ( K2+NRECT) *XDC34+0 5:fEHRORU--NRECTl*X1DCl1 
XDUM U:EHRORt CICCI >•XDC36+0. 5:f~RROJU-tK2+NRECT):fXDC32 
XDU_fi45:ERHOR1 (NREC1) :fXDC35+0. S*_ERRO'R 1 CIDCl l*XDC33 
. SECCND ORDER DERIV~TIVE 0 £-QDI W.R.T. E(NlNV),f(NJNV) ' 
_ FAC15.0: ( •4. () l *E 01 INV ) .*F:OfiNV) I (VJ4AGJ **4 '1 - - -- -
FAC151:DMUDFI*XDC2E- · ' - -
· XSAM3:C•210>~rACTI1*ECNINV>•FCNINV)~(~MAGI**41 
XSA~4;XOC~5*FlNJNV}/(VMAGI•*2) . · 
XDC5Q~XSAM3+X6AM4 . 
FAC152:XDC50$FACTI2 
. ---- · FAC1!53:XF-I1+014UDfl*f'ACTI2 - . -
-- · XDC40:001:f(FACT504FACT51.FACT52l+DCIDEI*FACT53 . . · 
.-. C _ Si{CONO ORDER DERIVAT-IVE. OF ODI. W.R.1. ECNINY),GAMMAI 
FACT54:(•2,0l*DMUCEl/(l.O•C0S(ANGl)) . . 
FAC1!55:;Df4UuGA*XCC26 - . - - ' - · - - . ; 
- ~~~~51_:(•l.Ol*SlN~A .. *COS(GAfiiMJl+~UINV,,*D~UDEl/( CSIN(GAM~AJ+,. UI~Vl l* 





- SECO~U ORDER DEHIVATJYE OFtOOI : W~R.T. F(NINV),GAMMAI 
· FACTS8:(•2.0)*DMU'DFI/Cl.O• OSCA~-\J-1)) - -- : - . 
FACT59:DMUDGA*XDC29 - · . · XDC52:(•1.0)*5lNGA~*COS(GAMMAI+MUINVl*DMUDFI/((SIN(GAMMAJ-tMUINV))* 
1*2) ., . 
c 
.... 
~ --~- _____ .. ·-
.. -........ _ . ., 


















.. i . 
-









.. I (: 
.. ). 











- · . - - - - -
--~~---· 
.. - - . -- - :_ __ . - . ·--- ----· 
. - ' 
FACT60:XDC52*fo'AC1.I2 . . ' · · · .. -
XDC42:QDI*(FACT58+fACT59+fACT60l+DQIOFI*FACT57 · 




----·-·--·---·-······-------------------------~---·---~--------~-- · CALCULATE SECOND ONDER CORREC~ION _ DUE: TO R~CTIFlER AND INV~RTE~ 
. . . :- ' 
XR:iERROR 1 (NRECT) •xtUI'I9+ERRDRt CK2+NRECT) *XDUM11-tERRDR 1 (.I OCt) *XDUM5 . 
. XI :ERROR l CNINV >*XDUM10:t~RR.O~ ·f(K2tNlNV) *XDUM 12tERROR1 ( 1DC2 l *XD.Ufi47 .· 
----·-----··---·-···------·-------------~----------------------~--• I '• CALCUL~TE SECOND O~DER CORRECTION )GR REAL AND .REACTIVE PO~ER5 CON1INUE . . ' . . . 
WRITE (6 407) ' . . · . · ' . · 
407 . FORMATdHO..r./11.' - ~0. 1 ,15X,•SUM3',17X. 1. SUM4';15X, 1 R 1 ,18X, 1 '1',1SX,' 
tR*ALPHA'.t:tX, 1 T*ALFHA',7X, L'l. . . · • ·.·. (.•0 . . . . 
IB=O · 
DCI 1662 J:1.K2 . 
IAzN£~A2(1~1)•NE~A2{1) 
IF (I A .t ( Q • 0) GO TO 1-6 6 2 . 
SUfll:u. 0, . 
SUM4aO.O ~ 






DO 1~61 J=1.IA . · 
l'.· · lC=NEWAt(iBl · . · ·. ' 1 · 
· ·. · · · ·j~~~~.s~~3~~l~Xgc~~~~~~tl >.> •£R~·oRtc rc-+~<2> -+R~AL cr.EW'H 111 > > *ERRoRt c tc ~ 
SUM4:SUM4fR£ALCNEWY(IBll*ERRORf(lC-+~2l-+AIMAGCNEWYi~Stl~FRROR1CJC) 
1661 CON'f I NUE · · . , · . · · · . . · .. 
· CHl(J):SUMl . . 
CR2CJl:SUM4 · ~ - . . • '•. 
R:SU~ltERROR1(l)+S~M4$ERROR1Cl-tK2) . 
. -1:•SUM4$ERROR1 U l+SUMl*ERRORl ( I-+1<2-l~·, 
. IF ues (R) .L.T. DEL MAll .AND .ABS CTl eLT .DELM~A)Ii=L+t-- · , 
· · RO:R · . .• . . - -·--- - .. ." .. _ 
TO:~'J . ·. ' . . . . -
R:R*U.PHA . · " ·. · . ' · . . 
. l'='I*ALPHA ~- . 
. . XR=XR*.ALPHA · . ' · · . . · 
XI:~XI*ALPH'A : · ...,) . . 
WRI1E(6f408)l S 3,SUM4.RO TO R.T L ·· · . 





















DELSCl):DELTAP - . --· - ~ 




.DEL1 AS CI+K2lz:DEL'IAC - _ 









. ' \ 
1-b62 CON1 I NUE #- • • • • • PELSCIDCl):DELPOR· · - , . · · · -- · · · 
' DELSCIDC2):1}ELPDI . . . - . - - - I - - - . 
lF(I .• EO.K2.AND.ABSCD~LPDRl.L!.DELMAX.AND.~BSCDELPDil.LT~DElM~XlG0 
1 TO - 4 t 2 - · · 
1b66 CONTJNUE 
IFCLtNE-.K2-) GO _1t. 't067 _ 
DO 333 I=1,K2 
DEL-"JAS(J):DELS(l) --· 
DEL1ASCI+K2):DELSCI+~2) . 




1067 ' CON1JNU£ . - , 
IFC·ALPHA.EO:.O.A..ND.J<O.EO.O.)GO TO · 433 
' . 
/ . . . 
NfHiE(6 ·368.) - _ - · : . · : 
- . . 










FORMATCfHt,15X,SC1H*lt' POWER ERROR2 MATRIX •.SC1H~),/ 1 ,15X, 1 DFLT~ 
t P 1 .,lOX, 'DELTA 0 .' ,SX, · DEL-TA .V•SOUARED' ,/) 
-e~~~:,,·61]~~~ 1 If.DEL1AS U >·.DELTAS c,i-+1<2 j If C I< 0 • E ._p _)_GO 0 4 4 4 -· . · 
Ir THE~E AAE -VOL1AGE CONtROLLED-BUSSES 
00 .44, J:K5 1<2 · . . . 
U2:Eil ROR 1 (I~ '*2~E~~OR 1 ('J+I< 2) **"2 
U2:U2*lLPHA -
DEL1AV:YSCHED(I•~1l**2•E(Il**2•F(1)**2•U2 - . 
DELTAS(I+K2l=OEL1A~ . · · · .. 
'-A J-'1 E ... ~ 6 • 2.71 ) I • DEL '1 AS ( 1 ) • DElTAS C I+ I< 2 ) CONTinUE· · · · CONtiNUE . . . 
WRJtEC6.23lDELDC1,tELDC2 
. . 
_IFUL_PHA.EO:.l.)GC '10 414 -





. • . 





































~-JAC.OIH D 4.(1) ):JACOIHD4 CI)) + Cl. •ALPHA )41CR 1 ( l) ·• 
5 e C02 (1) ):JACCiiHD2U) H Cl.•ALFHA l41CR2(1) . · ~(D3Jl)):JACOe(Dl~I))•(1.•ALP~Al41CR2(1) . c JNUE' . . . . A • • • • • . 






IFCMe.E0.1-lGO ·TO 1706 · . · · . . \ 





I ~A_cne CD4 ( ~ -) ):JACOIHD~ (J ~-) + 0. •ALP~A l ~E~RO~ Cl+l<2lJ• ( 1. •ALPHA l *C~-1 (l 
CON'tiNUE· : ' "c, · · · . . 
CON'I'JNUE . . . . " . . .· · ' . · . · 
--·-·--·-------------~----~---··-·---------------·-------------~----------SO~E'· ADDITIONAL CORRECtiONS DU,E 'tO DC ELEMENTS · · . 
-------~-------········--······--·------······--·--·--·-------------------JACOB{Dl(NRECT))~JAC08(03(NRECT)J~(i.~ALPHA>*XDUM9 : . . . JACC-IHDl ( NINV) ):J.-C08 (DlUIINYl )+ C I. •Ali.PHA l*XDUM10 • JACOeCD4CNRECT)):JlCOB(D4CNRECTl)+(1.•ALPHAl*XDU~11 
JAC08CD4CNINYll•JACOB(D4(NINV})+(l.,•ALPHA)*XDUM12 
JAC.OP CKOUMS):JACOB (ICOU~Sl+ C l.•ALPHA l*XDU~5 ·. · . 
J_ACOI! CICDUM"I )=~.ACCB. CICDUM"I.l + ( 1. •ALPHA) ~XD~M7 •• 
. . .. 
IA:JACA2C241K2+3)•1 
IF(~.EO.tl GO ~0 1703 . ... 
DO 1649 I=t lA . -AC.ll:IJACOBdl .. . · . · . 
CALL MA18D(A,IRN,If,N,~P,~.RELOAD) 
CAL~ MA18CCArlRN,IF.N,NP.G) . 
~RITEC6{1554JG . · - . 




.c. 1703 ·~cONTINUE · . 
N=2* (NB~ll-t2 ... 
NP=N·t 1 · . . , 
DO 1.700 -. I=l i iA 
~ ·. 
. • A ( J ) : .JACOB U ).· , 
· · -IRNCJ-·)::iJACAl(l) 
. . 1700 CONTINUE · ·. · 
· -· '- - ~v ·DO 170l ' I .zt 1 NP : ·. 
· • · · .· \ . IP ·Cl· .1l•JACA2·fl) ~ 
J
. · "" . · _ . .. · . . r 17 0 1. · C 0 N 'II N U E 
: . . jc .· 
. . " . .. " 
·I . ~· . . . . / . . • - - .. 
·-.· · · f;· ·~ -~ --~ ·"" I 
. . - .... '~ -·' 
I 
;.' .. ,..,.....: . 4 
t • :) .. -. .. _/~ - · . . ' -
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' ·. 
·. 
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- ~ . -~-
. . : -·· 
.. · . 




- ~ ' •• : • • # 
. . . 
,. _ .. .. 
.-
... · . 
. ·-
-.. -. -· ( 
. ' 
... . ·.·. 
- • Q 
, • 
" ~- :-
. • 0 • 
. ,._ ' ~ . . . 
• • o L , ; -~ .. • , :~~ , ' • • -.. • .... · ;;.·'· • • , - I• ~ • 
- C .. · · SE'I P.'ARAMETER, U, ·cALL··MA18A TO FAC·TOR~'JACOS AttD CHECK t 'UH ERROR 
. . ··c -· . ~~~~-2·-s_ :· · ·, .·. · . . . . : .. · .·-- .. .'".. ·. · . . : ... · . .. -~. · ~ .-
_cALL MAlBAC·A)IRN,I.I=,N,NP,G,Uil~+~EXTRAl . . .._' · -. ··~ 
· .tiCfU'IEr6 1·554 G . ·. ·. :: · · :· · ...... . ·.~- . .. .. ~ 
·c .. · ~f ( ~G-.E~. ·1· ~ O') ;,OR .•. U~ ~~+1 r.2 ~.EO'.~) .) _ __go · TO '15_53~ . 
.. . -. 'C SO·LVE . FOR. ·THE SECOND ORDER V-OLT.~ ' ;CORR.ECTIONS . .. .- f . ~ . 
c I .. • '"' • • ' • ' I • • ' • ~ - 1"/ • • ~ •• • , • • •• ' • , 
41{ · MTYPE:l · · . · . · . · ' ·. ., . · - . ·. . ~ .... ·. .' · .,. 
· : .·. CALL. MAIBB.CA._lRN,~~_F.iN{NPJti,D.E~T~~. TYP·El' :.. •· · ~·-~ . .. . -.-: ,... 
. lF-CM'llPE.EO.u)·. Gu 'lu · SSD. . . . . · • 
. c ·. . .· . . .. . .· . .. .. ·· · · - , . . · . . . . . •. . 
. . WA I 1l C 6 l11 ) · . . ' · . : .: . · . _: . . . . ·· . ··· · . . -~ - · . . . " . . 
371 FDR.tlfTdH~/tS.(t-~•>s'·-~EILT~GE E_RROR.2 -~A';t'R,I~ - 1 ,5(1H*),I/.,15X, 1 DEL . 
·' 
l'IA l ,10X 1 DEL A .. F ,/ . . · · · · . . . DO 112 I= I K2 . · · .- . . .·.~. · :' ·. . · . . • 
372 . tiiRI'It!(6,l52l ·I.DEL'iASCJ.l .• t>ELTAS.(l+J<2). · . · · ·. ;,_ 
. WRJ'HC.6,47)DELTASC1DC1)' . · · . . . - . ~ . . . .. 
. ' . 





liiRI1£(6,48lDEL'PK8(JDC2)_' · .. ·.· ... . .. · . .. · 
~ • . .. • .. w! 
. . . 
' D~Tt~MI~E· TH~·ftE~ fiEA~ A~~ · iMAGIN~RY · HUS~ Voi~AG~s · 
DO- ·-420 1:1· K2 . . · . - : ... ·-: .· .· ' . . 
EU l:ECI )+6ELTAS CIJ : · .. 
FUl:aF(I')-+DELTASCI+K2> · ... ·, .. . :~ · . . · · -~ · . 
ALfflAR:ALPHAA+DEL 'lAS CIDG.l )' · . ·' > . . · ·. · · ·. . 
lf(ALPHAR.LE.ALPMAJlAN~ALPHAR.GE.ALP"IN)GO . TP 11• : : . 
. IFCAlPHARALT.fALPMI~ ALPftARIIfALPMIN . . · · . :· . , .· · . i74 -GAM"II;;GA Mol +OEL-!U (IDC2.) · · . · ·· .. . : · - · · · 
IFULPH·A~.GT.ALP!14AX'ULPHAAaALPM~X · > ._._· .' .. . -· . · .. · . 
IF lC.AMMAI .GT·.GAMMAX }GAMMA t:G'AMMAX · .: . · . ·. . · .. 
JF(GAMMAJ~LE~GAM~AX~AND.GA~MAI.Gf~GAM~rN)GO · TO 900 
· . IPCGAMMAt.LT.GAMtolltiJGAto!M.AI~GAM-Mltf : ·· -~-. - ·--- . ... 
.· 
• 
.. . . 
(/ GO 'IC 90~. · . . . . · · . .. .. .. . :. · ..:..,___ .·· · . · · . ,· .. • 
g IF boJN·c · A. HALF: ~;'ERAT·u~·N ·. ·· • ·<.. ·. . . -:· : .. · . · · -- ' q 
c • • o • • I o • o , o • • • •• • :. , • • • ~ 
412 . DO fl;l 1=1 K2 . . . .' ·. . · · • . . . ··.. ·.· ·: - ... · . · ·. 
· · E U .l:a E (1) +ERROR 1 U l . ·.:·1 · :'. . ."' _=: .. : • · ~.-•. · . •• : • • 
413 F(J):·lt(Il+E·RROR1C.J:+K2) .• - ' ~ . ·:~ .•. ·· . -,.· " ·: · · 
. - 'f' r- ,. 
. ~- / .. : 
,..· 
·. ALfHARaAliPHARtDEL'tASCIDC1) " ·. :. ' . . · .. ·. · . · · :. : <~. 
-,IFUI:PHAR,LE .. ALPMAX,AND.ALPHAR~G£.ALPf41NlGO. TO 115 · 
t IF Ul PHIR .Lf .ALPt4lN JALPHAR:aALPMIN · · ;.. · . · ·.- ·.· · . > · . ·'. . · 
... ~ .. • .. • • # • • • .... • • . • • • - • • • • • • • • 
. . -·: ·· . . 
. . c 
. • . . ,··-:- _: . 
' . 
. : -.. : -
: ·:· . ·, 
·· . . · 
., .. :, ·. 
.. 
. . . . ·. _. _ 
. . - . ~ 
... · . 
.. .. _ . 
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10. . : . 
.. ' . . 
.... 
· ... . 
.. , . . 
. -· . . 
. :. : ~'· ·.-_.··, · .. 
. . . 
,. • ' ; ,. • • . · ' •,.. "J'o • I • . • - ... • li 
~. - - ~~ ... -----..,.-. ...;.._ -.. -~. · .. -:--:--.-- ,-- •·c·.:-_ ·.·.: -: ·:··o::.-.-;-:. ~·;_ ~~ -- t-::' :.'~'·"" ·-- :·;--:-~ .. ::::-~ ·..:-:-~--:--~~·:_·. ~- -- .... -~~: -- ·- · .l:: ... _ - -- --- · 
. .. 
• • • ~ • •• - •• t. . . . l. . .. -' '.. . < • . · .. ' . . · . . .· .. . ·· .... . . ·. . . J,i .-: : - . . '. 












-~ ·. . . -- (:----- ---:-----··- -·_·- · . 
.. ,. . ~: .. . ~ .. ·-- -.~ - ~ .. . 
- -.. - - . .:. . .!!-.. ~-·--r-... ---_._ .. --
.· -.. - ~ -






· ,, .. 
. .. 






.  / 
. ... 
. . . . 
'f\ IFCALPHA~AGT.ALP~AXlALPHAR=ALPMAX . . - . .. 1'75 . GAfiiMAI=GA MAI+DEL'USCIDC2) . - . . . · 
... · ~ IF(G"AMMAI ·,LE.GAMMAXJAND.GAMM'AI.GE,GAMMIN)GO TO 116 
l~ ~~~==~~ :~J:g~:=~~ ,g::::I:-g:::~~ . '. 
•. 
· . 1 7 6 IF ( K I< I< • EG , 0 ) K =K•l 
KKI<:S•I<I<IC 
GO 1C 901 . ... ... 
CONVfRG£NCE .OQTAINED • CALCULATE SLA~~ BUS POWFR 
SUMS:CMPLXCO.b,OrOl 
DUMMY=NFWA2CNB+1J•1 
DUM1:NEWA2(NB) . , 










~Rl1~ OUT BUS DATA 
IF(CC.EO.t.lGO t~ 503 






WRl'IE(6,502)K - _ -
502 FORM 'AT U 111111/l. 26'1.65 UH*) 1 
1 FIRST ORDER N.EWTON•RAPHSON l'IE~11 VE 
· ~ ~.l~~~~~~¥~c~9:X~~~~AG~~~6~lr:il!~~~~~~,g~~~t{!~~~~'''£''6~~~~(~~~ : 
3RE AC11 VE .POWEH', I) . '-
c... GO. 1 C 50 5 - · · · "'\ 
503 WRitEC6,511)K,~~~ ·· · . 511 FOR~-tC////////,26X,5C1Hf),t SECOND. ORDER NE~TON•RAPHSON IT~RA1IVE 
1 TECNNtOU~ CONVERG~D 1N 1 .I2.•.•.11 I ITERATIONS ' llll~li31X 1 BUS 1 2,7X, 1 VOLTAGE'~8X,'~AGNJTUDE',2X,'P~A5E(DEGSl 1 - ,2X,IREAL POWE~C,2x,• 
3REAC1IVE POWEK 1 ,/) _ · . 
505 DO 512 1:1 NB · "- . ·p~ASE=ATAN2CF(l),E(l))*57.~9578 . . 
MAGN=CABS(V(lll · . 
ti6 FOR~" T (I Ill _£31 X ( IS US I , 7X, t VOLTAGE I .c. 8 X, 'MAGN.I TUDE 1 , 2 X, '· PliASF ( DE.GS) ' 1,2X, 1 REAL PuWER ,2X, 1REACtlVE PO~EK 1 ,/) 
512 WRI1EC6 513li,V(l) MAGN PHASE,P(I),C(l) · . . . 
513 FURMA1{f 1,26X,I1,~X,2FS.4,4X,F7.4,4X.F9.5,6X,F8.4,4X,F8.4,/l . 
/ 
I 













w • .. 
.  
. ' . 
. ·• 






. ' l 
.. 
•. 
• ~ • l4o. 
CALCULATE AND WRITE OUT LINE FLOWS 
. . 
. ._,... ..... 
.r?& 
"RIT£(6,514) . . · - . ..:.. · · . 
•514 FOR~ATC///////L45X~1~(1H*lL~ tiNE FLO~S •.tOCIH*l,/,,38X,'LINE 1 ,4X .. 
1, 1 58., .Jx·, -•E.B•·.-:.x, 'tcEAL POWe.R' ,3"X, ~REAC~IYE · POWERl,/) . 
. DO 515 I: l ~ NL ·· . : "! . . ·• - . . . .. · · L=SB(t) · · :.:. .. ... _,. · ·. · . 
M•EPCil · :·'"·:.:. · .. - . . . ,.. 
SS:CONJG(Y(L)l*CVCLt~VCMll*S~RY(J)tCONJGCV(Lll*VCLl*CSHTYCll/2.0) 
SR:CCNJG(VCM)J$(V(~)•V(~))~5ERJ(J)~CQNJG(V(M)l*V(M)*(SHTY(lJ/2.0) ~ SS:CONJGCSS) , : . · ·... .. . _- -.. . · 
SR:CCNJG(SR) - .. <- . . · ,_. __ . -> :. - ·-~ . . 
83 - WRITEC6,516H,L.t'M,SS .. ·· · . . , ... , · ·~ " 
WRI1E'(6,57)14,L.~~ · . · .. · ·· 
WRITE (6,58) . . . . o • • 
515 CON1JNUE 
~~ ~gc::~~~) 1 ,42X,21~.'2F1 _3.4~ · ... -. -:~:-.> ..... > . ~ 
. 516 FORIUT('. t ,37X,3IS,2'F13~4) -.- .. . . ·, ·. ... . I. 
c----···~·-·--··········~--········-·~----~·-··-···•······· --------·----
·c CALCULATE .IND WRI-'IE OUT : DC PAR.A-ME·Tt:~S- . . · ·· - ~- , . ·. 
c------·-··-···--·-····•········•··-......... ~ .......... _ ..... ~-·······-------·---- ( Pfl:VDI/ ( KAYl*TAPJ.fCABS ( V fNINV') l ) · · .. . ·.. . ' 
PFR::VDR/(KAYl*TAFR•CABS·('V,fNRECTJ) ). . · _. . . .... · '-~ DECF:lBO.OIPI· - - . · ·. · <. . 
AL"P11AR::DEGF*ALPH .. N . : · · .... · · · .. BETli=DEGF*BETAI .:. ·-. · _., · ... .. 
GAMICAI:::DEGF*GAMMAI" " .. 
MURECT:DEGf *t4URfC'I · .. · - . ... 
61 ~M~tXT~5~~;MuiNV . · ::: · ·. -~·- : .-:: ~·: :- ·: ... ·. ·· ../ ... 
~Rl,£(6 .• 5.) . : . · . 
_ 54 FORM~t{///~31X,37C1H•),/,31X~'D C L I N K . P A ~ A M £ T E R 
• 1 5 ' , l , 31 X , 3 1 ( 1 H •) ) • . 4 . · . • • • . • • • • 
WRI'Ir(6,55JNRECT6AtPH.M,YDAAXCR,tAP~~PFRiODR,YRECT,M~RECT;PDR 55~ . 1 FO.RMJ~T C.l /. =· IX · . .. ~~ R: :~{.C{._Jl!~~ l~X/6 r ~~fA_y31~~i:l• ~o~A~l'._P.US NUMeER 2::';Ft0-.. l,/ 31-X 'DC·- VO 1'AGE CP ••. ) . :',F10.5,/,31X I 
· 3CDM~ •. REACfANCf lP.U~tSPECIFJE~l =1 ,Fl0.5,/,31X,''IRANSFORMER 1A~ 
aRA~ ~~FI 0~ 5 t/' +i1:X, ,;~~~~~V~ .,·~6~1~ ·~~2~~=E~-A~~~n· . l. : 1 ,t''tO. 5 ,./, 31 X 
~(~:-~ .• ~us · V ~ _AGE (-F·~t!FtO.l;·/:;llX;~,~ -·:~fi~£~-·~p~~~) 1 0VERJ,AP AUGLE 
8 · . ='.FlO 5) · · . .. ·: '"~ . : . · · 
w·Rl'IE C 6, s·6 J HlNY. GA~MAI, POI, XC-l.·Vtl~ ~ '[A.Pl:, PFI ., _QDI, VINV • MUINV, BI::TA I 
_... . ' ~ .... , . ~ . 
.. ,; - ;. _ 
.... 
. ;. -. . ~ . _..,. . 
.. 
~ -~ . . . ' 
. . .. . 
. , . .... 




• • ) ' 
. .. .. 
•• 





• .. r , 
. . .. . 
'·' 
~ :. . ).. 
i _. ~ . ' .. 
· .. 
.. .. . .. 
.s. - "-::· 
.. . .. . 
.. . 
. . . 
·- . 
. ·.-
/ .. . . .. . ~- . 
. - :·- ~-. . ~ 
· · · -· s&. rot1._ -,·'I .(i/~3tx .. •-FPM INVER_TER~iti·3tx·1:t~(iH->: 1 t~ltX 1 'eus ·NUMBER _ . t .. . · . - ___ r;t,I4,/,31 , EXT HC'l'ION . ANuLE ·lDEG.l .. 
.. · . 2·',f-10.3,/f.]1X . ..t'CC POWER (P · U., -SPECIF·IED) - · . . J: 1 ,FJO.S,/,31X, 1 C 
• :.:- · . . 30MM. REAC A'NCt.~· CP..-U.,SPECJ,H:Dl ::t,Ft0.5;/.t.31X,l'DC VOLTAGE CP.U.) 
' 4 . -:· ~•.F10.5,/.l1X,'TRANSFORMEtc TAt' RA1IO : 
5 ::t,Ft0.5 . /..c.31X,tPC"ER . FAC!£R. · ·. . : · . · · . , .· =1 .F10.S,I.3tX, 
· 6 1 R&::JCTJVE'PuNER CONSUMED' · (P,.U.l a:·•-.:FtO.S,/.31-X·,: •AC . BUS VOI~'IAGE 
7(P.-U ·) . ·· .. , . a• FlO·.s·,/ .31-X · 1 0VEftLAP ANGLE ·CDEG.l 
8 : :l· ,f:t.O~l.ti ·C31X~'IG,lTION A6VANCF. ANGLE (OEG~_) ='•~' 10.3) 
._RITEC6,5-.,)MD ,JC . ~- . . ' · · . ·. : 
59 . l !~~~-~-~,,k~1-~~: c~~!~lci~~Eg~. LINE ~~~~ri8~~~.) . . : 1 ,l-.10. 5, / ·II • 31X 
·wRl1·f (6·{28')" :· .·., . . · · . 
_,.~ 28 .· fORMIIT( Htl ·. . .. . ·. • . · , 
.. · CO·' TC 1005 , .: . ,. · . · · 
_ _ . . '. 1000 . . ~R-1·1 f C6 ,1001) KMAX. C'EL-~AX . • · 
- --. ·1001 FORMATt/~/£/,/~lX ·r· 'TH£ MAXIMUM ALLOWED NUMB~R Of . liERATJUNS HA~ · s£ 
/ 
' . 
· . . 1EN PERFUt«Mt.D t,t( - 1 12.r.'l'•'~ITHOUT ~CHIEVING CONVERGENCE TO THf DE 
. 2SIREc ACCURACY ', •· 1 • ,r~e.s, • l •, •. • >· 
. : 1005 CON.TJNUE- . · · . . 
•Rl!EC6.B4l . · 
3023 WRitEC6,1004)DEL~AX ·. 
1004 . FOR"ATC//~15X, 1 1HE ftEQUIREC ACCURACY WAS.I,F8.51 . 
w R I l E ( 6 , 5 tt ) • . •. 
WR TEC6,1011l ... . •. ~ 
1011 FORMJTC//!15X.f'1HE MAXIMUM MISMAtCHES AT EACH CONVERfENCE CH~~~ -E 
1REa'.ll 13X,t TERA'IIONt .,lX 'DELTA P 1 ,7X; 1 DE.LTA 0 1-,7X,'Ilf.LTA V*'2', 
_ .. 27X, 1 C£LTA PDR',7X,•DELTA 'PDI 1 ~/,l3X;9(1H~),3X,7C1H•),7X,7(1H•),7X, 
~ . l_10CH•l 1 !Xt9(1H•l,7X,9{·1JI-.l.l.> . · ... 
. _. OELPR C1 J-AtsS(DELPR (1 1 l . . , .. . • 
.. · OEt.Pl ( l)a:ABS(OELPI (1)) · · . . ·· · ·· . · 
~ WRITEC6{1012lDELKC1l{DELPC1l~PELOCll.D£LV(l).O[LPRC1l,OELPIC1l -101~ · FORMAT( 5X;F4.t.l~.F 4.8,2f14.~~3~iFl4.~.lX,F14~8,/) 
. f ... SAVING "AXIMUM ~'fs .MATCH VALUES OF· ·E.ACH I1'ERATION 
C WITH · ffiE · PRES~NT AGPHA VALO£ · .. 
c ,· 
00 1013 1=2~KOEL · •• 
YJ:JJ+I · ~ ~ -~ -
SAVFP.CJJl=DELPU) .. . .. : ... '·.·· -· .. 


































______ .. ____ ., _ .... · --·~· -
.. 
-
~tRI'IE < 6,1012 >DELl( (1 > ,DELP (J '), DELQ 't I) .DELV ( j l • DELPJH l >. DELlli < l l 





IFCCC.NE.l) GO TO 1070 
~RJ1EC6,1009) ALPH~ 
FORMATC/.lOX.•THE VALUE OF A~PHA WAS•.F6.2) 
ALPHJ:ALP~+0.1 · 




. SUBROUTINE R[LOAD(N,W,Jl ' 
DIM£NSJON ~(1141 . 
REAL JAC08(832) 
INTEGER•2 JACA1(83~l.JACA2(115) 
CO~MCH /MEMORY/ JACOB,JAC~1.JACA2 
1Il:JACA2CJ) 
112:JACA2lJ+1)-i 




SUBRCUTIN~ ISRANIC ' CJX,IO,N) 
THIS SUBROUTi~E· WILL SDRi1THE IN~tGER*2 ARRAY IX INTO 
ASCENDING ORDER SUCH THA~ IXCIO(l)) ' ~ IXCIOCI~l)) FOR I : 1 N · . . ·. ,....--
THE c60E IS A "EAR COPY OF THE ISRAHK RDUTI~E Of· ~ATFIV 
~ND JS DESIGNED ~0 TAkE PLACE OF TH~ HARWELL ROUTINE· 
ICB10~.S IN THE 6P..ARSITY ROUTINE MA18AD. 
lMPLTClT ' INTEGER•2 (l•M) 
DlMf~SION JX(N),IO(N) lONE : · 1 -
IT~O = 2 -
151 : lONE IFt:N ,. , 
G. SOMERTON 
THE FOLLOWING CCDE IS ENTIRELY THE WATFtV · ~oUtiNE ' ISRAN~ 
~XC£PT EVERY!HlNG IS IN INT£GER*2 ARITHMETIC~ 
• ft 
. ~-- . . ' 



















JQ (151) II J81 
182 :: JSl+ION£ 
no =~o I~IS2.1Fl 
IS : IXU) 
M :: l•IONE 
DO 10 J::ISt,M 




GO 10 40 
IM : J+l · 
IZ:J+IM 
00 -30 JB:ziM,I 




. ........ . -
/ 
--- ..... 
d>' . ( 
GO tO 20 
.. . : •· c 
c ---c - 1H"£ t'OLLOWING DESCENDING .TO 




N2 :: N/ITtiiO 
DO 50 Jz:l_,.N2 
II : I•IONE 
ItEMF : IO(l) . 
10(1) =· IOUFl•ll) 




5UBRCU11NE .MA18A (l~lND,lW~N.l.HP,G.U,IAV 
REALt4 EPS/1E•6/,2EHOIO.O~~H~I1.0/ · ~-
MEAt•& ROWCOL(2)/8H RO._ ·,8.H COLUMN I . 
EPS J S THE RELAT"l VE ACCURACY·~ ·or FLOA'tlNG•PQlNT COMPU1 ATIOk. 
LOGJCAI.*l LFAC,MFACUl · · · 
~~~~~~~~~N~~~~~:tfiJ~~j~~£~~~!A~~~!~JFAC MFAC<t>>· . 
REAt•a ROWCOLC21/8H · ' RO~ .BH COLUMN /,ZERO/ODOI.ONE/100/ 
DIMENSION A(lA) 1 lK(2)riCC2),JC(2).JP(2)' . COMMCN/MA1 8ED/~F JSCALE · · 
C ' MA1R1X ELEMENtS . AAE HELD IN - A(Kl,~=1.2i.••••KA~ L 
C ON ENTRY IND{K .1) HOLDS THE ROW NUMBEH· OF THE ELt:ME"NT HELC IN . · 
C A(Kl.· nrtHF MAIN BODY DF . THF SUBROUTINE IND(K,~.ll.IND(J<.L21 HOLD 'lHE 
C ADDRESS CF THE NEXT ELEMENT IN THE RO~/COLUMN ·Ir THERE I~ ONE ~ND 
C _FOR THE LAST·ELEMEN~ IN THE ROW/COLUMN HOLD. CIA+ ~HE . RD~/COLU~N 
. . 
- -:.- - ·· ~~ .... -. ·- ------- ... ~·-· ·------- ~ ·- ·- --·-· ·- .... . . 
·.-











~------~~ .... W :-~w • ~ •• - 0 ~--.-·- -·--- · - - . ••- , .. _ , ~ ------
· c . NUM8ER). THESE NUMBERS ARE NEGATED IF THEY POINT TO ELEMENTS THAT C HAVE BE£. IN A PIVOTAL COLUMN/ROW. FINALLY IND(K,l) IS RESET TO THE 
C ROW NUMBER Of THE ELE~EN7 HELD IN A(~). _ g ELEM~=TE~JR~ot~eNo~ ~~~:~~~~!i!l)cg~~~~~~ST~~EA~gc~~~SO~FT~~EF~~~~~ 
C UNUSED ELEMENT IN A · ON EXIT I~CI 2) HOLDS THE COLUMN NU~BERS . IN 
C PIVOTAl CRDER. AFTER A SUCCESSFULL ENTRY IW(N+1.2l=N+1 AND IWCN+1,3l•OJ g a~~~~u~~N~N~~~~E{,·~~~~~(i~~~1 H~~~N;A!~l~gRE~~ ~~ETn~~:~R~¥~E~~M~~~ OF 
C TH£ I TH ROW/CO UMN AND ARE NEGATED IF THE FIRST ELEMEN1 HAS BEEN 
C lN A PIVCTAL COLUMN/RC~. 
KA~lR(N+1,1)•1 _ 
C JW(I-,l),JW(l,4) HOLD THE t .CGS TO BASE 16 OF THE RO .. /COLIIMN 
C SCALING FACTORS USED. · C IWC~1 5)LJW(I,61 HOlD THE ~QSITION IN THE ORDERING BY NUMBER OF C NON•ZERO~ Or THE L St ROW/COLUMN TO HAVE LESS THAN I NON•ZERO 
C EhEMENTS OR ZERO IF NCHE HAVE LESS THAN I NON•ZERfr &eE~tNTS. 
C ON EXIT lW(l,5) HOI.DS 'IHE .POSQ'IaON oF - 'IHE l TH ROW -IN THE PIVOTAL 
C ORDERING~ _ · . 4 ' 
C IW(I·,7l,IW<1,8) HOLO THE NUMBER OF NON•ZEROS IN THE 1 TH ROW/ C COLUMN . · 
C · - IWfJ,9lLIWCI,10) HCLD THE POSITION OF THE I TH RO~/COLU~N 
C IN THElD~OEKING BY NUMeER OF KCN•ZEROS. - . C IW(l ~t1l.tlW(l,12) .HOLD ROW/COLUMN NUMBERS IN PIVO'IAL ORDER F'OR C I<IP ANC IN uRDER Of INCREASING NUMBERS OF NON•ZEROS OTHERWISE. 
C - IWCI~ll) HOLDS THE EXPONENt OF -THE MAXIMAL ELEMENT JN THE I TH · 





. N1=N•1 '* 
FINC SCALIHG FACTORS. 
DO 1 I=hNJ 
H• C I-. 21=1 Jl=l . 
If(,15CALE)6,8,2 
- J=2• CKA/2)+3 - ._ - -. 
CALl MC12ADCA,IhD,I~,N,NP,lW(1,3),JW(1,5),l) 
- ~R!IABSCil. - . . - . -
If (l. LT _-o )L:2 
lF{J.NE,O) GO TO 560 -
J1=5 




-I W CJ • 1 3 )---=a-
.,_-






. . · 
It 
. . 
_ .._ ... 
. --~ --
•. 
DO 1 C J.=J 1, 9 
'10 IWCJ .Jl:O · · · · . · . 
C . SCALE THE MATRIX.. SET ROW AND. Co-LU .. N LJNJ<S: · FIND f'IRS 'f ELEMEN1S 
. C OF THE ROWS, COUNT 'IH£ NUMBER ~F NON•ZERClS . IN f .HE ROWS AND COLUMNS . 
C AND FIND EXPON£ttTS .Of 'MAXIMAL COLUMN EL£MENTS.; ·: 
' 
.. IG:O ... 
· DO 30 J:1 .N .. 




DO 20· l<s:Kl.K2 
I:INtCI<,l) . 




lL=l . . 
. ON lHE IBM 360 THE " FOLLOWING TWO INSTRUCTIONS ARE EGUIVALENT to · 
' FlC:l6.**C - l~CI.3)flW(J,4) ., 
. JFAt:65+IWCI.3)+1~(J,4) . ' 
LFAC:MFAC(4) · · . 
A(~):A(Kl*FAC . 
AMAX~DMAX.HAMAX. CAI!S (A (It})) 
___ ·--·lttD CK • t ):J+IA . 











DAtt:lMAX · . . . -
C o~ · 1HE IBM 3~0 lHE fOLLOWING INSTR0CTION SETS JFAC 10 THE 
C . · · SMALL EST I ·NTEGER -G~EATER THAN ~L~G16 (OAK )'+6.4 . ,~ 
MFA('C41=Lf'~C 
30 I~(J.13):Jf'AC ~ ~. c .. . . . . - ...........____. 
. . 
.I 
C . SET UP THOSE VEC1C~S .IN ·1 '- · ASSOCIATED' WITH ORDERING BY NUMBERS 
C '01-' .NON•7E ROS • 
· . DO ··130 L:t,·2 , 
" . CALl ISRANI( CIWC1,1+6),IWC1,L+10)',N) 
. C ·, CHFCK FOR IWLL -RO .. OR COLUI'-M. · . 
.. IR=I• (1, L+l·O )· . . 





- : - · - -- -~ · - ~--- · -· -·~ -
. . . 








.. .-.- ---- _______ .. ' -.- ·- - '-: . ; 
110 
DO ·JtO 1:1 N . J=I~CI.L+t6) . . -
' lWCJ,L+S):J · . 
~Z=l~(JLL~6l' · · . · . . 
Jf(~t.N~.N) WCNZ+1·,L+4l=I ~ J:O . - . . 
DO 130 l•l N · . 1Ftt~llt4+£l.EQ~0)1Wtl,L+4lcJ 




. c NOW .FERf'ORM THE. MAUi· ELIMIN~TION. 
. DO 298 IP:t,N . · , - . . 
.C - . . FIND· THE . PIYOT. kE on THIS BY SEARCHING A ROW/COLUMN.J' TH£ 
C NEXT RO~/COLUMN TU SE ·USED IS JC(L):IWCIKCL),L+1Dl. 
: 133 · Il<(i ·):IP . - ' 
JIH2lal·P . .. 
C JCDS'J 15 -THE COS'J. CF·. THE CHEAPEST P-IVQ'I S_c;J F.~. FOUND. 
JCOS1=N•N . . · 
135 DO a140 Let 2.: . ' 
· JC(Ll:IW(l~CLl,LilOl · . . 
140 . ICCLl:lW(JCCLl,L+6) - . 
C · JCOS'I- IS· THE MINit'AL POSSIBLE COST OF A ·PIVOT NOT 50 FAR. F.OUND. 







___ ___.._ ---·- -- -
lFCJCOS~.LE~JCOS'I}GO TO 160 
· L=1 · - · · 
I~£3~ll~-G~~IC(2))L~2 - . . . 
FIND ~HE MAXIMAt ELEM~NT IN · kO~/CPLUM~ UNDER CON.IDERATlON. 
AMAX:ZERO . . 
K=I'-CIR.L) 
GO 'IC 143 
~;~~~l;~6~ao T~ 142 
KK:I' · · 
~ Go 'IO 145 · · . 
. A~AX~~MAX1C~MAX,DAB5(A(KI<))) 
: KK:IHD(KK L) -- · 
· IF(KIC.f,E.fA) GO tC 144· . 
_ -~t~:=:~*~o.z_ERO~ '--GC '10 ~60 . _·. . _ 
L3=3•L . · . . · _ . 
·IKU l:ati<CL)+1 . · - ·- . . . 
NO~ tONSIDER -·THE ELE"ENTS IN THE ~OW/COLUMN IN 'IURN. 
IF(O~BSCACK)l.Li.AU) . CO TO 150 . • . 
.KI(al( - · - · • .. · 
' ,·· 
~ · · - - ·• .!\.- ·· - •• -- -·-• • _ .. ___ ·- ·.-~ r . 
; . 
.. 












. ... , 
f . . , .. 
\ - ' ~KcJND(KK,Llj · -
IF ( I(~ • w; • I A ) GO 1 C t 4 7 · .. 
I< COS 1: (I C ( L) ... 1·) • (I" (I< K • I A { 9 • L l •1 l . · 
IF(KCOST.GE.JCOS1) GO TO 50 -
~lCOST.=ICCOS'I' I -. . . 
KP:K · . -· 
JP(L):lR I· JP(L3.l~KK•IA · 
JF(.lCOST 1 LE.ICOS'IJ GD TO 160 150 IC:IHD (I( 11) · • • • 




c . . . . i ·_ . . - . 
C . REARRANGE THE . [,If~I<S· ·SO THA'J THE P~·¥0TAL : RqW AND . COL~"'N ARE IN 
C 'CORRECT FlVO'rAL SEOUEKCE-. 
1 bO . no t s.a L= t • 2 • ·· C ' MMOVE• THE PIV01Al COLUMN fiRST AND THEN 'THE PIVO~~L RO~. 
IKl3•Ll:JPC3•L) · . ._ . 
c ~·~~,~~~WfA·K l~·~l-£~t·~~ +~~ 1HE . PIVOT~·r: -CO~~J-N.;kOW. · 
C · KM PCINTS · TO ITS P~EDESSOR IN ITS ·. ROW/COLU~N. :. 
C - KL . PCJNTS '10 THE LJ . ST ELEMEdiT THAT. H"S BEEN PIVOTAL ~~- I'IS 
. C ·ROW/COLUMN. . . · . · . · 
lbS - KO:I< • "' . 
- 170 tc·o:J.BS(lND.(KO.,LH .. O) < 
~F(~O.LE.Ik)GO TC 170 . · 
·IK U ):KO•IA 
. : -t<L:I<C 
t<O=J~(ICO•IA,Ll . 
-. JF(HICJI<(L).L+6l.LE.01GO T.O 174' : . . 
- ~ INsTRtc~~~"~E:R~A~s~t :~~ru~~~~~N~"~ (~nA~lR~K~~ 1 ~Li~~t.~~L\2wi~~ -
c CORR£SPONOING ROw· AND . COLUMN AND MA~E CONSEOUEN~ CH~NGES TO THF 
- C ORDERING BY NliM~ER OF NON•ZEROS. -. . · 
. -· .. 
.00 . 111 LM=1,2 . 
IR:Jtc CLM·) . 
NZ=l~CIR,LM+6)•1 . 
u.o~.LM+6l=Nz - I 
JPOS:IWCNZt1MLM+4)t1 - ~ ~~~fp~~!lS:~P~~JGo r~1 . 
JR:l~(JPOS,LM+10) \ 
JJ:I~CJPOS.,LM+10) . • 
IW(JPOS,LM~10):Jk(JPOS,LM+10l 
IW(JP05,LM+10):JJ ' 
JJ=I~( ·IR,LM+B) . ·. · 
,lh (IIi ,LM+B) : _IW_(JA ,1 M+B) 
. . 
. -· 































·I W {\ill • LM+8) ::;JJ 
. IW~N2+_1£.LM.+4):Jf,05 .·· 
. GO 10 1~4. . . ICLir·~O · - · . 
KOciNOC Ki. L) . .· · . . · 
IFCKC.LT;O)GO TO 1'72 . -·· : · 
KM•KL ~ · 
GO TO 178. " 
-KM=~O . .. _ 
· KO:::: Ul D C'KO • L) . . ·. ·· 
. lF(KC.NE.K) CO 10 116 -
IFC~L.EOrKM) GO 10. 82 
. IhDfi<M,'LJ:.INDCK~L) -
IF(Kl~LE.IA)Ga - ~o 183 
IND(I<lL):IWCIKCLlill I .. UI< L).L): .. ~ · ·· .. 
-GO .Tii 186 · .. ~ 
> - ' " .• - ·.- -· · ··. ··-·-· - --· 
...,. -
-~ 
. · . .... . 
~--
• • . _ 0 
·).. 





INDU,L-):I.NI>tKL.L-) · . rJ1' INDUL."L):•K. · · . . 9 • 
·. 186 · ._IC:IA2S( It.D (K .13•L)~Cl.) . . . · _ _...:..._. _.;.~ 
' lf'U<.LE.IA) t~O. 10 165 . ----- ~- .~- . . I ~~:~·~:~~;~~~~ ~~LE;;N-~-5 -~-F~HE .PiVOTAL. COLU-MN BY .MULUPLI£i 188 ·: ·c: c-
c ANU PERf-f:R)II . THE. ELIMINATION. · . . . · . , . I<:INCCI<P 1 2) . CO 'U! 29~ 
190 M:IC . . 
193 ~=INt(~.t} . 
. lf(.JC.LE.IA)~O . TO 193 ~ 
L:stt•JA · ·: . 
A1Kl•ACK)/ACKP)~ 
"KI=l'F 
KL::I< · · 
Gn TO · 280 .· 
195 ; M:l<l . 
200 M:1Nt(",2) . . - . 
- • .· lf(M.LE •. IATGO · 200 
· JL=~•IA · . . 




. ~ -·- . -- ~ . -
c . 
C CHE'A'IE· A NE.W N. N•2ERO IN P.OSI'flO·N: c·L •. JI"l •· 
-210. . .KA:I<A+1 · 
IFCI<A.GT.IA)G 






.· ·. ·/~ - · . ·. ). 
- ·; . : ~r. ·, ~-· ,. ... . -· '· 
... 
.. 
- \ .· 










l ~....-....... :·:/ .. 











- . Il((.t):L . 
: I K ( 2) :.J I ·. . 
: INU(~A.1l::INOCKLAS1,1) 
. INDU<LAST 1l=KA .. · - . 
C . THE CRDE~'OF THE CCLUMN LINKS DOES NOT. M~TTER 50 WE PUT THE 
C N~W-ELE~FNT AS ' TH£ SECCND IN ItS COLUMN. - . 
INDC~A.2):1ND(KI~2). . .. · . . 
. - .. 1ND(I('1,2):KA · · -
C - ON T~E ADDITION -CF ·THE ELE~ENT ACIKCll)IKC2l) THE · fO~LOWING 
C I~STRUCTJONS ARE USE~ · 10 UPDATE IW. . 
.250 
no 2so LM•1.2 · - . 
XR=~~CL~) · 
NZ=lllCIR,LM+6l . IW(lR,LMt6):NZ+l . 
JPOS~l-(NZ+l,LM+4) 
JR=J~CJPOS.tLM+10) . -
If(lR~EC~J"lGO TO 250 
lPOS:HHIR ,tM+8) 
JJ:I~ClPOS,LM+.10) . 
~~CIPOS,LM+10)::J~(JPOS,LM+10l : lW(JPOS,tLM+10l::JJ' - . · . . -
JJ.:Il'Cl",LM+8l - ·. · 
.JWCJR,LM+8):lWCJR,LMt8) 
IW(J~,LMt8):JJ - . 
IW(N2~t,LM+4l:JPOS•l 
KL:KJ 
- .- . GO ' 'J(] · 275. 
265 M=Kt -- . 
-. 2.&7 M::IND(M -,'21 . . - . 
IFC~.LE.I )GO T0 . 26~ 
Jl~~~IA . 
.. 270 . .I(LAS1=t<L · - . . . . · 




. DAI<z:t A eSt A ( KL.)). · 
C "' ' . ON 'lflE IBM 360 THE ·FOLLOWING INSTRUCTION SETS JFAC TC THE 
C FLOATIN.C•POINT .EXPONEN-'1 OF DAIC. MFACC4)::LFAC · . ·. . .
2EIO 
IG:MAXO(IGl.JFAC•l~(JI,tll) . . 





· K::JNt(l<,~) · . · . 
JF(K.LE~lA)GO TO 190 . CON'IlNUE · . 
: ,, !:."' .. 
- -- - ---- ---- - --~----~,.....· -













-u I . .· . . . 






















. l ._, : I ' 
... · . 
. 
. . . 
.. 
.. 
. . .. 
SCAN BY ROWS REPLAC~NG 
00 310 1:1 N · 
K=IAPS uw·d .,.t )+0) 
RO~ LlN~S BY ROW NUMBERS. . 
. 
t< IC: 1 H D (It , -1 ) · 
IHD.Cl< .1 )cl · 
K:IAI!S(I(K) · . 
IFCK.LE.IA)GO TO 3~0 -
CONTINUE " . 
SCAN ·a·Y COLUMNS .RE-f LACING COLUNN J=l . . . . 
DO 330 1=1 N . K:l~!S(l~CfWCI.ll},2)+0) 
l~(lk(J.12l.1l=J · 
KKcJND(It,2 ·) . 
IHDU.2):J . 
. •J:Jtl . . 
K=IAI!S ()(I() .. 
JF{~.LE.IA)GO TO 3~0 CONtiNUE · 
I .W ( Nt 1 • 1) ::J · 
lfEORCE'R. :- . · 
KA:J•I 
¥~~~~~a!~~6~~~})JGQ TO 360 
Al=.A Cl) 
I t;:.Jti D CI • 1 ) , . 
·J = · I . . 
~N~~s~~s~3 : A2•A(K) . · 
I2=IND(I<.,1) . 
A (I():.Al 








. ' ~~-;\.: i1i ~ . ~·:X 'l/1. . LJN~~ -8Y ORDERING ~iERS. { ....... ... . 
-· 
.. . 
SET REMAINING ~ECTORS IN P~tPARATlON FOR FACTOR . ANO OPERATE. 





.. . r.~ . \ 
.. 
... 
·-· . ~-- -·- . --
. . 
.. . -
d1~' . . 
.. ···· ~ · ~- --------·-· - . ----- -- ·-







i· ' ·. L- .. 
::1 . ---. 





~ _- ··:.- RES'IORE . THE. ·MATRIX · Tll ITS UN.EQl.JiLIBRA.TE.D . STATE •. 
·' 
. F AC:QNE. · · ; · · 
- DO 40'0 ~=l M . · ·. :~ 
.· J.COtz I)HJ 2 l · :_ · · 
· Kl:Jki(JC0£,1) · .. · . 
K2=1~ UWCJ+l s·2), 1 h-1 ~ . · 
IO:J ~ C,JCOL{4 . . · J 
' DO 4QO K•K K2 - . . . . / 
• ,JHO=I NO (J(_,t1 · . · .. - r . C ON 1HE'IB~ !60TH~ FOLLOWING -T~O · INSTRUCTIONS · ARE~ _EDU_,IVALEN iO 
· .C FAC=·t6•0$$(•10-rlW(JRO.:H) . . • 
·- .JFAC:65•I.D.•IW(JM0,3). . · . 
. -·LFAC=MFAC'( 4 l · . · . · .·• 
All()cA(K)*FAC · · . . - · . . 
400 · . IF'(J~(JRO,Sl.i..EO • . d)JO;;•IWCJR0,3) .·. 
· : . 1~(~.~.3):0 . 
·G:EPS'fl .600f*rG 
RETURN . 
c . .. . . . ·. -·· -
C ' THE ·fioLLOW-ING: INS'IRUCTIO.NS IMPLEMENT ·'tHE FAILURE t:XI1S. 
50'0 . · t~~RI1f(LP,510~ · . · - ·. . .· - . 
51Q : _ {~~=t~~;:~R~ R' RET~~.N f'RPM M~18/'D BE.-~AUS~') 
·· ·G=•ONE ·. - .· - . . . 
. REtURN . · • . , . . . .· 
52-0 WRI'IE C LP 1.53-0 l ~_. ; .. . · . 
. GO 1C. SOo . : ·· . 
530 · · FORJillT(//34~ ,-THE ELEMENT 'HELD IN A(' • IS,' l IS. OU'I Of . ORDEH 'l 
5&0· -, t11Rl1EUiP,5'70lRO~COL(L),IR . . 510 ·· ~ ·fORptAT(J/34X ~ · . . · \._ . · - . · .. 
: tG~'I~~ ~~~-RIX - ~~ SIHG~L.~R. 1 ;AS .~. ~-4, I '15 ~E~~_NDE~T: IN 'JHE RE:S'I I) 
.. -
· .- . -5tH) . t11Rl1£CLP,.590)'JP " · ·. . · ·• . -- -
- · . :· . · · _ ""sgo · · FOR)A~T Cl/j4x·, ~ -IA .. ·i-s. too .SMALL." --sPACE ... RA.N ·out WHEN ·ELIMINATING • 
.1.!. I 0 N p 1 v OT ! • I 5) ~ . ·- . . . . •·. .. 
c· 
C . . . . . . . . . 
·• GO ·tO 500 · ; ·. . · · ... END . . - .. 
_ o BLOC I< ·- DATA . . : , · .' - ,. 
£0MMC~ ~ /MA18EP/ . JP,JSCALE ' · ~ 
'DA'IA JP/6/ -- . 
D~TA·JSCAL E/1/ · 'i 
·' ~. . . 
I::ND · . · • · ·SUBRGU'II~E ~A198 t~,tR~~~P~N~~~iA~S.~vjc~,MTYPEJ . 




. ' . 





0 • f O - - ~:; Fo- ' • ;_ _ _ 4 ... ..._,, ~-:.: .. . . . - .. ... ---·-·· ., .... ..,_.., _ --~ ... ... ~ ... ....... ........ -............... __ ... ............. ___ .... __ ... .. . .. ... 
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: 1 tl'4 
.. 




THIS .ENTRY OP~RAiES ON"THf VECTOR A~~CT WITH ~HE FOLLOWING 
MAilH~I~C TO THE \IALUE ~F M'I_YPE 
M1YPE': 1 . -At*(•t) 
M1YPE· : 2 a•*~•T) . 
M'l YPE ~ 3 • ·A . · . 
M'IYPE : 4 Af*t 
JP · I~ STREAM . NUMBl~ · FOR DIAGNOSTICS 
JSCAIE CONTROLS EOUILIBRA!ION 
'COMMON /MA18ED/ JP,·JSCALE .· 
. . 
- · ARNC . IS .ROUNDING ERROR ESTIMAtE 
DATA ARNDI1.D•IS/ : . .. 




REAl~8 ANAM-£(5)/ 1 ti.A18AD 1 ,' MA188D 1 , 1 · A18CD 1 ;' MA18DO '• X I . MC i 2AD 'I . . - . - . 
LOGICAL LOG -. . · - · - _- . 
() 
ANAJoiE' CONTAINS tUJI!ES FOR USE IN DIANOjT1lCS . 
ON S/360 NEXT T~O S1ATEMENTS PERMIL A ES TO EXPONENT OF REAL 
EOUJV BETWEEN AU AND JU ~S ALSO USED IN ALL IMPLE~ENTATIONS 
EQUIVALE~CE (AU,JU(LU),(JUU~LUUClll · · .. 
L8¥~f~~;AN·~u6~u~~~~MEN'r- - AR~AYS ·coMMON TO ALL ENTRIES 
INTFGER*2 JkN(ll~lF(NP,S} ·· 
PJMENSJON A(J) . · 
DIMfN.SIONS SPECIA-L 'IO THIS ENTRY ·· 
DIMENSION AWSC~l . · 
DIMENSION AVEC!( 1) .. , . .., 
· tcERR: t · . · 
M'f=~1'YP~ 
M'UPI=O 
I<EN'IRYs2 . . -
- 1J~~~(~~r.~~~~!8)E~~R¥o 2205 1FCJP(~t1,2l.NE.N+1)GO TO 2207. : 
I< ERR: 3 . · · . ·· .·(_ IFCJFCN+l.t3l~NE;0-) GO fb 2205 
LOG=.FALSt., · · , . · \ 
. MTYPE~MT . . . · · - ·~ . 
JUMP ACCORDING ~0 REOUIRtO - OPERATION 
IFCJ.I'IYPE.LEJO.OR1 fl!'lYPErGT.41 GO TO 2204 · , GO IG C101 02,1u3~104J,MtYPE · .. 
- .Sf'J UP FO~ MTYPE · :t,4; PERMUTING AVEC'!' TO A·ws 
LO~:. TRUE. . ·· _ .• , . · • '\,j· • _. • 
, 
.... · . 
. .. - . , . . t 




- -- - --~------=·--u--- ---;· -- ~- - - ____ .:, __ . _·  --~ ·- ..:... ____ _ ; : ___ ::_ - - .. ,---·.-'-'-: .... ·-·:--: --; ·) .f-~ --~- ---~"---~_--:- · :-·: . _ .•• ; .. : .--






- -- - - -- - ·- • •'_:.._ . , • • -·· .·,.'-......... ~- ... ~--- -~-,. ........ . ... ~- ~ -::-- .... ... ::.,.. • p • • :, • ..., C"'~ ~;p-_ -. .. ,. .. , .. ~~------ .. -.. - .. -----· 





tic· lJ O'--js: f H , . . ANSCJPC~~SSl=AVECt(~) . 
. '\ 
... ., 'lio 
r-- I . ' ' • 
-~- . 
·-: ·c 
AU:2E RO · ' • : .: . . . 
· FIRST DIVIDE BY" t OR MlJL'l'.IPLY BY L•tT 
DO 140 J:I,N · 
I . 
Jl=JPC1P(J+1i2l,t) 
Jt=J1•1 ' JSEO:a:IPURN(J1l.~,!5) . · .· . . · 
IF(JSEO.EQtJ) Gu tC 111 . 
IFCL~G)GO 0 1412 . · · 
A .. S CJSEOI=AWS C JSEQ) •ANS (J HA1Jl l •- o co 'J~- 14 ' ' ..• 
141 
1412 AWSCJ):AWS(J)+A~S(JSEO)tA(J1) 
·GO !C 141 
. t . 
111 . c . 
c 
140• c . 
c . 
IF(.NO!.LO.G.)JU:Jt ' · · 
SAVE: PIVOT POSI'IlCJt .: FOR M'IYPE:t ,.. 
Sf.'l · ZERO FOR M'l ~PE.a'4 ·· · . · 
~~~c~i~~A~ '~~ >~A~R . ~~LTIPLY BY. UttT 
~J<l~~~gg t~ 1 144 · · ... . :_. 
~c~t=lPlJ{,~ll ~ -·~, ·: 
RECOV[R PIVOT PC~TJO I~ JU 
AU:AVE:C'UJCOL) 
~AVEC'JCJCOL):AWS(u)/A(uU 
144 JSEQ:JP(lRN(Jl),S) ~: 
H~(L(IGlGO TO 1442 . · ·• •· ~- · 
IFtJSEQ EQ J)GO 'IC 119 . . . 
A•s C JSE'Ol=At~~S CJSEQ )•\AVECT (JCOL) •A (JlJ 
GO 1C ·1443 · ' . . · . 
1~42 AVEC'J(JCOL)=AYEC'I(JCOL)+A~S(JSEO)'A.(Jl) 
~ lF(JSEO.EO.JlGO 1C - 119 
.1443 J1::J1+1 
CO 'JC 144 
: 119 J::J·t· 
1F(J.C7~0) GO . TO 1~3 GO '10 3u04· · ·.. · · . 
EN'IPY FOR. ~TYPE=~~~ . , · . c 
10'3 
.. c 
. . . ·- ·. ·. 102 
~ - L.~¥ReJ~.g~Vl~E 'RY . ~.~ . OR --~ULT .IPLY , BY·· U. 
. DO· 1 2 0 J,:a 1·. N ; . · · . . -· . . 
"( ··.: • .1- .... --:: -.- JCOL•IPCJ 21 - . . 
-Jl::IFCJCot·t) .• 
. :. . . c " · 
. . -: ' 




. . . . .;--:--." . . , .. 
/ .. _ -. -
121 
-~ 
JSECciP(IRN(J1) Sl · 
JF(JSEO.FQ.J) -G6 ~C - 122 
· ... · ..... 
·~ 
. .. 





























l : . 
I - · 
. . 
I · . 
I . 
. ~ . -
} . ' .~""• 
' ~ : 
• ... . . ;. 'llc...... 
' lf(LCG) "GO TO HZ12 I •. 
AYECtCJCOL):AVECt(JC0L)~AWSCJ$EQl$ACJ1) 
GO tc- 1213 . . -
· 1212 . A~SCJS£0)~AWS(JSE0l+ACJ11*AVECTC~COL) 
1 ·21 3 J 1 c J t + 1 . . . 
GO ' 'fC 121 
122-. IFCLOGl -GO T0-13~ .- - · 
A._SCJSEQ):AVE-CTCJCCL)/ACJl) 
GO 'IC 120- : ·· · . 
. · . . 1.32 · AWSCJSEQ):AVI!.CTCJCCLl*A(Jl) 
- /$'~ : 
_.- \ -, .. ). ' . . 
120 C(JNtJNUE - ' . . ~ . · . . ,. ·. 
C NO~ DIVIDE BY L'*1 OR MULTlPLY ~ey · L-J:N . . : : • . . .... . . 
123 JlciP<IP(J+1,2),1) ·· .. 
124 . J1=J1•1 
.. . . · vRO:JRN(Jll - • ··, 
-r . : · . __ .. Jf(IFCJRD6Jp.~,.EO • . J .) · GO t0 · 1~5 - · _ · .. . rf(LCJG) G Tu 1242 . . . 
- . · . : . : ~~S(Jl•AWS(J)•AVE~t(JRO)*A(J11 
. . . · . GO 'IC 124 . - · ·. . - . · - . . 
' . 
.· 
. • -z. 
- .. 
· . -- · . 1242 . AVI!:C'I (JRO):AVEC'l CJfl0l.+AWS(J)'$AlJ.1 l -
-~~ - - - 125 {eEt~da~·>=AWS(Jl . -_ ~ _: .. ~=- ~.,_ 




_ ..... _ -
. -...· ·~b(~cGlo81 _GO _TO · t2l · : -~- _ . .- .. _ ~ . .---. .. - ~--: 
, · . ~ ~8!: hi~~ ;:!~U!it!i · ie~: A~~:~!:~i ~~~ 1: A 6 ::~c;~~~·m itl~t A 
. C · .. ON'· E·Xrt. 'THE CON1ENTS OF A HAVE~ BEEN REPLACED BY THE L/U DECOMP.; 
· -v~ o~~~-1~;Gg~E~~~~~,~~-~ -~="·~~~xi·oE~~~T~~oe~H-0~s~~AI,~.R~~ "-~-a A 8 ~~ i a AD. 
·. - C - .' .NEW- . SCAL-ING C10~S ARE CAtCULA'lED AND STORED IF JSC AL~ G'I .1. ·o ~ 
C . IF JSCALE=O WH N ~HEY WILL'ALL . BE UNITY. • · ~. OTH ER~lSE. ' 'IHE OLD 
c ·:- . _ SCALtMn FACTORS ARE . USE1l • . · . . -T~E P'IVOTAL SEOU~NCE SET BY .J4A18AD-
C . IS .Jl WAYS. USEa.· - .· . _, . 
. ·. lP(N ... t .-.3):0 . ·• · · 
· It ERR~ 1 . : . ..., 
AGR0=-•1DO .- .. · . . ..... 
tcEN1AY:l · . . · . 
C : 'IES'I· VA.LIDITY Of EN.'lkY · : ._ .... --: ... · · . . 
lF.(IPCN+l.,2).EQ.O)'GO TO 22.05~ · . . . 
· - 1~~~F ~-~lli~~;.~ft~~AlG~FT~N~~~IT-ED .. . ~ . 
lF (JSCAI~E .:L&.J )GC /10 .991 -
·-
.. . .I ' 
·-· ~ -- .. _...:. _ ......... --~ :..... ,:. --~ .~.:~·--
.. 
"'· 
. " ._ . 
., 
., · . . · 
-
. ' 












. . -. 
. · .. . . 
I .. 
l . 
~ · .... t~ .. -
.. 
I . 
f" -" I - j 
. - . 
. .:. . ."" .. 
. ... ... . 
· / . 
... 
.··. 
·- .. · . -. • . 
. . ~-
. . :-
-. . -. - . ~ . . ' . .. 
. __ ..... 
-. , . . -~ 
. . . , . . ·.. 
. . 
.. -
. . ' .. 
-:a.· .... _.,. . 
c ·. ·' ·SAVE coi.uMN :5 ~-~ -· ccfi.~MN···: i-3 . ·· = · · ·-. 
. . .. DO 89-8" · I.=l~,.N · . . . · . . . .. . '· 
89H JPCl!l"l):lt'(l,5} ·· . . · . . · . ·- ·· . · . 
. .C ~- MC1211D· USES COLUMNS 5 TO. 12 AS WO~KSPACE • • 
CALL MC12AD,A;.IRN,IP.~N,NP,J.PC1··,3) ,tPC1,5) ,_IS.l 
C .:--·. REStORE ··COLUMtf 5 · . ·. · .· . ·· . 
.• - - . '!. 
·!· ·~ 
i 
.. -- · . ·. , DO 897 I:tlN· · . · . ·._ · 
. · .. .. .. . _ . . •' 897 I"PU1.SJ:IP 1, _13) · >"· -_, ,.. ... :_ 
..,~ • . . lf(J~.HEJ.OlGO '!0 2~08 . · . . ·· · · · 
.. 
~ : . . . 
9Si1 lF(JSCILe: HE Ol GC To· 892 .: · · ' . . 
. _r; ~ . DgE~ 9~E~~~~~lLINC · FOW~RS:· l~~-~-~~  ~~-~-~· . . ." . "· .-· 
· DO 895 K:l N · ' - . · . . · . · .. : 
895' IP(J< .L+2.l·:6 ·. ·. :. · ·.:· ·. 
892. -- JUU:O . . · : 
.. ~ ·c _ ~a~E~Au: oN cotu~Ns IN?:~ · · u~N ·E · ... -.. 
- DO 56 J:l !N . . . . . · 
· .. ~~~;I&H&~~+l!21 !1l·;. ~ . · · . 
C .. FINC --APPROX LO~ Of MA EU-MEN1' IN COLUMN 
_-lAO:O . · . _ .. · 






DO 57 Jl:JST JND-_ e 
· . . AU=CABS (A (Jl h · . . . · · . · ·. 
. . C . Oll SYST~·M/360.£ NEX~ STATU4ENT SE-TS J.~U SO . THA'l" · 






~ - · .. "57 
C · 
c 
• IAO:fl'AXOCIAO~JUU+'lP(iRN(J1h'3)) . . .. 
SCAN THROUGH CCLU~N, - ELIMINATING WITH ELEMENTS Of U AND 
· BRANCHI-NG WHEN PIVOT FOUND . . . -






. ASSIGN 581 TO JPI·V. . . • gg i~. ~~i~~!~~~~~s~) : . · .. · · 
ICSEO=IP(.IRN(Jll_,S) · · · . · . ... · BRANCH ON PIV01 .. · · . . . . 
IF(ICSEO.EO.J) ·co 1G 59 ·. . 
' ELEMENT OF u ~ -- ~~1 OLD ' PJYOTAL - ~ULU~N 
KST:IP(IPCKSE0•2l 1) . KND:tP(IP(ICSEQ+l,~),l1•1 AMULt:A(J1} . . 
Lt:Jt+·t . 
. SCAN DOWN COLUMNs ~EEPING "·IN STEP 
DO 6~ Kl:KST,KND 
J<RO=IRN(Kf) . . . . I 
SteiP IRRELEVAH1 ELEMENTS· · 
IF(lF{ICRO,S).LE.KSEOJGO TO &0 
. . ""' 






.. - ·--~- --- - . ......:.__ _ 
.... 
• 
















































ON S/l60,NEX~ S1A'IEMENT SETS JUU A~ ABOVE 
LUUC4l:LU : UPCATE LOG OF GRO~TH ESTI~ATE 
IAG:~AXO(IAG,JUU+IPCIRNCL1),3)•1AO) 
Lt:LS+l CONTINUE -
GO 'IC 58 .. 
I . 
TES1 FOR .ZERO PIVCT 
IFCACJ1)jEO.Z£RO~G~. TO 1011 
AMUL 'I:A ( 1) / -~: 
ASSJCti 582 TO" JPI'J~ . 
CO 'IC"-'58 




·SEt GROWTH ESTIMA'IE 
AAGOzARND*16DO**IAG 
~21~~ · ~~?3oDtA.I~~.IP,N,NP,AN$,NJME) 
I<ERA:l - . -. -· -- · ·· 
~EN'IRY:4 . . 
TE..S'I VALIDIT~ Of ENTR-Y 
l~fi~fa:l:~~;~~;2~Y~c~0,a2~~o7 
-INI'IIAl.LY CI.IEAli· COLUMN . 
DO 301 Jet N 
AIIIShJl:ZER6 
CONTINUE . 
· COLUMNS IN -PllO'IAL ORDER 
DO 303 J : 1 N JCOI,: IP(J,~) . ., 
Lo•c COLUMN . _ . 
C~b~vN~SE~~6ft~~fgc~tlci AND . · RES~t to · ~ERO 
. Jl=JP(JCOL,1) . . 
J2cJF(IP(J+1,2),1)•1 
DO 302 Ll = J .I ,J2 JRO:JRN(Ll) 
, . . 
-r -
., 


























--- -- -· 
• • 
.· ( 
A(Ll)aANSCJNO) "30~ - . AWSCJRO)atERO 
303 CON1rNUE . 
GO . 1C · 3004 · . 
, -__ _ 
c· Dl~GNOSTIC PRINtiNG _ . . 
•. 
~~g: r~~~l~tr&~l2aa·~~~~~~)f=~~~~A&,fBE~~US~ -M~~PE c 1 ~I5, 1 WHlC~ IS OUt 
- X OF · lUNGE') 
· . . GO 1Ci -3004- • - - - . -
· .- 2205 NRI1£CJP 23~5lANA~tCKENTRYl~ANAME(KERR} -. . · . 
. . 2305 FOIUUT ( t 6ERROR- REi ORN . FRQIIt 1.....--..AB, 'BEC-AUSE PREVIOUS EN 'I~ Y 1'0 1 , AS, 
. - · X'GAV~ ERROR - RETU~N.t) /. · · · - · . ·--
. - ·co 1c -J004 - . ·_ - , . . _. -_ . · - ·-
2207 ~ltl1ECJP · 2307.) ANA~EU~ENTRYl ANAME(-U _- · · 
2307 : FORMAT( •6ERHOR RE'IURN FROM' .A8, 'BECAUSE)No_ ·PREVIOUS ~NTRY T0 1 ,AS) 
GO 10 3004 · · . . -" - · . . ·· . . · . 
1011 - WHI'l.l(JP 2309lANAfii£.(3)*1RN(Jl-) ,IP(J,2) . -·. . . . 
· -2309 FOR~ATC 1 6EBHOR ~£'IUHN fROM 1 ,A&,•BECAUSE ·ZERO PIVO'I (',214, 1 ) 1 ) 
- . 1PUH1.t)}:1 - ·. · · _. _ .~ . . - - _ . . · _· . · 
. GO 10 _,004 / _ - . . . . 
~181.- . :~~~~~~~ 6-n28~· -~~~t~~ 31Aa=~~~~ ~l_~~~AU-_SE ~~-A-S. ·•.HAS GI 'JE N ERROR ', 
· _. X' RE''FURN WITH IS:; 1 -, J 4) - • . : -
3004 RE1U~N · 
. END : - - - . . . • . , 
·sueRCJUT'lNE .MC12A (J,.JND.t·IP6N1 NP,DIAG,,HES,IS.) · . IN T F C E R * 2 1 N D (1 ), If ( N P , ;,_} , I A G ( N P , 2 ). : . · · .-
C · ·· · R~~k~ 4-1 ~~~~~6 4~o RETURN .-· IN1EGE.R seA-LIN~ , BOWERs~- · ANC . 'IO H·oi.o 
-·c · . COUN1S - O£ NON•ZE~OS IN RO~S AND COLU~NS DURING EXECUtiON. · 
C . IT IS SET TO 0. ON B~CCESSFUL COMPLET10N, - ~o I IF ROh I HAS ONLY 
. -g ' •HE~E~~ ~L~~~~~~~c: 0 A~~A ~r ~8tHt:si· :~~~ · ~N~~L~E=8N~~~~~N~~"Lf 
. ·c. · · OF HESlOUAL VECtOR F~R T~O CO"SECUTIVE ITERAtiONS, :COLU~N 
C' · . 3 HOLDS .. COLUJ4N - SCALING POWER-s·.!. AND COLUMN 4 - HOLtS THEIR 
C · . . . CHANGES OVER A DOUBLE ITERA'I IuN. · . · - · · · . 
-· c. . ~ ' . : ' . . . . ' . . ' ' -: . ' . . 
DATA SMINI·£0-l/ . ·. - · . . --. - ·- · : 
. C . SMHf IS IJSr..O IN A CONVU~GENCE TI::ST ON (RESIDUAL NOIH41*•2 
. INTEG£~*2 JU (2 l · - -- : -· . . -
LOGICAL*1 IU,lW13) ' . - . 
f.QUlVALENCE (UU,It.("l)'),(U,lU,J!J(t.)) · 
uu:too. . - - : · -. · 
~~!¥ I'ALi'~E: - F.bR ACC~ •• ~LATIDN . OF S~M~ . AN'D PRODUC-TS _' 













-:---:---'--,- ------··-·- - -"--· --. - -- ·-:--~' . ·- - - . 

























. . . - .: _ . : · ---... ---" - - ----~--- ~. : . : · 
DO 2 'Iat,N 
.RESCJ . -L):O.-
IC£SU .L+2):0. 
2 DIA(;(I.L)::O ~ 
¥~:~ptj 1 2~-
I 
K'\.:If ti2, 1) · · 
K2ciFCIP(J+1,2),1)•1 
IF01.-GTIK2) GO '10 ·3 
1>0 3 IC:IC .IC2 ·. · 
Il:rlND(ICl , U:DAES(A Kll . . 
lF(U.EC.O)G~ TO 3 . . 
ON THE IBM 360 THE FOLLOWING TWO INSTRUCTIONS FINO ~HE · S~ALLEST 
INtE~ER GREATER -tHAN ALOG16(Ul. -
IW(2l•IU 
u~u~-64~ · · -
COUNt NuN•ZEROS IN ~OW AND COLUMN 
DIAGCIJ,1):rDIAC(11,13+l . 
· DIACCI2{2):01AG(l2~2 +1 RESCI1. ):RESCil,l + 
RESCI2.3~:RESCI2.3 +U 
3 CONTINUE . COMPUTE RHS VEC10RS tESTING FOR ZERO RO~ OR COLUMN 
·J:O 
JU(1):11920 
DO 8 I~l(N. . 
J~J+CIAG 1,1) 
DO 9 .L:l 2 · 
IF(DJAG(f,Ll.GT.O ); GO TU 13 
¥~~~~l!~~:l, ' 
13 CONTINUE 
· OH JeM . 360 NEXT INSTHUCTION SETS 0 TO VALUE OF POSITIVE INTEG~H 
JU(2l=DIAGCl,Ll · 
9 RES(J,2*L•il=RES(~,2*L•1)/U CDN'IJNUE . . 
SM.:SJIIIIN*J 
l_SWEEF TO COMPUTE l~ltlAL RES~OUAL VECTOR · DO 1 0 J 1 ~ 1\ N J~IP(J1,_2) · 
Kl:JP(J,l) _ . . 
~2=1F(JP(J1l1i2>i1l•1 
lF(ICl.CT.~2lGu 7u lO 
• DO tO IC:ICt 1<2 . 



































• . ~~~"d= l3 20 NEX.l . ~~~niUCTI.ON , SE~ S ~ 10 . V~LU: OF ·P:Sn J VE J H lEGE~ 
- . ·. ~~~~l~~J~a~lfi~.1)~AES{·~.l)i~ . . - . 
10 CON~JNUE . . . 
· INITIALISE ITERA'11CN E:o · - · . · 
· · E1=o-.· · _ -· -· 
0=1- . . . S=O · · . - . 
08N ~~~~~l&~ - ~EX 'I IHSTRU.CTI.ON S.ETS- u to V~LUE- or Posn v~ INTEGER 
11 ~~!~.3:R~A~i!·I -ll•~ - . . · -_ ·--- -. - ~ - . - · . · - · 
}f!~i~~o="A;~~ tc tot -. - . . -.- - - -·. ._ . ... 
20· EM=E*El - · - · - . · ShEE~ THROUGH MATRJ~ ' TO UPDAT& .RESIDUAL VECTOR 
--DD - 22 J3:1 N · . ' · -. · 
.Jh:IfC'J3 21 . -. · -· ' . ~l=lFCJl 1 1 - . -
1<2::If (IP{J +1 t.2rl-.t.l) •1· -
1F(Kl.GT.;K2l ~0, . -.0 · 22 
DO 22 K=l<l,K2 ·.:- - •. -
1F(AC~l.1 E0.000) GO . TO 22 · · J2:: C 2•1.J *. lJl•lND ( IC)} - -
I=J1•J2 - · _. - . · ·. ' · -J=:INt(K)+J2. - ;"· . - . · . · 
REBC~.L1•RES(l,L)t~ES(J,3•L)- . -
22 CON11NUE · · . . . · 5t:S ' ·- . . 
: . . 5::0. 
·' . DO 23 - 1:1 H . - -· . 
.> 
-- V:;-RfS(J L)/Q . . . . . - . 
- 0~ IBM i60 NEXT IHS'IRUCTI.ON 
JU(2l:DIAGU.;L) . -' SETS u '10 VALU-E OF' POSl'lVf lN'l'EGEH 
23 ~~~!~,~~~~{~ti -
- :£1=E-· - · 
. F.::-QtS/51 . · -
. 01::0 - . -
O•l.•E 
. M:l•l . - . 
· u · c.S.Gt.SM) GO- 1C 27 · 
. E:M•_1 . 
: . 
•. 




• •• ~- ••• •• • • • - • "! • ~ .......... _ . _ 


















.· · . - .; . . · 
... . . 
. . . 
.· 
.... . 
. . \ . 
·M:t · · ' ;'-. · · 
21 ¥F.~l~t:o;/L GO _' TO 2s i ·. ,. 
. QMzQ•Ol . 
DO 26 J~l· ,K . 
. RES Cl, 4 l.= ( EM*RE& (I .1. 4l+RE5 (1, ·2).) /QM 
26 AES(l,3)s:RESU,3l'-tAt:S(J_,4) .· · · .. 
2S L~M . . ' 
. . 
00oN' 24tBMJ•t3 1 NO .N."''v1' ·.I ... S .. ·RUCTI.ON. . C . b .:..A .. • SETS U '10 · 'lALliE OF- POSl'IIVE ·I .NTEGE'H 
·24 ~~~~}~fJ~~~jftf)L)fU*E , . ·· --~· . 
~ . IFCS.G't.SM)GO . 0 20 . • · 
C · S-EEP THROUGH MATRIX ·TO ~ET ROh SCA~lNG POWER~ 
101· DO 103 Jl•l,N · · · . . . 
J:IP(JI i2) , · . 
I( 1:IF{J 1l ·· .. . · ~2:1f(I~(J1+1£2),1)•1 
IFCK1.GT.K2lGu 1C 103 · 
.. B~b~~~ i~c~lt-s-1<2 ~ . . . . . . ·. . . . 
. . IF(U.EQ.O· GO TO ·103 · . · 
C . ON ISM . l& NEX1. ~~0 , INSTRUCTIO~S ~iKD THE SMA~L~ST JNTEG~R C . tt:SS T-HAN ALDG16(U) . -- . 
l"C2}:JU. . . 
U:UU•64 · · . · . I=J,.C(K~ · . . . .·. 
RES(J,tS:RES(l,ll+RES(~,l)•U 




CONV~RT . POWERS lO INTEGERS 
JU(t)at7920 . 
DO 1 0 4 I= 1 , N . . :· , . 
ON ISM 360 NEXT INSTRUC710N -SETS o · ~o VALUE OF . P~SITIVE INTEGER 
~U(2l:DIAG(J,1) . . ~ 
-V=RE61IIll/U : . . . . · . 
OIAG(J, ):;VtSIGNlG-1 5,V) .. · . . 
. ~04 DIAGCI~2):•(RES(l,~)+SlGNCO.S.RESti.l))) ' 
. RE~URN· ' - · · -
END .. . 
r' , 
·. 
· - '- · ~. : - ·---- ·-··· ~ ... .. -'t. .. ~....._ ....... -.....j..... - -·· •• • - . . . - -··: ... -
~ . . . 
·. 
•  
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· ": , 
: .. ,. .. 
_,. . 
· · · Table .<r.-~:. Solutlon .of Test'System A, Bus Info~~tion 
• • r · · '! , 










VDL1AG>: ,·'::f . ·· liJNITUO~ 
t.'.oto.3 .;.o.t·oe6 · /ot6t · 
~ ~ •. 0095 · ~0.0855 1.-0tll 
1.ou9 -o.o935 ·t.oi9.2 
·t.-04!51. •0.0512 ,, . 1.0 • .;0 . 
. . . . I 





. · I 
.. 
. • , 
PHASECDEGS) REAL POWER 
. 'r . 
·. -6~. 13351 -:-: . ..... -•0.6000 
•4.8406_1 
·. •5:. 26183 
•2'.80484 
o .•. o . 
. . 
. ... 
. "" -· 
· . 
































.: . .. 
1 
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... · -·-. '( 
.... 
Table G-2: solution of Test :system A,. L·ine Flows 
·· ******·***• LI.NE P'LOWS •••••••••• .- -·, 
.. - "'" ' LINl. SB ·re ~~EAL ·PO~ER REACIJVE , POWE~ 
i - t - 3 3 . . i -
~ 1·. 4 
- 1 
3 2 • 4 '-2 
4• 2 5 
5 ' 2 
5 ~ ] . 4-
_4 .3 
6 4 5 












- 0.09.58 . 












. ;> . 


























... ... .. 
. .. 
.· 
Table G-3: Solution of Test system -A, oc Link Infopnation 
... .· . 




: - !2~-~~~!~!!~ . . 
. 
· R~fj~u:~~~~ \cr:EGS l 
DC VOLT~E fF u. · . tOMM~ REAC1AN~E .(PfU6,sPECIFIED) TRAN FORMER TAP RA I . 
'POWER FACTOR 
'REACTIVE POWEii CONSUMED CP.U.) 
AC BUS VOL1AGt CP~UJ) · • OVERLAP -ANGLE · CDEG. . 
DC POWER CP.U.) 
.. 
FOR INVtRTER ~ 
------··-··· SUS NUMBER ·'. - -~~T~~~~~0,P!n~-~~p~g~~it~> · ' .. 
COM~. REACtANCE CP.U.,SPECIFIEDl 
DC VOLTAGE Cf.U.l , 
TRANSFORMER 1AP -RATIO 
POWER FACTEII 
• REACTIVE POliER·' CONSUMED CP.U.) 
AC MUS VOL1ACE (P.U~t OVERLAP ANGIE CDFG.) :· 





























4 743 . 
.o.t8884 
3 
17 060 . :, 
o.tAeao ·. 




o .• 06485 ·_. 
1~01920 
3. 795 . . 
20·. 855 .. 
. 
.RESIST. OF CC LINE CP~U~~S~F~.) II . ... o. oo·16'7 





. ···- -·- - ·- .. ---
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Table G-4: Maximum P.U. Mismatches for Te~t ' system A. (N.R. Meth~d) 
tuR~cy ~As o,o~oto 
THE MAXIMUM MisttATCHE& AT _ EAc~ co·NvnGENCE :CJiEc~ · wER£t 






0-. Q_ 8 55' 6 7 7 
0. 000lfi_3~3 . 
o.oooo·o·2so 
-· 









o_ •. oo·4"70t6.t : 
-. -o·. ooooo~54 ·. -· · 


















.. . . .. --. ·--- ----- - --















Table G-5 : Solution . of Test .System B; Bus In:ecrmat;.ion \ 
... 




o·. 9215 0.1469 
:o. 9388 00:1'412 
.,- 0.9367 0.0078 
.-
1.0~43 . 0.1158 . 
~:::>1. . • . " 
0.9901 .. ~O.l.f01 · 
. ~ . . . . . 
0.98.26 0.18!56 
0.951-1· ~0.3090' 





<> . . . 
·t 
·-
"· - ~ - t. 
., ("o 
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~ r 0.1500 
I;OQOO 
t.ooo·o 
. •17.9962) . ' 
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--------::---:- - - ·. :. ' 
·' 
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Tabie G-6: "'· SOlution of Test system B, Line .. law'}-
•••••••••• LINE FL~S '''''''*'' 
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j . • o.olas 










.,o ~ 00~_7 ,, 
.''·i).'t.356 · 









. ·. •0.0388 
0,0421 ... 
,' , I 
. . ~0.018, 
. ·. ·.0.0204 
. . . ;--
. . i .. ... ~ 
o. 0022 : .-;: 
. 0 •. 064E 
.· • •• j • 
•0.;0585. 
. ' 0.0624 
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1 
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Solution of Test system B, DC Link Informati~n Tabl:e. G-7: 
· ·-----------------~--·---~--~----··-· · D ·c L I N IL p· A. ~ --~A M E T E R S . -!Ia••·---~---·-·-···--·-·--------·-··-·· 
FOR RECTIFIER 
~ ·------------ I ~ 
rlUS HUMBER . .. · . £LAY. - ~NGLE. CCEG 1 ) C YOL'l'AGE CF.U.J . ·. OMMi REACTANCE CPfUi~SPECJflED) RAN~FORMER 1AP RA Iu ' OVER FACTOR · · . . · . ~-- -"'{ ' REACTIVE POWE~ CONSUMED CP.U.) 
' .IC· -BUS YOL1ACiE CP.-U·.) · · 
. OVERLAP ANGLE . CCEG.) -
· · .nc· POIIIER C F. U.) 
· fOR INVERTEF 
-----······· 
. -BUS NUMBER . . . 
' 
., 
. ~~r~~~~ovpl~~-~~p~~~~~~o> _ ... _ 
COMM .r. REAC'IJNCE. ( P. U •• SPECIFIED) 
c .· ·2 - J 
··- 15.672 II 1."16294 
• 0.10000 
c ·o.9sos9 
• 0.95421 ~ o. 0 '3992 
c -0.94911 
• . ] 3'16 
= · ·o.t2792 
a: 3 
• 13.713 c 0.12750 






. -¥fi~:~~~A5~R '-~l~ ·~a'f;o -.· -
POWER FACTEP . - • 
·REACTIVE PO.li£R COtfSU"!D CP.U.)-
A.C • BUS VOL1 AGE (P!. U)) 
0.95169 • . 
=· 0.962'1'1- - -~- : . 
o.OlS-54 ·-- -~ . • 
OVEHLAP ANGLE CDE~• · 
ICNl'l'IfN AD~~NCE lN_GL.£. ~DEG.) 
= · o.9lfi12 . . · 
a: . 3.'124 . ' • 
= 1'1.43'7 
- -1 
~~SIST • . or DC LlNE (p~ti •• SPEC.) : 0.03500', 
• 
.... 
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. Table· ~8: MaXimum P.U. -Mi~tches for Test System B (N."R. ·Method) 
·-
'!HE .- R.EQUIRED . ACCU"ACY WAS ~.00010 
.-· 
. .· . . . ~ :-· '!HE. ~AXIMUM _ MIS~ATC~E5 ~TEACH CONVERGENCE CHEC~. ~EREI . · 
· l'IERA'IION ·. · DELIA • · .,_DELtA 0 
---------- -·-···- . : -······ 
. . 
- ·· ·., o.o 
1._0 . 
2.0 . 
' . . ~ ' 
O. 250cY'OOOO . · .. O. !"9999993 
0.0182.1926 ·· . 0.04911'10-1 
.. 
0.000§1'88~ 0.00111624 









DELTA v••2 DELTA PD~ -
----·-···· ····-··-· 
·0.0 ofot067227 
0. 0643)010 · o .. oolt029o 
0. 00504_~_94 . 0.00000012· 






·-· ~/ .. 





o.ooooc.ots \ , .
0.00000'012 I I I 
0. 00000024. ) 
• 
J 
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Tabl.e G-9: :Sol~tion of ~est System !=!, · Bus Info_rmation. · 
• 
FiiST . ORDE~ _ NEN~ON•RAPHS~N . ITERATI~£ T£CHNI~Ui ~ON~ERGED IN ) · J1ERAtiONS ***** 











_· t.oof9\·0.2949 ~jP463 .. ·_.· •~6.370~8·- : 
1,-Ul157 ~t{.2J69 - _ ~~~-o~2a · · _~15.2~6_ te·. · · · . 
1.02Go. •0.2754 . . .1.05.65 · · ·1~. ·1 ·1060 · .- _· · · 
REAL DWER REACTIVE POWER 
.. o_.l490 -. - . •O .·o5oo 
•0.0580 
~0~0160 
-rr. -2348-4. t.ote6 -0.1~69 .1.0307 •8.'75826 
. . 
- . . . . :"\ . 
~ - . .t._Ol8D -o·. 2048 -· -~.0580 .. ' •11.1614-i .. 
1 '.0259•' ~~ {2851 1. o··649 6 · .. •15.56071 . 
' . ' 
-7 1 ~:o.47s · -o··26to 1 .. 0795 - ~-1l~9-9205 
8 "1"~_0275 -0.276~ . 1.06.39 •15.0'414~ 
-- . -
.. 15.49:u7 9 s. 0338 :•0. 2866 ' '-1.-0728. 
.  
1.0577 •0 •. 2635 :· ~11~9920.5 tO . 1.090.0 
. .· . ' .. 
11 1.0372 ·. •0.2630 t.O?OO •14.23006 
12 0.~8.54 ;.0.2217 . . 1.;.0100 -) 2. 67~'38'· 
- tl t~O·t10 -o. o~i.2 
' • 
1.0450 .•5.00834 





~ _____ ,.___ _, ___ ____ ~ -- --"- · .. ··-· 
•0.662.0 
. : ·_. O:ro1s · 
•0 .• _0900 ' 










_o ._oooo · -- . o. o64 g .. 
. · . : •0. _11~0 . .. ,;.().0641 
~ •0.9420 •0'.1915 
. . :. 
. · · -·o • tal o · c • o to i 
2.l25l·. _-. •0.2185 · 





















Table G-io: solution of~Test S~stem c, ~ine Flo~s . · · . . 
. ' - . . . 
. ••****-.*·** LINE FLOwS ********** 






~ . . . . . 
. l · .. 1 i 
. 2 .. 
•0.0576 .. · . 0~0093 
·o~o.s.st·. · -o.ooa2 
9· s • 1.' . . 0~'2758 . 
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Table <rlO: continued. . .-: 
.--·\' . .~ 































• · 'f-· . 
f.S · · . ·REAL POWE-R 
. . • 
. 9 -g.t59t' 
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o. 7258 . 









. •0 .• 0236 
~ 
·0.0643 




































Table G·-10: .continued. 
***'**'*.* ~INE FLOWS ·*******'*' 
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11 ~ ,Solution : of Test· System C, ® Link tnformatiqn· . · 
BUS NU 
' DELAY· 








. FOH . IN 
···--· .:. BUS NU
EXTINC 
. DC ·p_o"' 
COMM0. DC V L 
'IRAti Sf POWER . 









ION AN(L£ CDEG .) 
R:(P U.,SPECIFfEDl ~ · . 15 125 . ·o.sAsso = EACT~~CE tP.U.~SPECIFJEDl = o.toooo AGE (~.U.) - · = 1.·28399 RMEii :'lAP· RATIO' a: 0.-96~~9 ACTEfi = ' 0.93 g (:; PCkE ... COhSUM£0 CP.U.). ..· . 0.21 l6 
VOL'lAGE. (P-~UJ) • 11051 ~ AtfGtE (CE • . .. · '&: Oe44. N AD JNCE· AfiGLE ( D£G.). ... .25•614 
. . 






. , · 




·.· . .;~·. 




























. · ' 
\ . 
. . 
Table G-1 ~Maximum P.U. Mismat~hes · fo~ Te~t . System c (N.R.·Metho~) 
THE REQ IREU.ACCURACY WAS 0.00010 
THE MAX MUM MISMATCHES AT E)C.H CONlJERGENC,E· CHECI< ' WEREI 
. ' .. . 
I 'I ERA 'I ION DEL'lA P . DEL 'lA · Q DELTA VU12 · . .- . DELTA PD~ 


















-: . .. 
0.18809.986 : 
O_;;Q734405S . 
o • o o 13 6 2 e·o · 
"' . 





. I . 
I . 
. · o.oo~oooo6 
·~.Q0000024 




. . . ... · ~ . . . 










·" - . 
.. 
. ·I 
- ---'--:- ·----- ·-- -- --·- --· . - . --~ ••·--· :r··- ·••', • ~··-:·-;--..... - .... , ......... ·. •• ·' . ...... ... · . ____ ...;"::'_ '.., ~" '' ..,.,., ,_..,. _. ___ ' ···- - .- .... • •• •-• _._.,.,_.. .~- ":''" • .. •••_._.., .;. _ , ... ... ~-----.. : ~ ·-· 
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So~utioh of Test ~ystem o, Bus Inform~tion \ . 
ORDE~ NE,WTON;,.RAPjiSGH-:-HERATlY~ TECHNIQUE , CONVERGED I .N 3 J'JERA'IION5 ••••• 
• •• ' f ' I 
' . 
'ICL'I~G£ 
0.~158 •0.2~06 .. 
1.0233 •0.2287 
0.9590 ·-0.19-511 
o.-9725 •0.1254 : 



























. •12. 59649 
•11.54189 ' 
. .., • 34636 
· ·8.56621 
•12..29646 / 
•7".62774 · . 
•11.7.,840 
1.0306 •10.8l461 
' 0.98_43 .· •11·.47906 . 
. 0.9·131 
o.gsgg ·. 
0.9781 . . 




.... -.9.:M741 _· . 




























































Table G- 3; continued 
t . 
BUS VOL-'IACE MACNITUDE PHASE(DECS) REAL PO~ER 
. ' . 
~EJC'IIVE PO~ER 
15. 0.979fi •Q.t-e34· 0.9873 •7 .1·7907 •0.2200 -~.osoo 
16 ·1.0012 - •0.!'562 1.0134 •8.86882 •0 :"4300 •0.0300 
'17 1.0129. •0.0958 1.0174 • .5 . _401 03. •0.4200 -o.oeoo 
18 . 0 .9'778-r•o ·. 2.035 o·. 9988 -11.75439 
. . 
•0.2720 ·-c.ogso 
' . 19 0. 938'4 •0.2~85 0.9635 •13.10507 •0.03-l .O •Cl.0060 
. 
20 0.9288 ... 0.2183 .0 .;9541 . •13.22450 "'!0 • . 0230 -o.otoo I . . '-., 
21 · · t~687 •0 .. 2192 0.9932 •12..75250 - o.oooo c.oooo '~ -
•0.0000 22 .. 9695 .-0.2180 0.9937 "' •12.6~_133 -c.oooo 
i 23 0 ._9681 -·0~2190 0.9925 •12. 7 4.4 3 7 - •0.0630 •C·. 0210 i 
· j .. . \ 
j_ •. 24 0.9611 -o-. 22~s . 0.9872 •13.20391 o.oooo •Cl.OOOO 
i 25 : 0.9195 -o .303"6. 0.9683 •1-8.26903 · ~0.0630 •0.0320 
26 : 
.. 
0.9'481 . • '924 3 ··o. 2113 •12.87463 •0.0000 t.oooo 
-::_. 
27 ~-9~67 •0.1946 0.9763 ..\1.49916 •0.0930 •0-. 0050 
28 .976e -0.1810 ,. 0.9935 -10.49987 -o. 046o · •0.0230 
. .,. J»> 
29 . I .9935 ~0..1719 . 1.0083. •9.81505 •0.1700 ~C.0260 .. 
30 ' ~.ono .-o.3061 0.9477 •18. 8406:1 :--o Jo36_o . •0.0180 
3t .8666 •0.3077 0.9196 .. 19.54933 •0.0580 •C.0290 
•0.2986 o·.9323 
~ 








































·_ - '49' 
50 
• 





. 0.~~39· -0.2239 
0. 9_433 •0.2226 








. 0.9819 •0.1984 
o.-982~ · • .-o.2q~5 
1-.0162 •0. 1658, 
. 1.0470 ~o .• 205& 
1.-02'o8 '!".0.22'J9 • 
. 0~9831 •0.2124 
o.9974 •0.2217 






. · _,j 




'· .... . MAGNI!UD~ PHAS~(DEGS) 
0.9300 •1·.8 .71994 
0.9437 .. ..14.00735 
. . 
·o.9507 · •13t. 76110 .- . 
. o·. -9604 _-1-3 • 4 838 1 
0.9692 .-.-. 3. 27905 
. • 
0.9962 . ~12.50962 .. . 
0,96'73 . . •13~33143 
. -
0.9576 ,•13.52021 
. ' I 
0.9916 . •14.10970 
0.9599 •15.51075 
t.0076 -1.1.35830 
. . 1.00~5 -•11, 70159 
"1. 0·296 •9-. 26670. 
' 1.;0670 •11.12_999 











., , :--o.o 
~-o .·oooo 
. . 

















































Tllbl:e G-1.3 : · continue d 
< • 
iiUS Y£lL'UGE . 
51 1.00~8 •0;.0210 
52 · 0.9796 •0.1029 
53 . 0.9681 •0.1482 . 
54 . ' 1.00.19 •0 • . 0789 
. 55 
.... 
0.9663 ·-o.t636 •. ~ 
56. 0. 998t - •0 .184_7 
57 1.0400 Q:o. 
I 
.. 
· .. • 
• 
I 













P.HASECDEGS) REAL POWER 
•1.18960 .· -olo100 





o.o t> 4.23'76 
1 
. . . < • • 
' ., 
c! ' 
•. ~ ••. -J.:-· ·- ~ 
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. . I" 
-.' 
• f. ~ 
. ' . • ·. , , .. 
. .. . 5 . • 
·. 
'"f. f : . ·.~ . . • . . . ;,. . 
Table G-14: . SOlution of Test systelll r:f, Line Flows 
I . ·. 
- _-.. -
.• '. 
• ...... .... LINE FLO .. S ··········~-
• 










r.- · . 
i -I 
I· 






















. 1 . 12 ta. . . 1 . 
1· 39· 
. 39 1. 
"2 to 
10 ·2 




3 , 29 
29· .. ~ 3 
4 !i .. 
5 4 
' 4 . sa·· 18 . 4 
; ·). · .. . ' 
.. '. ' ; .· . : 
9 . . - ~:.: -.. 18 








- ~ 0.1239 ~ - -
•0.1210 
. 0.).1242 . 









. . . 0.1790 
.. . •0.1790 
















. ·. I _·.· • 
... , 
. ' . 





. . . . . ··- ----..,----<. 
.... .. 
, - . 
.· 
......, _ _./ .· 
--· 
----···---·------ -
. . ' 
. · i . 
I . 





" N w 
N 
·:~- ' 











~ t. \ ;./ 
.... 
--- ---·· -- ---
.. 
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Table G-14: · Continued 
- ~ ·- . 
.. 
• ••••••••••·lil~~ FLO'S •••••••••• 




10 4 52 • .•o.6oo•l -o.054.1 ' . . 52 .4 . o e60t7 •0_.0715 
. . . . .•. 
. ' 











. · 6 8 ·-o~o110 -o o·460 
: 8 6 0.0786' 0 :_048C · 
14 2~ ' 29 ' 0.6.040 · . 0.14'7'9 ., . •0_.6040 . .o. 9654 ' ..........:... ' 
· Sl. 
. 0.1766 •Oo.Oll4 
. ., : . •0. _~760 .•o.OJOC 
54 · . ·o 1806 : ,. •0.1344 · 
' . . ., 
. o.-7896 · : o.t6ll ··. 
. 9 •O.Jl9ti "'· .•0.0620 . 
,. 
8 0.1228 0.0661 ' 
.. 
.. ta 9 55 •0.1908 1.0610 
55 g . 0 .1908_ • .0 .1'054 
.. 
.... 
• . .... . . 0 
" 
. . \ - .. . 
~ ----- ~ .. -_____ _  ...--....,. _____ ..... __ _,.. _ _,. .. -.... - -----"- ... . ~ . . -·--- ~ .. ., ... ........... - . .... ~~- . -··· •: 
.. --- ~- ·-- ------ --
. ..... ,~ -':1•·- .,. .. r-.... ...... _----...- - · - ~ -- . 
r- ' 





•.... -- - - - - -·- -- · - .. 









~able '~: continued 
r , ......... .LINE· FLOWS -********** :;.. · -. . . 
t· LltU 88 re . REAL POWER REAC'IIV!'POWEil 
19 10 55 •0.1~30 .. 0.0449 
55 10 - o.t . 43 •0.0&14 · . •. 
.. 
5~ ... •0.2146 ' \ 20 10 . •0.;1809 
56 10 0._18 3 0 . 0.1912 
\, 
21 
-ll 1l •0.1021 •0.-0444 1.1 0.1024 0.02'7~ •• 
.. """1:1: ~ ~~ :· ...... 




~ .• 0936 
.. 
... 
23 11 43 ·o.t364 0.0552 . 
43 u ~0.1364' ·_ o,.s~-26 , 
I * r- ... of 
24 1.1 · 55 •0.1265 - •();; 0510 ' 
.. • 
' 55 u 0._1210_ o .-olt&.- · 
.. 
" - : 
) 25 12 40 •0.0344 Oi.03'79 · --40 12 0.0-344" _o.o:uo -- -~ · 
"26 . 12 41, •0.0553 . 0.0012" 41 12 0•0571 0 .011,_01 
-
__ _ ..... --
.· .·. - .. · ~_;..: .. ~-
-21 12 42 ·0-.0155 · · o -.oo94 . . · · - --~- . ....,.., 
42 12 0.0156 -0.0092 . ----~ . . 
' 
t.) 
_:_. ________ .--:-- ______ :..--:- . .r:. 
.. ~------ T ••• 
--- . . 
---
. ----4~---------·-:-· 




'""""- ~ .... ~/-· .. . ~ :: 
. . =-. ~ .. 




Table G...;l4: . continued. 
. ·-. 
' 
.FLOWS ... ··~······ LINE •••••••••• r" .. LIN~ 88 te REAL POWER ·. · REACtiVE PD)IJE~ -
. . 





. 13 •0."487'7 ' . 0.0473 0.494!5 
. . 
- ·o. O.f7E 
30 13 
·. 0.3136 0.4076 49 ) ,• 49 13 •0.313~ o. 9959' 
-
r 
,_}1 13 55 D -o.o~49 ~0.0206 55 13 . 0.0207 -o.o 39 
32 13 56 · 0.0162 · •o. 6·s!5o 
\ 56 13. •0.0089 0.6.186 .. 
I 
.. 
33 14 15 \:0~6877 -o.os99 
15 14 0.6963 . ~.~733 
. I 










.3·s 15 45 • ·o. 3721 0.0489° 45 15 •0.3721 0.9463 
-36 15 52 .. 0.3337 0.1231 
. . I ......, 




----- . ·---- -· ·- . .... ......... - • ... .. ·--- " .. ··----........_ .... _ ... ··- . . 
.. 





' Table - ~14: continued \ 
"· 
.. 
•••··~···~ · LINE : F~ON~ **~··~·~·· . 
LINE· . 58 · EB · REAL POWER REA"C'l'IVE POWER 
- - ~ 
. . . . 
. 37 15 -57 -i.4492 -0.2476" 
57 . 15 1· . ... 8 8 2 0 .3.4 5·1 
39 · 
40 . 
16 . 56 -56 . 16 " 
16 '. 57 "· 





41 17 57 













. 0. 0.711 . 


















- . . . ~- .. -
.. 
J 
• - - · - -----------~__.,. _ _ ., .. "--:'_..,. ., ___ ... _ .. __ ~ __ _,_., __ .., _.,.. .~ - ·· _ _ ., , . , ,,_,. ,.. , r , • 
• 
\ 
•• ; • • • - •• • ~ ·- . . .. -·~ ---· · • -- . --· - .•• •J 
• 
~ - . 







. .. . - ·-- - .· --- --
.... 
.. 





' 4'6 22 23 
23 22 
/47 . . . 22 38. /. 38· . -22 
.48~3 24 
. 24 . . - 23 
49 24 
25 
.  . , . 
5o .24 
..25 




·.52 . 25 
' 30 










. . 26 







LINE FLOWS •••••••••• 
. -----

















•0.2044 0.2073 · . 

























-.... . , --· ~ .. 
. ~ - --
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·-
- // 
_ . _-_ //. 
-~ . . 
/: . 
0 -Tabl~ _ G-14: _ continued 
. . . ~ . 









·55 ~= 29 28 ··o.253-l -· 0.2562 
o·.ci39'a S6 :3o ' 31. 
' 3-1 '- 30 •0.0390 
5''7 . 
. -.J~ ' 12 -o.0-190· ·. 1 ·o.o.t9_2 -
.. · 
58 ·]2 33 0~0381 
- 33 
ir l~ : -•0_ .~380 
32 34 · •0.0'733 59· 3~ . ~ ~3.2 . o·.o'733 
60' 34 
35 











36·· ·. · -o-.t337 
35 . . . ().1347 
31. . ~0 • .1692 
36 ·o .:1704 
.. 
40 0.0345 
3.6 -0.0344 . 
. , 
: 
- •0.0692, . 
























.. -o~-o649 · 
0.0648. ·_' 
.-o-~0988 . . : 
· _ --0.100_ ~ 0 
·· . . 0.0341 . . 
0 














··- .... -- .......... ~ .. ..... -·->r--·-· ·-· .. 
. . 








. . . ............ 
. >--!-""', ./ 
. ; 
. ~abl~ -G-14: continued 
' ' 
I . . . f - 1• . ..... . . . . • ... . . . 
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s.o - 193 •. 816528 561·. 489258 -1.0-4989339 
9.0 - 73~8.43359 26245~7461 ·to3.79.8416 
":: ----
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Table H-4: - Maximum P.U. M~smatches for 57 Bus Sy~t~·(Alpha-M.Q.S.Q.N.R. Method) 
. , 










o~:11 A a 
-- ... ---~ 
1 ~--71915_040 
0.06913525 
0. 0000 30,39 . 






IHE MAXIMUM MIS~AICHES AT E)GH CO~VERG~NCE CHEC~ WEREI 
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J.1ERA'llON DELTA P ' oEL'IA 9 _- DELTA V**2 
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THE MAXIMUM _MIS'"'AJCHES AT EAC:H ,CONVERGENC~ CHECI< NEREi (ALPHA_, 0.2) 
IT~RAIION DELTA P 0~~1A Q OF.LTA V**2 DELTA PDR 
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I . . • Tab~e H-4: cont~ued 
T~E MAXIMUIII Ml~,..ATCHES At EAC.JI C£1NVEA<:ENCE CHFCI< \IIERE: (ALPHA= 0.3)· 





'INE MAXIMUM MIS~ATC~ES 






THE MAX! MUM MISI'A'ICJ-IES 
llERA'I ION DF.L1A p · ... ______ ... 
..------· 
o.o , 3.00000000 
. 1.0 0.04193650 
2.0 o.oaootq4t 
' 
---··- ·-- · 





ftT EI'C-F CONVERGENCE CHF.CI< 
OEL1J a: OEJ,TA V**2 
------- . --~·------
1.'71975040 o.ol9liooo1 
0.~339 .. 242 0.00398445 
0.00002209 0.00000286 
AT EACF CONVERGENCE CHfoCI< 










WF.RE: (ALPHA = 0 . 4) 
I>E:LTA POR 
-·-·--·--
o. ooo·o oooEi 
0.00003046 
o.o 
hERE: (ALPHA "" 0.5) 
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THt MAXIMUM MJ~~ATCHES AT EACf ~ONV~PG~NCE CHEC~ WE~E: (ALPHA = 0.6) 







THE MAXIMUM . HI~~A1C~S 





THE MAXIMUM MIS.,A'ICHES 
















AT EACI1 CONVFRGENCE CHECI< 
l>EL 'U · 0 DELTA V**2 
------- ------··--·-
1.71975040 -o·.o396ooot 
o.ote9C737 o .·oo370693 
o •. ooooe 121 0.0000019! 
AT E I'C-1! cF~~NC~ CHECI( 










1WERE: (ALPHA = 0 .• 7) 






































Table H-4 : continued 
c 
'THE MAXIMUM MJ 5~ ATCHES AT E l'C.- CONVER~ENCE CHE'CI< WERE: (J\Li'HA = 0 .9) · 
ITERATION DELT~ - P DF~t"'IA 0 DELTA · V**2 DELTA PDR 
-------~- ---···· · 













·THE MAXIMUM MIS., ATCHF.S AT· E AC.J; CONVERGENCE CHECI< .. -WERE t 
' 1,. c. • 
ITERA110N O~LTA P OEL1A 0. DE~TA V**2 
~---~-~-~ -~·-·-· ----··· ----·--·-· 




















3.00000000 1~71975~0 0.03960001 
. . ~ 
' 0~00000006 0~~3n--------------
-----· ·- - . - ---::- • .. • 1 
o .• 0467P822 o :o 164 36C9 . e_.Jl032.2.34-2-- -· 
- -- ------ . 
---·- ------ t 
O-;UO'T5'5938 · O.OOOOCOUI 
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